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PerspeeiiTe 

Birds and aircraft have collided, with 
damage to both, sin ce the early days of 
aviation. The first recorded human death 
resulting from a bird-aircraft collision 
occurred in 1910. As aircraft became more 
numerous and their speeds increased, 
damage became more serious and costly. 
The first serious turbine engine crash 
caused by birds occurred in 1960 and took 
more than 60 human lives. Since then, bird
aircraft collisions in the United States 
have caused about 100 deaths. In Canada, 
no lives have been lost, but 10 military 
aircraft have crashed, and a number of 
commercial aircraft have been damaged. 

In 1963 the National Research Council 
of Canada, at the request of the Deputy 
Minister of the Department of Transport, 
founded the Associate Committee on Bird 
Hazards io Aireraft. That Committee, on 
which are represented the National Re
search Council, the Department of Trans
port, the Department of National Defence, 
the Canadian Wildlife Service, the Cana
dian Airline Pilots' Association, Air Can
ada, Canadian Pacific Airlines, and the 
engine manufacturers, has studied the prob. 
lem and recommended solutions. 

White engineering solutions may be 
possible they will take time. Meanwhile, 
habitat management at airports has resulted 
in fewer birds being attracted to those 
areas. That has reduced the likelihood of 
bird strikes near airports. 

Radar study of bird movements aloft 
has helped to define the timing, duration, 
direction, speed, and location of major 
movements of large birds considered to be 
a major hazard to aircraft in flight. Rela· 
tions between major bird movements and 
weather parameters are being studied. 

Since 1965 we have been experimenting 
with forecasting bird migration movements 
in relation to weatherforecasts. The method 
is being refined with the hope that bird haz· 
ard forecasts for aircraft will eventually be 
as accurate as present thunderstorm fore· 
casts. 

The following papers set out the general 
nature of the habitat management tech· 

niques found useful in reducing bird haz· 
ards at airports, the radar technique used 
to gather data for experiments in fore cast· 
ing bird hazards aloft, and details of sorne 
types of bird movement revealed by radar. 

V. E. F. Solman 
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Perspe~tÏve 

Depuis les premiers jours de l'aviation, les 
oiseaux et les avions sont entrés en collision 
et les deux en ont souffert. La première 
perte de vie humaine due à une collision de 
cette nature remonte à 1910. Avec l'aug
mentation du nombre et de la vitesse des 
avions, les dommages devinrent plus sé
rieux et plus coûteux. Le premier écrase
ment d'importance d'un avion turbopro
pulsé attribuable à une collision avec des 
oiseaux est arrivé en 1960 et a causé la mort 
de plus de 60 personnes. Depuis lors, les 
collisions entre oiseaux et avions ont en
traîné une centaine de pertes de vie aux 
Etats-Unis. Au Canada, on ne rapporte pas 
de victimes, mais dix avions militaires se 
sont écrasés et plusieurs avions commer
ciaux ont été endommagés. 

En 1963, le Conseil national de recher
ches du Canada, à la demande du sous-mi
nistre des Transports, a fondé le Comité 
mixte sur l'étude des dommages causés aux 
avions par les oiseaux. Ce comité, au sein 
duquel sont représentés le Conseil national 
de recherches, le ministère des Transports, 
le ministère de la Défense nationale, le 
Service canadien de la faune, l'Association 
canadienne des pilotes de lignes, Air Ca
nada, les Lignes aériennes du Canadien Pa
cifIque et des fabricants d'avion, a étudié 
le problème et recommandé des solutions. 

Les solutions d'ordre technique pren
dront du temps à se réaliser. La conserva
tion des habitats à proximité des aéroports 
a contribué à diminuer le nombre des 
oiseaux attirés dans ces secteurs. On a donc 
réduit le danger des collisions avec ces 
volatiles près~des pistes d'aviation. 

L'étude par radar des migrations d'oi
seaux nous a aidés à déterminer le temps, 
la durée, la direction, la vitesse et les en
droits des déplacements en groupe des gros 
oiseaux qui constituent un grave danger 
pour les avions en voL Les qrandes mi<:rra-

• b b 

tIons de ces oiseaux sont étudiées en fonc-
tion de paramètres météorologiques. 

Depuis 1965, nous avons tenté de prévoir 
le trajet de migration des oiseaux en nous 
basant sur les prévisions atmosphériques. 
NOliS essayons de perfectionner nos mé-
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thodes, espérant prévenir les dangers que 
les oiseaux représentent pour les avions en 
plein vol, en vue d'obtenir une précision 
eemblahle à celle des prévisions d'orages. 

La documentation suivante dresse un 
bilan des méthodes de gestion de l'habitat 
qui ont permis de réduire les dangers aux
quels les avions sont exposés à cause des 
oiseaux, et explique la technique consistant 
à utiliser le radar pour réunir des données 
à des fins expérimentales, en vue de pré- ' 
venir les risques de collisions avec la gent 
ailée et d'étudier en détail certains genres 
de migrations d'oiseaux. 

V. E. F. Solman 

Bird ~ontl·ol and 
air safety* 
v. E. F. Solman t 

*Based On a paper presented al the 33rd N th 
Amerieall Wildlife and Natur'" Re'o - orc 
f ~ s urees on-

. ercnce, Houston, Texas, Mareh 12 1968 
'rStaff Specialist, Canadian Wild1ife 'Servi~e 
400 Laurier Avenue West, Ottawa. " 
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Fatal accidents have been caused by bird
aircraft collisions since 1910. In 1960 a 
turbine-engined aircraft crashed at Boston, 
Massachusetts, after a bird strike by 
starlings. Over 60 lives were lost. That 
crash, and one in 1962, caused by bird 
damage to the aircraft structure, which re
sulted in the loss of 17 lives, helped to 
accelerate research on ways to reduce the 
bird hazard to aircraft. 

The Canadian Wildlife Service has been 
providing biological information to airport 
operators to reduce the attractiveness of 
airports to birds since the late 1940's. In 
1962, at the request of the Department of 
Transport, the National Research Council 
of Canada appointed the Associate Com
mittee on Bird Hazards to Aircraft to study 
the problem and to recommend solutions. 
On that committee are represented the De
partment of Transport, which is responsible 
for most Canadian airports, the Depart
ment of National Defence, which has a 
similar responsibility for military aero
dromes, the major airlines, the engine 
manufacturers, the National Research 
Council, the Canadian Airline Pilots' Asso
ciation, and the Canadian Wildlife Service. 

The committee's studies outlined the 
magnitude of the problem and the potential 
for serious accident and 105s of human life. 
Initially, there was emphasis on the engi
neering aspects. Consideration was given 
to designing aircraft and aircraft power 
plants that could withstand contacts with 
birds without suffering serious damage. 
The engineers 500n realized that the forces 
involved in impacts between birds and 
high-speed aircraft are so large that it 
is difficult to design mechanical compo
nents of reaeonable size and weight to 
withstand them. For example, a 4-pound 
bird struck at a speed of 300 miles per hour 
exerte a force of 14 tons, at 600 mph 
57 tons. The other approach to the prob
lem, that of trying to keep the birds out of 
the way of the aircraft, offered more hope 
of success. 

Biological etudies at a number of major 
airports showed that many species of birds 

used airport areas for feeding, resting, and 
even nesting. When we examined the prob
lem in detail, we found that airports were 
attractive to birds for a number of reasons. 
The first recommendation of the committee 
was to reduce the attractiveness by altering 
the ecology of the airport environment. In 
many cases that was a relatively simple 
matter. Garbage dumps and other attractive 
food supplies were moved away from air
ports. Small bodies of water which at
tracted aquatic and other birds w~re drained 
or fllled, or the birds were prevented from 
using them. Nesting and perching sites 
could be eliminated or rendered unusable. 
The pioneering work on improving the 
airport habitat to reduce bird attraction 
has been described by Munro and Harris 
(1963) and Solman (1966). 

Birds that persisted in visiting airports 
after those changes were made could be 
driven off by patrols armed with pyrotech
nic devices, distress caU players, or other 
mechanical means. Considerable testing of 
pyrotechnic devices has been carried out. 
There are now available for airports 
reasonably reliable shot·gun shells that flre 
a small explosive projectile. There are, 
also, good tape players, amplifiers and loud 
speakers that can be used for that type of 
bird removal. We have encouraged manu
facture of effective automatic acetylene 
exploders designed to our requirements 
which work weil with certain species of 
birds. ln sorne countries radio-controlled 
model aircraft are used to harass birds at 
airports. 

Any mechanical method requires deci
sion on the part of the human operator to 
use the equipment effectively. Human mo
tivation is the biggest need in the contin
uing baule to keep birds out of the way 
of aircraft. 

The committee also investigated the pos
sibilities of using falcons trained to drive 
birds away from certain airports. Two 
different falconry techniques were tried. 
Both gave satisfactory results within the 
limitations of falcon operation. Those lim
itations include inability to operate in the 
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k k for broadcastinu scare caBs Spea er truc '" 

hours of darkness and unwillingness to ft y 
in hiO'h wind or heavy rain. There are 
al 0 ~ccasions on which the faleons, which 
8J' relatively high-strung animaIs, sim ply 
reru~ to work. Faleons are being med at 
sorne airports in other countries with good 
result in clearing single species of birds 
from aerodromes du ring hours of daylight. 
Most civil and m ilitary flying is a round
the-dock operation. Simpler and more 
dependable bird-control methods are pre
rerred by most autho ritics_ 

The Canadian program of bird removal 
from airports has been quite successful. 
One of our major airlines, which was ex: 
periencing increasing n umbers of d amagIng 
bird strikes up to 1965, report:d a .20 per " 
cent drop in the number of stnkes In 1?66. 
Althouo-h the number of aircraft and fllghts 

" 
* Air Canada's co st of repairs due to bird strikes 
has declined as follows (average per yearl : 
1958-62 $239,000 
1963-68 $125,000 
1969 Jess than $50,000. 

has increased since th en and the number 
of bird strikes has ris en, there has been. a 
reduction in damage because sm aller blfds 
are beincy struck. The reasons relate to 

Cl h h· h have the massive ecological canges w IC 

been brouoht about by the Department .of 
Transport"at a nwnber of major Canadl;n 
airports. That work has cost hundreds 0 
thousands of dollars, but in the first test h 
cases resulting from the 1960 Boston c1

:
as , 

. h 60 h an lIves caused by blrds, w en over um 
were lost, the court awarded more than 

$100,000 per hwnan lifelost. The dollar cost 
of that one crash would likely exceed thecost 
of reducing the bird hazard to a very much 
lower level at several major airports. 

White take-off and landing strikes of 
civil aircraft may not be hazardous to 
human life, the y do result in a variety of 
expenses to the airline. Consider the case 
of a DC8 taking off on a long flight with a 
full fuelload and an acceptable level of 
passenger seat occupancy. On take-off a 
bird is struck and catastrophic damage 
occurs to one engine. The pilot has no 
problem maintaining flight, even with a 
fuliload, but has a problem of immediately 
returning to base for an engine change 
and for rerouting of passengers and bag
gage on another aircraft. Since his take-off 
weight is greater than his acceptable landing 
weight, he must jettison fuel before he can 
land. In addition to the $200,000 cost of 
an engine replacement, the airline is faced 
wilh the problem of jettisoning thousands 
of gallons of fuel, of making an emergency 
land ing with its attendant hazards, and 
then of providing alterna te means of travel 
for the hundred passengers and their bag
gage. The time of the circuit, fuel jetti
soning, and emergency landing may exceed 
an hour. By that time it may not be possible 
for the passengers to board another air
craft and still reach their destination in 
time for important commitments. No one 
has yet worked out what it costs an airline 
to inconvenience seriously a hundred pas
sengers, nor what it means in terms of 
reuse of that airline by the passengers in 
Subsequent flights. 

One airline has published a fi!Yure of a 
~illion pounds sterling worth of mechan
Ical damage each year through bird strikes. 
Another airline published a figure of a 1055 
~f two mill ion dollars over a period of 5 

A lh ird airline reported 75 engine 
"",","' "~":;" due to bird strikes in 2% years 

aircraft-engine types have 
bird damage rates and costs, even 

oo ..... n on the same airline routes at 
time . In aireraft that mount en-

gines in pairs close together, when a bird 
causes one engine to break up catastroph
ically, portions of the bird or engine may 
be projected forward and taken into the 
ad jacent engine with subsequent damage 
to it also. 

ln man y cases the passengers are not 
aware of the damage caused by a bird 
strike. If it is a landing strike and does not 
interrupt too many schedules, the only co st 
to the airline is for engine replacement and 
the time lost while the engine is changed. 

lnitially, the civil airlines had about 
three-quarters of their bird strikes at or 
near airports and the remainder in flight 
between airports. The military situation is 
almost exactly the reverse: fewer strikes 
at airports and more strikes en route. The 
high rate of strikes away from bases is 
related to the role of military aircraft, 
which make many flights at 1011' altitude 
and high speed. 

The CF-I04 aircraft has been found to be 
particularly vulnerable to serious bird dam
age. Because it is a single-engined aircraft, 
an engine strike by a bird may easily 
involve the 1055 of the aircraft. ln 6 years, 
Canada 105t ten CF-I04's through bird 
strikes and two more under conditions 
strongly suggestive of bircl impact damage. 
The Department of National Defence is 
much concerned about the 1055 of aircraft 
because of the possibility of a pilot being 
killed and the cost of the aircraft. 

Major ecological changes have been 
made at military airports to reduce the 
bird problem there. However, beca use many 
strikes occur away from airports, the com
mittee has been studying the details of bird 
movements and migrations which could be 
encountered by aircraft in flight. To do 
that, we have used the only tool that is 
really effective, radar. 

Much of the information about bircl 
migration available in the literature is 
based on observation, either in daylight or 
by moon watching. In both cases, the ob
served birds are those that can be seen 
from the ground under the prevailing con
ditions of visibility. 

Sorne of our radar studies have been 
made on a continent-wide basis using as 
many as 18 radar stations. We use con
tinuous time-Iapse 16-mm motion picture 
photography of the plan position radar 
scopes to provide permanent records for 
study. One frame is exposed for each sweep 
of the radar antenna (six frames per mi
lIute). When projected at normal speed, 
the films compress the time scale by a 
factor of 240 times and simplify cataloging 
of observations. 

Examination of the film record has 
shown that many of the early ideas about 
bird migration were based on in complete 
data, the only kind that could be obtained 
by visual observation. Our recent experi
ence is similar to that of our colleagues 
using radar in Europe. There, also, earlier 
data on bird migration times and patterns 
have been shown by radar observation to 
have been less than complete. 

During either spring or autumn migra
tion birds generally begin their migra tory 
flight when conditions are favourable. Birds 
Aying north in the spring and entering a 
southwarcl-moving cold air mass usually 
stop moving north. If the condition is 
sufficiently severe, they may reverse their 
direction. We have radar films from many 
points in Canada which show that sort of 
reverse movement in the face of inclement 
weather. 1 t appears that movement in fa
vourable weather and back-tracking when 
the situation gets too bad may be the rule 
for man y species in spring northward mi
gration, rather than an exception as wc 

usecl to consider i t. 
Our studies of bird migration have 

shown that the major hazard to aviation 
causecl by mass movements of bircls that 
are gull-sized or larger occurs in rather 
limited times ancllocations. We believe 
that it is possible to forecast \l'hen and 
where those major movements will occur in 
spring and autumn. After the forecast is 
made, radar surveillance would permit cur
rent reports on the movements. We have 
already made forecasts and checked their 
accuracy experimentalJy for military flying. 
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Exterior damage to aireraft 

lVIuch of the bird migration across Can
ada is in a general north-south direction 
and much of the airline traffic is east-west. 
Considering that tens of millions of ducks, 
about 5,000,000 geese, 300,000 sandhill 
cranes, 100,000 swan s, and millions of 
smaller birds move across the civil and mil
itary air routes twice each year, thepossibil
ities for collision are large during certain 
short periods and in prescribed locations_ 

Keepin g aircraft awa)' hom major bird 
migrations is not too different from keeping 
them all'a)' from thunderstorms_ Thunder
storms are short-duration phenomena as
sociated \Vith severe turbulence and are 
potentially clamaging to aircraÜ. Much time 
and effort go into forecasting the time , 
place, and duratioll of thunderstorms alld 
into rerouting both civil and military air
craft to avoid them. We believe that as our 
birfl hazard forecast technique improves 
we can provide bird hazard warnings that 
will be similar in their value to thunder
storm warnings. The regular traffic control 
procedures bl' which civil aircraft and 
most militar)' aircraft are manipulated in 
the ,ky can take accoullt of the bird migra
tion hazard in the same way they nOIl" take 
nccoullt of thunderstorms. 

We have made experimental for ecasts 
of high bird hazard situations for militar)' 
purpofes. Details of that work were de
scrihed by Gunn and Solman (1967) . Even 
in 'his earl)' stage of our studies we can 
foreca~t sorne of the hazard situations with 
Il good degree of accuracy. We do Ilot have 
p,rlOugh detailecl information about the 
1ll0vements of birds to permit the correla
tions with weather patterns which will be 
necessary to make really o'ood foreca sts of 
hi~h utility. We are now ~omparing months 
of radar bird obEervations with the \l'eather 
data from the same and adjacent areas. 

One item on which we need much more 
iuformation is the trio'o'erin o mechanism 
l' 1 bb ~ 

W lIC 1 illitiates waves of bird migra tion. 
For SC))ne ~pecies we have clues. 'We know. 
for in8tance, that in James Bay we have in 
October a build-up of blue ancllesser snow 
~eese from lIesting grounds fartlter north_ 

J nterior damage to aireraIt engine 

We know that large groups of geese will 
leave the builc1-up area during a perioc1 of 
several weeks. Each movement will begin 
within 2cJ., hours after the passage of a colc1 
front, wh en there is a strong favourable 
\Vind and clear skies. 

J n other worcls, we know that two of the 
four to seven cold fronts that pass through 
the southelll end of James Ba)' in October 
of an y year will initiate movements of 
geese_ Those geese will cOllstitute a hazarc1 
to aircraft at altitudes between six and ten 
thollsand feet over a route of about 1,700 
miles from James Bay to the Gulf of 'Mexico. 
The moving geese ma)' occupy an area 
100 miles long, 30 or 11-0 miles wicle, and 
2,000 feet in depth moving in a southerly 
direction at a speecl of 60 or 70 knots, 
depenc1ing on the strength of the tail wind. 
Our problem is to cletermine which of the 
several cold fronts that go through the area 
c1uring the critical period are the ones 
which trip the integrating mechanism in 
the geese and start their movement. We 
kno\\' that for each cold front that passes 
without a goose movement, the likelihood 

of movement on the next colc! front is in
creasec1. We believe further stud)' will help 
us unclerstancl the triggering mechanism 50 

that we can issue a warning before the 
beg illning of movement. Once the geese are 
in the air we can use raclar to monitor their 
prog ress to provic1e warnings along their 
route about the likelihood of encollntering 
a quarter of a million geese in an)' given 
part of the sk)'. 

Through limitations ill c1istribution of 
racial' he ight-finding equipment our knowl
eclge of the altituc1es of migrants is not as 
complete as we would wish. B)' lIsing 
special raclar techniques wc hope to get 
information on bird heights to supplement 
the information we get from pilots. 

As our studies continue and our com
puter correlations work out more of the 
details of weather effects on birc1 move
ment, we believe it will be possible for air
eraft 10 avoic1 large groups of migrant birc1s. 

Sorne of the Europeall stuclies with which 
we have been involved, including those 
which we initialecl on behaH of the military 
units in Europe, have suggestec1 tbat local 
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movements of birds from roosting areas 
to feeding areas may create a hazard as 
severe as that caused by major migrations. 
1 refer particularly to mass movements of 
gulls hom large feecling areas such as gar
bage dumps to resting areas. ln one case 
that kind of movement occurrecl several 
times eaeh clay and took thousands of gulls 
across a fiight route approaching a major 
aerodrome. There hacl been damaging 
strikes on gulls near that aerodrome whieh 
were difficult to understand until radar 

. surveillance showed the type of bird move
ment and its regularity. Once the timing 
of bircl movement was recognized, it was 
possible to schedule aireraft lanclings and 
take-ofIs to avoid the major periods of gull 
traffic. There are North Americatl situations 
wherc gulls and even blackbirds pose a 
similar problem. Wc believe it would be 
useful to study local bird movement pat
terns arouncl airports for the problem may 
be more wideEpread than is now realized. 

The technique of time-lapse photography 
of a radar scope is relatively simple and 
deserves to be more wiclely used, not only 
for bird surveillance but also for recording 
aircraft traffic patterns. It would not he 
difficult to construct a unit to procluce 
time-Iapse photographie records of radar
scope traces for use by a dispatcher. 
Quickly processed time-lapse movie records 
of what had happenecl within range of his 
radar during the preceding 10 or 15 mi· 
nutes woulcl permit a check of the validity 
of foœcasts ofbird movement. That would . 
permit minute adj ustments of aircraft 
traffic patterns to make use of the safe 
portions of the sky and to avoid those 
which were heavily cluttered with hirds. 

By using modern techniques we can carry 
heavy civilian and military air traffic 
through the same skies travelled hy mil
lions of hirds with fewer damaging impacts 
than have caused loss of life and high costs 
in past years. For less than the multi
million dollar expenditure which is now 
required to repair aircraft damage, we can 
modify the use of presently available radar 
to save dollars and human life. 
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The theme of this paper is that radar can 
readily detect Ai ghts of birds and that this 
information can be used effectively in Ai ght 
planning and in air traffic control to reduce 
ignificantly the number of bird strikes. 

Since military aircraft are expectecl to 
carry out training f1i ghts and missions at 
ail easons and ail times of day or ni o'ht 
it has been argued that losses ~f airc~af; 
and even crew owing to bird strikes have to 
be accepted as one of man y operational 
~azards. The vast complex of national and 
mlernational air traffic control is said to 
he an operation requirincr split.second t' . 0 

~nlJng and having no leeway for diver-
slonar)' tactics to avoid birds. It has also 
been argued that the problems of air traffic 
Control are mounting so rapidly because 
of other factors that birds are becoming 
a rI' 1 e ative y minor problem scarcely worth 
co'd . ' n 1 eratlOll. We do Ilot believe these 
y' . ' leWpOlnts are valid. 

Let us look at the commercial operation 
ficst. While the chance of an unforeseeable, 
random bird strike in fli ght will always 
exist. it is nevertheless possible to define 
the high-risk conditions within fairl y nar· 
row limits. In the tirst place, most com
mercial aircraft cruise at altitudes far 
higher than those used by the vast majority 
of birds, so the danger of a strike in the 
cruise phase is very slight, and cornes close 
to being negligible above, say, 12,000 feet. 
Secondly, the multi-engines of commercial 
aircraft mean that loss of power caused 
by damage to one engine may be expensive 
but not catastrophic. Thirdly, experience 
has shown that at present-day cruising 
speeds wind screens and the rest of the 
airframe will withstand the impact from 
one or even a few small birds without seri
ous damage. The high-risk conditions are 
therefore narrowed down to those in which 
a multiple strike may damage more than 

Gulls at garbage dump 

one engine and those in which the bird 
struck is large enough to do serious dam
age to such vital parts of the airframe as 
the wind screens and stabilizer. Moreover, 
as the risk in cruise is smaH, we can con
centrate on other phases of fli ght - take-off 
and climb-out, and approach and landing. 

The type of risk differs to sorne extent 
with the pa rticular fligh t regime. 1 n take-off 
and climb·out, the time elap~ed is relatively 
brief, but it is also the time when most 
power is required: engine damage is the 
most critical risk here. In the approach 
phase, the tune period is considerably 
longer and the speed still high, but power 
is relatively less important, so here we are 
probably more concerned with structural 
damage to the airframe. Finally, at landing, 
the speed is relatively low and the Lime is 
quite short, so the risk of a seriou .. . trike 
is less and probably inconsequential. unIes 
the birds are of gull size or larger. 
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ln sum, then, for commercial operators, 
we are concerned mainl y with the take-off, 
c1imb-out, approach and landing regimes, 
and with small birds in dense flocks, 
medium-sized birds (e_g_ gulls) in relative
Iy dense flocks, or large birds (geese, swans, 
cranes, or vultures, for example) flyin g 
individually or in flocks_ Moreover, since 
the risk in the cruise regime is relatively 
low (above 12,000 feet), we are concerned 
primarily with airport surroundings 
outward to a radius of 50-75 miles_ 

Assume now, for the sake of argument, 
that we had precise and specific information 
at hand about bird movements of the type 
mentioned_ What alterations to normal 
operation al routine would federal regulatory 
bodies or commercial aircraft opera tors be 
prepared to make to red uce the bi rd-strike 
hazard? The first reaction to this question 
is likely to be "very little or none". But 
suppose we consider the problem in relation 
to what is being done today about another 
aspect of air safety, the thunderstorm. 
Thunderstorms are seasonal in their fre
quency, local and short-lived in their occur
rence, difficult to track with precision , and 
harder still to predict with accuracy. Yet the 
high degree of turbulence lurking in their 
centres may repre~ent a very real hazard to 
aircraft. Pilots in training are warned 
to treat them with respect, and not to fly 
casually through them. Meteorological 
services go to considerable trouble to 
provide pre-flight and in-flight advisory 
information about their occurrence. 
Air traffic controllers in airport towers and 
radar centres may change runways or 
approach routes or altitudes to help aircraft 
avoid nearby thuriderstorms. Wh en there 
are severe thunderstorm conditions in the 
immediate vicinity of an airport, pilots may 
delay their take-off briefly and landings 
ma)' be delayed or ev en diverted until 
conditions become less hazardous. 

If aIl this can be done for thunderstorms, 
it can also be done for flights of birds fol
lowing patterns known to be hazardous -
provù/etl that the warnings are at least 
as accurate and precise as the y are for thun-
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derstorms. This, 1 think , is a fair enough 
challenge, and aIl the Aexibility of opera
tional procedure that need be asked for, to 
reduce bird-strike hazards. But is the com
parison of hazard between thunderstorms 
and bird-strikes a valid one? Squadron 
Leader G. W. Ovans, formerly of the 
Directorate of Flight Safety, Canadian 
Forces Headquarters, said: "We have an 
elaborate warning system that allows us to 
take appropriate precautionary measures 
when dealing with thunderstorms. At least 
in part because of those precautions, we 
very seldom lose planes or have them 
seriously damaged by thunderstorms. Yet 
wc do lose planes and have many others 
extensively damaged by bird-strikes. 50 far, 
we have not developed an)' functional 
wal'lling system against bird-strikes, but 
if it can be done successfully for the one, 
it should be possible and worthwhile to 
do it for the other." 

Turning to the military side of the bird
strike problem, we can assume first of aIl 

Gull fealhers inside aircrafl engine 

that military transport aircraft encounter 
roughly the same types of hazards as com
parahle commercial aircraft. In Canada, 
do not as yet have large pure jet transports 
in militaIT service, and this reduces the 
of our bird problems. What Ire do have, 
however, is the F-I04. or Starfighter air
craft, used by our squadrons >erv ing with 
NATO, and in Canada chieAy at the train· 
ing centre at Cold Lake, Alberta. As you 
know, that is a single-engined jet aircraft 
floll'n at very lo\\' levels and very high 
Epeeds. From our point oE vieil', this is a 
particularly bad combination , since the 
F-I0-1. cruises at altitudes II'here birds are 
frequently very numerous (250-500feetl 
and at speeds ",hich usually preclude e 
the pilot or birds f rom taking al'oidance 

action if collision seems imminent. The 
wind screens seem able to withstand 
bird impacts at high speed, and the 
der of the air frame is practically 
able to serious damage from bird 
but not 50 the engine. The ingestion or 

a small bird can result in serious damage 
",hich ma)' lead to loss of power, which 
in turn means almost inevitably that the 
aircraft will crash. Fortunately, the Cana
diall design of ejection seat is extremely 
efficient, and no pilots have been lost owing 
to knoll'n bird s trikes, but there have been 
nille definite and two possible losses of 
f.104 aircraft from bird-strikes. At roughl y 
1.5 million dollars per aircraft, we have 
felt it worthwhile to do a considerable 
amount of resea rch on the problem. 

With the Canadian military forces , then , 
tlte problem lies largely with engine inges
ti<m of birds in a particular type of aircraft, 
the F·I04, where a strike by even a small 
bird may he catastrophic. A strike is more 
lik ly to occur in cruise than during the 
other phases of the Bight regime, beca use 
most of the cruising time is spent at low 
altitudes. Compared with commercial opera
tioll . the problem is more specific with 
regard to aircraft, but considerabl)' less so 
with regard to the types of bird involved 
and the distance from the airport. 

ln military fI)'ing, the margin for change 
in flight plans can be extremely !Omall when , 
for exomple, operational exercises are 
taking place. On the other hand, Aexibility 
may be considerably greater than \l'ith com
mercial operations for much of the time 
p~rti()ul~rl'y for training programs. 1 n plan
nln~ tra lnmg programs over a 2- or 3-year 
perlOd, f(>I' example, it ma)' be possible to 
arr~nge sehedules 50 that the peaks in Aying 
perlOd!; do not coincide with seasonal peaks 
in b' d' . If ml~ratlOn. Even durin " seasonal 
peaks of bil'd activity, it may s~ill be pos

hIe to minimize f1ying time during hours 
the day (I r lIight when bird activity is 

lest. If tllere is some leeway in the 
lMUlIDllf!r o~ du y to he Bo\\'n per month , an 
~lCdtmt bml.fol'ecast and warning system 

be able to select da)'s and ni"hts 
• 0 

a Rlven periot! when the bird hazard 
y hl~h or low, and recommend 

and (lif!ht routes with the lowest 
f hazard. lt would then be up to 

group to ~et a threshold for 
of hazard w1.icb ll'ould require 

the altering or postponing of scheduled 
training flights. The threshold could be ad
j usted up or down according to the urgency 
or type of flight prog rammed. 

It \Vas , in fact, with something like that 
approach in mind that we in Canada made 
our first efforts to operate a bircl-activit)' 
forecast program that might be used for 
operation al purposes. This \Vas done at the 
Can,lClian Forces Base at Cold Lake, Al
berta , from May 1 to JUlie 15 and again 
from August 21 to October 31,1966. We 
\\'ere at that time already taking time-lapse 
motion pictures of a plan-position radar 
di splay at Cold Lake for long-term analysis 
of the relationship between bird movements 
and weather conditions. For the above 
periods, we extended our photographic COy· 

erage to include a series of still photog raphs 
of a similar Plan Position Indicator (PPl) 
display. One photograph \Vas ta ken each 
hour around the clock. Each film \Vas ex
posed for 10 minutes, followed by a 2-
minute pause, then re-exposed for a final 
minute. The result was a streak of li ght 
representing each substantial bird echo 
(probably indicating a Bock of birds) , with 
a break in the track at one end to indicate 
the direction of movement. Both Polaroid 
and ordinary nega tive film \Vere used in 
about equal quantities. The Polaroid film 
was quicker and easier to handle but lacked 
depth. The ordinary nega tive film, \Vith a 
two-speed emulsion, provided better con
trast and detail, and therefore seemed better 
for making careful assessments of bird 
activity, especially in high.density situa
tions. The two kinds of film were often used 
alternately for I-hour periods. 

The hourI)' series of photographs was de
Iivered to the dut y forecaster at about 9 
a.m. and 4 p.m. These \Vere rated according 
to an arbitra l'y 8-point scale set up from a 
selection of photographs covering the whole 
ran ge of migra tory intensities. They pro
vided evidence of bird movements up to 1 
or 2 hours before forecast time, which was 
regularIy at 10 a.m. and less reg ularly at 
4. p.m. The forecaster endeavoured to fore
cast the probable density of bird movement 

for each hour of the next 24-hour period, 
basing his decisions on the hourly intensity 
pattern for the previous 24 hours; the 
hourly patterns for the past several clays, 
which indicated the seasonal trend; the 
\Veather forecast for the next 24,·hour 
period; and a rudimentary idea of what 
effect this weather might have on bird 
movements. During the spring of 1966, the 
project was carried out purely as a "dry 
run ", \Vith no inAuence on operations; 
in the autumn of 1966, some limited opera
tional use was made of the forecasts . 

An over-all assessment of forecast accu
racy \Vas made from verification of 2,068 
hourIy forecasts. Taking errors of plus or 
minus one in the rating scale as being in · 
significant, it can be said in summary that 
77 per cent of the forecasts \Vere accurate, 
11 per cent under-rated , and 12 per cent 
over-rated - on the face of it a very ac
ceptable rate of forecast for a first attempt. 
However, further examination showed that 
much of the accuracy \Vas obtained by fore
casting a continuation of the prevailing 
state. The level of accuracy was much lower 
if only those hours of greatest bird-flight 
intensity are considered. Of the 119 hours 
when the intensity was rated at 5, 6,7, or 8, 
only 50 per cent of these were correctly 
forecas t in spring and 35 per cent in au· 
tumn. These presumably high-ri sk situa· 
tions amount to only 6 per cent of the total 
number of hours forecast, so that if this 
relativel)' small number could be forecast 
accurately, the practical value of the fore· 
cast system would be greatly enhanced. 

A review of the results of the pro ject 
brought forlVard three main points. first, a 
24-hour forecast with a 12-hour updating 
provided much more le ad time than was 
normally required. A 6-hour forecast IVith 
a 3-hour updating, the standard procedure 
for meteorological forecasts, IVonle! have 
provided sufficient lead time und ullowed 
greater accuracy in forecastin g. Second, 
there were inherent difTiculties in the 
quality of the radar information. The radar 
was being operated for put'poses other than 
bird detection, and frequent changes in set-
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tings of gain, polarization, beam elevation, 
Moving Target Indicator (MTl) , and range 
led to difficulty in standardizing measu re
ments of intensity of bird movement. Third, 
and most important, the input of ornithol
ogical data was far too inadequate and 
vague to enable the forecaster to interpret 
with any confidence the probable intensity 
of bird activity in relation to the weather 
forecast. Not only was very !iule precise in
formation supplied about the birdjweather 
relationship, but there was also a lack of 
preci~e information as to the kinds and 
numbers of birds repre~ented by the echoes 
on the radar scope_ The general working 
hypothesis for the weather was that head
winds from the presumecl direction of mi
gration would be unfavourable for intensive 
bircl migration and that opposing winds 
would be favourable_ It followed that, in 
autumn, the east side of a high-pressure sys
tem (following the passage of a cold front) 
was considered favourable for migration 
activity and, similarly, in spring, the west 
side of a high-pressure system or a warm 
sector following the passage of a warm 
front was considered favourable_ 1 t was 
also assumed that the primary direction of 
migration was northward in spring and 
south ward in autumn_ Subsequent study of 
the time-lapse motion-picture films has 
shown this to be an inaccurate assumption, 
as the primary direction has proved to be 
northwest in spring and southeast in au
tumn - a change that would make quite a 
difference in the assessment of the inRuence 
of the forecast weather on bird migration_ 

The bird intensity forecasting project at 
Colcl Lake functioned very weil at the mech
anicallevel, but showed serious deficiencies 
in input at the theoreticalleveL Since 
then, we have undertaken a program to 
make good those deficiencies by learning 
more about the birdj weather relationship 
at Cold Lake and about the relationship be
tween the echoes displayed on radar and 
the numbers and kinds of birds they repre
sent. We have run a computer program to 
moke a multivariate analysis of bircl move
ment data assessed from Cold Lake radar 
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film over a period of 17 months in relation 
to weather data for the same station and 
period of time. Since in that operation we 
deal with bird data and meteorolog ical data 
from one geographical point only, we did 
not expect to arrive at any conclusive cor
relations, but hoped to obtain leads that 
would help in the next step - an analysis 
of similar bird and meteorological data for 
the same period from six locations in Al
berta and Saskatchewan_ That sho uld have 
illuminating results if we do not become 
swamped by computer output along the way. 

Our second step was to establish an 
experienced biologist at Cold Lake in 1967 
with instructions to obtain quantitative in
formation about radar echoes by relating 
them to visually verified numbers and spe
cies. He is also attempting to quantify our 
S-point scale of c1ensity and investigate 
local movements of birds that show up 
repetitively on the radar clis play . As our 
ornithological knowledge of the region is 
extended, we are preparing a manual for 
the guidance of biologists and others at 
Colcl Lake participating in the bird warning 
forecast scheme. 

MeanwhiJe, a good deal of progress has 
been made in sorne parts of Europe toward 
a workable bird-warning system_ In the 
Netherlands, the RN AF has set up a bird
warning system based on time-exposure still 
photography of a radar scope at Den 
Helder. When bird Right intensities rise 
above a certain level on an S-point scale, 
nearby military airports are warned by 
telephone and a graduated scale of precau
tions is put into effect. This system is sim
ple, since it is a direct warning based on the 
latest photograph and avoids the uncertain
ties of a forecast , but it has the drawback 
that it has no lead time at ail and a serious 
time-Iag may develop if there is any delay 
in the transmission of information to opera
tions controL In West Germany, special 
efforts are made to monitor and issue warn
ings about the spring and autumn migra
tions of cranes across the country, since 
these are high-risk birds that cross many 
airport approaches. The program has 

worked out weil, with enthusiastic support 
from many field ob~ervers. Rolland, Bel
gium, France, and Germany now exchange 
bird warnings through a rapid communica
tions network_ In France a numDer of sta
tions pass on to pilots reports of curreut 
radar observations of bird movements. 

In France, radar films taken at Aix-en
Provence in the spring of 1967 showed 
dramatically how local movements of birds 
may be an even greater hazard than migra
tory Rights. Each morning and evening, 
gulls macle flights between a major food 
source at a ga rbage dump nortbwest of 
Marseilles and a roosting area at the edge 
of a lake. The flight traversed the 1I0rthern 
approach to the main runway at the militar}' 
base at Istres, at a critical hei ght, sorne 5 
miles north of the field. That runway, the 
longest in Europe, is used in the testing of 
late-model jet aircraIt. No one who has seen 
the films is surprised that serious and 
expensive strikes have occurredthere. It is 
worth noting that while the motion-picture 
films pinpoint with clarity and precision 
this claily local movement, still pictures fail 
to do the job, because of intermittent cover
age and lack of motion. Still pictures are 
very effective in portraying bircl migration 
taking place on a broad front over a mattet 
of hours, but they are usuall y ineffective in 
showing up short-tenn local movements 
occurring in only a smaU portion of the dis
play. The experience at Aix-en-Provence 
points up the need to give more attention tà 
local bircl movements detected by radar, 
since they may well involve bircls in the 
high-risk category, and quite specific wam" 
ings can be made as to when and where 
pre~ent a danger. 

We learned our lesson in thi s rega l'cl 
clay in October 1966 at Cold Lake, whcn 
we lost an F-104 after an encounter with 
sorne snow gee~e. The bird movemen t i 
sity forecast for that particular hour of 
day callecl for a low intensity of bird ae
tivity. From a quantitative l'iewpoint this 
\Vas quite correct. What the forecaster 
to say and did not know was that al 
the number of birds in fli ght wou Id be 

Gillis al Long Point, Ontario 
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a fair proportion of them would be geese 
that had recently arrived from the Aretie 
Coast a thousand mîles to the north, and 
were moving about during the day to visit 
local feecling areas. 

We would like to close by outlining what \ 
might be a workable basis for an effective 
bird warning system based in large part on 
radar-derived information. It should work 
as weil or better in Europe as in North 
America, because of the doser grouping of 
airfields and the greater number of weather 
(and bird) reporting stations. 

The bird movement forecast would be 
prepared every 6 hours to coyer the next 
6 hours. In migration periods it would be 
updated every 3 hours, and every ho ur at 
times of high risk. It would be issued for a 
given region eovering a number of airfields 
and would be as specifie as possible. Prep
aration of the foreeast would be the respon
sibility of a roster of biologists, organized 
in the same manner as dut y meteorological 
forecasters, but covering a much larger area, 
50 that the total number of biologists re
quired would not be impossibly large. The 
dut y biologist would be closely dependent 
on the current meteorological forecast and 
would have to be familiar with the synoptic 
situation on which it is based. It would be 
his responsibility to interpret the weather 
foreeast in terms of how it was likely to 
affect bird movements. He will need to have 
support: the experience gained from de
tailed studies of radar films and comparable 
weather data; information on known sea
sonal trends in bird movements in the re
gion; reports of visu al observations made 
in support of the operation; visual verifica
tion made of local movements that appear 
repeatedlyon radar; and a backlog of gen
eral information drawn from the literature 
on the migratory behaviour of birds. This 
last must be weighed carefully since it may 
be based largely on visual observations that, 
hy themselves, can often give a very mis
leading idea of what is actually happening. 

The forecasts should be handled in the 
same general manner as local or special 
weather advisories. They should be made 
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available with the shortest possible delay to 
the pilot briefing room for reference and 
possible action by pilots. On the same basis 
they should reach airfield controllers in 
towers and air traffic controllers in radar 
centres. Tt might be feasible or desirable 
to issue bird movement forecasts only when 
a designated degree of hazard is reached 
or predicted. 

Foreeasts for military airports should be 
prepared on a somewhat modified basis, in 
line with the differing requirements for 
military flights, as indicated earlier in this 
paper. 

The outlined scheme needs to be strong 
enough to do the job hut not so complex to 
become burdensome. Since it would prob
ably take several years to set up such a 
scheme on a broad scale, it is appropriate 
to ask whether new generations of aireraft 
will continue to be vulnerable to bird
strikes, or whether aircraft design can over
come the problem. It seems evident that in 
the more immediate future aireraft are 
likely to become more, rather than less, 
vulnerable to severe damagefrom bird
strikes. Larger engine intakes will aecom
modate larger birds. Larger aircraft carry
ing many more passengers will make plane 
loss more eatastrophic. Increased spee[ls, 
such as are forecast for the take-off and 
climb-out of the supersonic transports, will 
greatly intensif y the force of impact and 
give birds even less opportunity to evade. 
There is a possibility that an effective guard 
or bird disposaI unit can be designed to 
protect future jet engines. Sorne researeh 
has begun in the United States on this as
pect of air safety. It may lead to an effective 
design that would greatly reduce the over
aIl bird hazard. However, such a device 
would not prevent strikes on the airframe 
from large birds. It is our belief that the 
bird-strike problem will not dwinclle to an 
acceptable risk until vertical take-off and 
landing aircraft are in common use. Mean
while, in our opinion, any airport that oper
ates without a proper bird-warning system 
extending outward 50 miles or so just is 
not trying hard enough for air safety. 

A Canada goose 
lDigration through 
the southern 
interior of 
British Colunlbia 
M. T. :\:Iyres* and S. R. Canningst 

* Assoeiate Professor of Zoology, Department of . i 
Biology, University of Calgary, Calgary 44, Alberta. 

-r 20 West Bench Drive, R.R. 1, Penticton, B.C. 
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IDtrodu~tion 

During the spring of 1965, from March 22 
to June 10, 16-mm movie fihns were taken 
of a radar display at a 23-cm (L-band), 
radar station in British Columbia. Impres
sive. broad·front migratory movements of 
birds across the area were recorded during 
this period. One movement detected by the 
radar was, however, quite distinct from the 

rest. Its characteristics were that (i) it was 
diurnal, (ii) it crossed the display on anar
row front along a route whieh was the same 
each day that it occurred, and (iii) it took 
place only during the 12-day period from 
April 17 to 28. The analysis of the radar 
films was carried out, and the paper 
drafted, by Myres. 

British Columbia 1 Alberta 
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Figure 1. Southern British Columbia. The region 
outlined by a square is shown in more detai! in 
Figure 2. The arrows show the path of a Canada 
goose migration through the interior of the 
province in the spring. 

It has subsequently been possible, on the 
basis of visual observations made bv Can
nings in April of 1968 and 1969, to~ascer
tain with reasonable certainty that the 
specÎes responsible for this movement was 
the Canada go ose, Branta canadensis. 
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Des~rÎptÎon 

The radar echoes caused by the flocks of 
birds taking part in this migratory move
ment were first detected close to the 
Canada-United States boundary. They were 
moving northwards in a very narrow flight 
path which corresponded with the position 
of the southern portion of the Okanagan 
Valley of British Columbia (Fig. 1). 

The radar echoes (which were round in 
shape) were regularly of medium or large 
size, strong in intensity, and crowded 
closely upon each other. They were evi
dently caused by large birds, or perhaps 
large flocks of medium-sized birds. The line 
of radar echoes followed the course of the 
valley from south of Penticton to near 
Peachland, where Okanagan Lake curves 
northeastwards (Fig. 2). The direction of 
movement above the southern Okanagan 
Valley was most frequently 340-350° 
(NNW) along the line of the valley 
(Table 1). 

Near Peachland the line of echoes always 
left the Okanagan Valley and, crossing the 
mountains to the west of the valley, pro
ceeded NNW across the Nicola Lake country 
along a course that took them approxi
mately over Savona at the west end of 
Kamloops Lake (Fig. 2), in the direction 
of 100 Mile Rouse in the Cariboo District, 
where they disappeared from radar view. 
After leaving the Okanagan Valley the 
echoes fanned out somewhat, so that the 
variation in directions of movement some
times became as much as 60° (from WNW 

to N) and the flight path broadened. 
This was a strictly diurnal movement, 

and nothing equivalent was detected at 
night. It was usually first detected over the 
southern Okanagan Valley in the mornings 
between 0600 and 0900 hours Pacific Stan
dard Time (PST), though once it did not 
appear until 1300 hours. 

The mountains along the west side of 
the Okanagan Valley reach heio-hts of a 
little over 6,000 feet. Technicatconsidera
tions (including the distance at which the 
echoes were detected) permit us to deduce 
that the birds involved in this movement 
must have been flying at considerably 
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greater heights than this, and that the 
echoes on the radar display were probably 
being caused by flocks of birds that were 
flying at altitudes between 8,000 and 
15,000 feet. 

The density of a movement of this kind 
cannot be strictly compared with densities 
of broad-front bird movements reported 

Figure 2 
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Figure 2. Southern British Columbia, The arrow 
indicates the track of a Canada goose migration 
along the southern Okanagan Valley, then across 
mountains and the Nicola Lake country to 
Kamloops Lake, then across the latter towards 
Williams Lake in the Cariboo District. 

elsewhere; instead, relative densities ("very 
light", "light", "medium", and "heavy" 
movements) are provided in Table 1. The 
total number of echoes counted each day, 
and the relative rate of passage (echoes per 
hour) were the basis for assessment (Table 
1). The movement continued aIl day until 
between 1800 and 1930 PST in the evening, 

- ---,-- --' =~"""'-----------
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Table l 
I\Iovcmcnts of radar echoes in a li ne up the 
soulhern Okanagan Valley towards the Cariboo 

_ in April 1965 

Total no. of 
Date, Period of Relative echoes during Echoes per Direction in 
April movement, PST density period hour Okanagan Valley, ° Weathera 

17 0730- (1915) b Heavy 60 5.1 340-350 H 

18 ,0800-?c Medium 17 4.3 330-350 T 

20,[,e 0910-1390 1i Light 19 1.9 340-350 F 

21 
0730-1000 & } 
1300-1900b Heavy 46 5.9 340-350 T-H 

22 0600-?! Heavy 62 6.4 330-350 H 

24 0645- (1900 ) b Light >26 >2.4 320-340 F 

26 1300-1800 ' Light 17 3.4 340 H 

28 (before 1235)-1800 Medium 22 4.0 340-350 F 

"H_high pressure system; T=transitional; <IOn April 19 echoes were not se en over the 
lè=frolltal (or low pressure system). April 19-F ; Okanagan Valley, but a few were moving 340-350° 
April 23-H; April 25-H; April 27-H. norLh of Kamloops Lake during the morning. 

"Ohscured by the development of a northwestward eOn April 20 L he radar shows SilnllltaneOIlS 

l'''oad.front movement, probably of shorebirds. movement of hird echoes from the southern 
Okanagan Valley towards the Cariboo District and 

ltcmarks 

"Very light" density until 1015 but becamc 
"medium" after that; echoes sOlllewhat pulsatirw' 
by 1115 the head of the line of echoes had "" 
crossed the Thompson River, but echoes were 
still appearing over the southern Okanagan; the 
density beeame "heavy" in the southern Okanagan 
at 1345. 

Movelllent not dense, hut prolllincnt. 

"Very light" density after 1700 PST. 

At 0600 the density was "very light", but by 1000 
it ,vas "heavy". 

Density was "very light" before 14.15; tben a 
line of about haH a dozen echoes moved across 
the southern Okanagan. 

A line of bright echoes in the southern Okanagan; 
from 1415 the y were visible llloving 300-320° 
over the southern Cariboo. 

broken cloud; prohably hecause of the had 
wealher, some /Jocks muy not have been Hying 
as high as usual, so Lhat the relative dellsiLy 
of the echoes recorded by radar is nrtificially low 
( echoc~/hr ) . 

fNo radar record after 1545 PST. 
"No radar record after 1200 PST. Illovement northeastwards of widespread high-Ievel 
----,------------------------------------~--~---------------------------

:lIld on several occasions there developed 
III the eveningbroad-front NW movements 
(probably caused by shorebirds) which 
seemed to swamp or replace the linear 
n~?vements as they declined around sunset 
( 1 able 1). 

r Since the movement continued each day 
or about 12 hours, with a stream of echoes 

arrivin . h h 
r g In t e sout em Okanagan Valley 
fOin th h f h 
l e sout or t e greater [)art of the 

(ay it' 
, IS clear that a large number of birds 

\Vas ill"ol d' h 
1 

. ve In t e movements when the 
(ellslt h' Il Y Was Igh, and sorne estimates of 

le proh Il b Il ,a) e num ers are made later in 
le paper. 
Tlreoe m 

dnv r " ovements were observed each 
Oll'A IO~il April 17 to 22 (inclusive) and 

pn 24·,26, and 28, 1965. Details are 

given in Table 1. On April 19 the movement 
was not of significant proportions. 

On April 21 the movement was on a 
broader front than usual in the morning 
(before 1300 PST), with widely spaced 
echoes east of the southernOkanagan Valley, 
which later crossed the northern Okanagan 
Valley as they moved northwestwards. A fter 
1300, however, the usualline was visible in 
the southern Okanagan Valley itself. On 
April 22 the movement formed a swath 30 
miles wide, from about Kelowna-Penticton 
northwest to Savona-Ashcroft, with dense 
clusters of echoes within these limits. 

That the line of echoes first appeared 
each morning at the southern end of the 
Okanagan Valley of British Columbia sug
gests the birds had spent theprevious nights 

on the floor of the valley, probably not far 
south of the international boundary, in 
Washington State; but whether the flocks 
all originate from one (or a few) sites and 
set off throughout the day, or all set off 
in the early morning from the whole length 
of the Okanogan River Valley and Colum· 
bia River Valley is not known. It is certain 
that no echoes first appeared in the morn
ings north of Peachland (between Okana
gan Lake and the Thompson River; 
evidently the birds which left the valley to 
the south each day continuecl on into the 
Cariboo District, out of radar view, without 
settling in the Nicola-Savona region. 

The weather conditions under which 
these movements occurred are described in 
a later section. 
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IdeniÏfÏ~aiÏon 

As this was a diurnal movement, and be
cause it took a linear form (originating 
frorn a reeognizable valley) , it was natural 
to suspeet that the of bird produe-
ing these distinetive radar movernents 
might be diurnal birds of prey, eranes, or 
geese. lndeed, in 1965, Cannings had noted 
floeks of 42 and 14,0 Canada geese at Sum
merland on April 21, and sorne sandhill 
cranes, Grus canadensis, flying over Pen
ticton at 1900 PST on April 26. As will be 
shown from observations made by Can
nings in 1968 and 1969 at Myres' request, 
it is virtually certain that Canada geese 
were responsible for the rnovernents ob
served with radar. 

In the spring of 1968, made a 
special watch for diurnal migration 
April in the southern Okanagan Valley. 
A considerahle movement of Canada geese 
along the valley was observed on 5 days: 
April 9, 18, and 20-22, 1968 (Table 2). 
The peak passage occurred on the morning 
of April 18, when 4,250 Canada geese were 
recorded in only 1 hour from 0810 to 0912 
PST (Table 3) ; the flocks were spaced 
about 2 minutes apart in a following wind, 
a rate of passage that was greatly in excess 
(about 4X) of that seeming to be detected 
with radar (Table 1) in 1965. However, 
this was probably an exceptional occur
rence; the seven llocks (1,200 geese) rec
orded in another I-hour count later the 
same morning (Table 3) are more nearly 
comparable with the findings of radar. 

The direction of movement of the geese 
was al ways NW over Pen tic ton and Sum
merland'-The altitude of flight of the geese 
observed varied, being low over Okanagan 
Lake on one occasion, but on April 18 
rnost of the Rocks were seen llying at about 
2,000 feet a.g.l. (= about 3,100 feet a.s.l.). 

In April 1969 Cannings repeated the 
watch. Migrating Canada geese were ob· 
served on AprillL~, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 
and 26 (Table 4). The directions of move
ment and the altitudes of flight were similar 
to those observed in 1968. 

The 1969 passage of Canada geese was 
'1-5 clays later than in 1968, and the dates 
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Table 2 
Visual observations of migrating Canada geese, 

1968 

Date, Time, 
PST birds Wealherb Remarks" 

9 0815 24 H 

18(/ 0810-0912 H-T 

20 

21 

22 

1030-1130 
1200-1300 

0608 
1010 
1850 

AIl a.m, 
1730 

0900 
llOO 

1,200 
o 

200 
70 

200 
4 large flocks 

2 flo"ks (300 birds! 
severa 1 flocks 

(JOn April 14, 17, 19,23, and 24 110 migrating 
geese were seen, although a watch was maintaÎned 
each day, 

bWeather symbols as in Table L April 19-T. 
cOn April 19 the wind was from the north, and 
on April 23 there was a strong wincl f[(~m 
the south. 

23 1600 'l'broe flocks 

1800 Three flocks 
(ca. 600) 

13 Ca, 1200 One flock 
(ca. 20) 

17 
1000 

23 0900 
1320 130 al 4,000 ft 

above 

24 1900 

H ; wintl NW al 5,000 ft 
NW over Penticton 
NW over Penlicton 
North over Kereme05 
N or NE OVer Weslhank 

'IOn this day Olllak recordcd 9/10ths eloud cover, 
tbe only 1 of the 5 days when doud cover was 
extensive, A cold front approaching from the 
norlb was almosl over the area (Fig. 4hJ, Thcse 
conditions ma\' have eontributed, to Ill(; visihiHly 
of the 1nigratl~g geese on this occasioll. 

of 

Cirding over Suml1lerland, heading NW 

North over SUI11111erland 

Flying north over 

Near SUll11lleriand 
over SUll11llerland 

~-_ ..... 

Table 3 
Flocks of Canada geese flying northwest over 

RC, on April 18, 1968" 

50 

10 

200 

30 

200+40 

0328 200 

08,'l:~ 200 

0840 40 

0842 

0845 

084(,~O848 800 

0852 100 

0851 

100 

Il 'k made by S. R. Canning,. SOtlle 
oc s were . Ok L 

C", o\'er anagan ake S0111C over the 
,t"ada D. .' 

SI " epurtIllent of Agnculture Re,earch 
<I lton on li 1 "'e,.I' Il " le ;vest s IOre of the lake, Most flocks 

"b,,;,; ht~;n~:v at about 3,000 .feet (2,000 feet 
10uti 1) . a",an Lake}, The wmd was !rom the 
h"l J. urmg a third hour of observation 

• "'eeu 1200 d ' 
ICéu or an 1.'\00 hours PST, no geese were 

4 
Visual observations of migrating Canada geese, 
April 1969 

Aprila PST birds Wealherb 

14 0930 50 H 
1930 Ca. 100 

16 0930-1030 Ca.400 (4 flocks) HT 
1930 Ca. 100 

19-20 ? 

0820 

1030 100 

1900 Ca. 200 
Ali p.rn. 0 

22 0815 200 F 
0900 140 
1030 150+200 

23 0745-0800 3 floeks F 
0940-0950 300-400 (3 floeksl 

1015 150 
1030 >200 

26 1200 150 T-F 

"On April 18 no migrating geese were seen, 
although a wateh wa, maintained. 

(April 14 to 26) were closer to the dates of 
the rnovernents recorded with radar in 1965 
(April 17 to 23) than to the dates ofgoose 
p<lo",a,;c in' 1968 (April 9 to 22). Also, al-

the passage extended over an equi
valent period of time (12 to 14 days) in 
each of the 3 migration was actually 
recorded on8 in 1965 and 1969 but on 
only 5 in 1968. As a corollary, there 
was in 1969 no day with a passage as heavy 
as the one that oceurred on April 18, 1968 . 
This may perhaps be explained by the dif
ference in the weather in the 2 years (dis
cussed 

Sandhill cranes were recorded in rnuch 
sm aller nurnbers '(Table 5) than Canada 
geese. In 1963 flocks were seen on only 3 
days: April 18, 21, and 23. Canada geese 
were also migrating on the first two of 

Remarks 

Over Pentieton 
Over PentÎcton 

Over Penticton 
Ca. 4,000 ft ubove 

; wind from south at 
to llorth at 1100 PST; 

ove1' mountains west of Pèlllicton; 
wind from south at surface, upper wind from wesl 
Ca. 5,000 ft OVer the eentre of the valley at 
Penticton 
Over centre of valley at SUllllllerland 
No migrating geese seen from a rnountain west 
of Peaehland 

Over Penticton 
Ove!" lllountaÎns west of Pentieton 
Over Penticton 

above clouds, SUllllueriand 
North ovcr SUlll111erlanrl at 2,000 ft ahove valley 
flüor; wind from south 
NNW over Sunllnerland at 3,000 ft above valley 
Over Summcrland 

Over Penticlon 

ùWeather symbols as in Tahle 1. Aprîll5--H; 
April 18-F; April 21-T; April 24-T; April 25-T. 

these days. The only day a large number of 
cranes was seen l'las April 23, wh en six 
flocks were observed in the la te afternoon. 
In 1969 llocks of cranes were seen on twice 
as many days as in 1968: April 13, 17, 
23-25, and 28. However, Canada geese 
were recorded migrating on proportion
ately fewer of the same days than in 1968 
(only one-third: April 17 and 23) . The 
largest number of cranes seen at one time 
was nearly 400 on April 28 and, as in 1968, 
this occurred in the late afternoon. 

Not only l'lere Canada geese seen on 
more days than cranes, but also the number 
of flocks of geese seen each clay was greater. 
Canada geese are, therefore, more likely to 
have been responsible for the stream of 
echoes ohserved with raclar for many hours 
each day in 1965. 
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Weather 
Figure 3. Weather conditions in 1965. Weather 
maps for 4 of the 8 days in 1965 when movements 
of radar echoes took place, including three of the 
five "heavy"· or "medium"-density movements. 
On Aprill?, the first day movement was noted, 
there was high pressure over Washington State 
(Fig. 3a). On April 22 there was a ridge between 
high pressure systems to the SW and NE 

Figures 3c and 3d show the extreme frontal 
conditions described in the text for April 20 and 
28, 1965; movements of radar echoes were seen 
on both days that were of relatively "light" and 
"medium" density respectively. Compare Figure 
3c with Figure 5c, and Figure 3d with Figures 5a 

and 5b. 
Cross-hatching indicates areas of precipitation. 

(Fig. 3b). On both days movements of radar 
echoes were "heavy". 

H=high pressure area; L=low pressure area. 

1965 
In 1965, according to the U.S. Weather 
Bureau's Daily Weather Maps, the period 
of movement of the radar echoes was char· 
acterized by varied weather. It was pre· 
ceded by frontal conditions from April 14 
to 16. Although the area was under the in· 
fluence of a high pressure system on April 
17 (Fig. 3a) , when the first movement was 
recorded by radar, frontal or transitional 
weather again predominated from April 18 
to 21. The region was again under the in
fluence of a ridge of high pressure on April 
22, 23, and from April 25 to 27, interrupted 
by frontal conditions on April 24 and 28. 

The densest movements of radar echoes, 
those of April 17, 21, and 22 (Table 1), 
took place when the area was under the 
influence of high pressure systems (Fig. 3a 
and 3b) , though on April 21 this followed 
immediately after a low pressure system. 

In spite of the varied weather situation 
just described for April 1965, the surface 
wind at Omak, Washington, in the Okano· 
gan River Valley south of the international 
boundary (Fig. 2), was no stronger than 

a 

12 knots at 2200 PST on any of the nights 
preceding days wh en movements of Canada 
geese were observed with radar. Likewise, 
the surface wind at Penticton was not 
greater than 9 knots at 0400 PST on any of 
the mornings when movements occurred. 
Unfortunately, aerological records of the 
strength of upper level winds are not avail
able for these stations. 

Cloud from frontal systems (Fig. 3c and 
3d) is to be seen on the radar films them
selves on two occasions: (i) from 2030 PST 

on April 19 until the early morning of April 
21, cloud can be seen moving NE across the 
area, and (ii) from 0630 on April 27 until 
the afternoon of April 28, cloud can be se en 
moving slowly first ESE, then E, an~ finally 
NE. In both cases this cloud was, undoubt
edly, accompanied by rain. It is, therefore, 
noteworthy that there was a "light" move
ment of radar echoes on April 20 and a 
"medium"·density movement on April 28. 
The cloud conditions recorded at Omak 
conflfm that the weather was variable in 
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Figure 3 

1020 
1016 

1012 
1008 

1008 
1012 

1016 

1020 

April1?, 1965 - 1000 PST 

April 1965 :there was total overcast on 5, 
and clear (or almost clear) skies on 7, of 
the 12 nights from April 16/17 to 27/28. 

The more broad-front movements de
scribed earlier for April 21 and 22, 1965, 
may have been caused by eastward displace
ment of geese by the sw airstream around a 
low pressure system off the British Çolum
bia coast on April 20, and the fronts asso
ciated with it that crossed the states of Ore
gon and Washington on that day (Fig. 3c). 

It would seem, therefore, that (i) the bird 
movements observed with radar occurred 
with calm or only very light surface winds; 
(ii) while light winds might occur when the 

region was under the influence of high pres· 
sure systems, they did not occur exclusively 
then; (iii) while the densest movements 
recorded with radar occurred when the 
region was under the influence of high 
pressure or transitional systems; (iv) move· 
ments were also detected in frontal condi
tions. The clearest ex ample of movement 
under frontal conditions occurred on April 
20 (Fig. 3c) , wh en extensive high-Ievel 
broken cloud was se en on the radar display 
moving NE simultaneously with a line of 
bird echoes moving from the Okanagan 

Valley towards the Cariboo District (see 
also footnote e of Table 1). 

It is not clear why movements were not 
also detected with radar on April 23, 25, or 
2y, 1965 (when the area was dominated by 
high pressure) , but it is likely that the peak 
of the migration was by th en over and, per
h~ps, the movements on each of the prece
dmg days had temporarily depleted the 
area from which the birds originated. 

1968 
In April 1968 the weather was more seuled 
than in April 1965, particularly durin<Y the 
main period of the movements by Can~da 
geese. South.of the international boundary 
there were high pressure conditions with 
calm, on April 9, the day the first o-:ese 
were se en (Fig. 4a), although a c~ld front 
\Vas approaching from the NW. Conditions 
were unseuled as low pressure systems and 
fronts crossed the region April 10 to 16, 
and no geese were observed. From April 
1.1 to 28 there were high pressure condi
tIons almost continuously (Fig. 4b and 4c), 
and movements of geese took place on 4 of 
the first 6 days in this period, after which 
the migration seems to have been completed. 

.The surface wind conditions associated 
\~ü~ the goose movements in 1968 were 
simllar to those associated with the move
ments observed on radar in 1965. Thus, the 
surface wind at Omak at 2200 PST durino
the nights preceding days when moveme~ts 
occurred was calm on 4 of the 5 niahts in 
1~68, and no more than 6 knots onbthe fifth 
mght. Similar, calm conditio~s were re
corded at Penticton at 0400 PST on the 
n:ornings of the movements. CanninO"s no
tIced that sometimes the upper level ~inds 
\Vere south 1 . 
(T 

er y, sometImes northerly 
able 2). 
.I~ 1968 (unlike 1965 or 1969) the mean 

llllmrnu t ' . h m emperature at Omak for the 5 
11I0" ts d' 
l

b prece mg movements fell to just be-
ow the f . . b . did n . re~ZI?g pOln~, ut this evidently 

ot mhIbü the migrating geese. 

1.969 
ln April 1969 h able th . t e weather was more vari-
silnl an m 1968 (Table 4), and quite ' 
lio 1 afr to that of 1965. High pressure condi-

ns rom A '114 . pn to 16, and again on 

Figure 4. High pressure conditions associated 
w~th Canada goose movements in 1968 and 1969. 
Figures 4a-c show weather maps for 3 of the 
5 days ~n 1968 when Canada goose migration was 
seen. Figures 4d-f do the same for 3 of the 
8 days in 1969. 

On April 9, the first day migration was noted 
in 1968 (Fig. 4a), there was high pressure over 
Washington State, but an intense low lay to the 
N and a cold front was approaching from the 
NW. No more migration was seen until April 18 
(Fig. 4b), when similar conditions prevailed 

Figure 4 

(~ee foot note d of Table 2 and compare with 
Flg.5a). 

April 14 and 16 (Fig. 4d and 4e) were the 
first 2 days that migration was noted in 1969. 
. In ail SIX maps Washington State was either 
III an elongated ridge between high pressure 
area: over the Pacific to the SW and over the 
~ontIllentallandmass to the NE or Eor, less 
requently, had part of a high pressure area 

actually c~ntred ?ver il. Winds were usually light, 
but of vanable dlIection. H = high pressure area . 
L = low pressure area. ' 
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F· , ~ Frontal conditions associated with Igur" J. "r h 
Canada gouse muvcments in 1969. "ea! er ~aps 
for 3 of the 8 days in 1969 when Cana~a goo,e 
mio-ration was seen. On April 19 the wl.nds ,;ere 
str~ng. The position of highs an~ low5 IS q,Ulte ; 
different in each map, although l~ each c~l:s~a 
low in or moving eas! from, the Gulf of . 
is res;onsible for the front extending inta hlgh 

~ pressure areas. Figures 5a and 5b resemble 
Figure 3d in this respect. Figure 5c resembles 

Figure 3e. f "t f 
Cross hatehing indicates are as 0 preclpl a Ion. 

H=high pressure area; L=low pressure area. 
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DÏseussÏon 
and eonelusÏons 

April 20, were followed by frontal condi· 
tions on April 18, 19, 22, and 23. . 
The Canada goose movements of Apn114, 
16 and 20 (Fig. 4d, 4e, and 4f) occur~ed 
in high pressure conditions. Surface wmds 
at 04.00 PST were light or calm at Omak and 
Penticton on at least 6 of the 8 days wh~n 
movements were observed (thus repeatmg 
the situation in 1965 and 1968). . 

However, the goose move~ents of Apnl 
10 22. and 23 occurred in qUlte pronounced 
., . . ~b d ~ ) and 

frontal weather (FIg. 5a,:J ,an. ;JC , 

on April 19, in particular, the wmd was 
nearlv 25 knots in strength both at O,.nak 

d 't PenÙcton (for the wind directIOns, an a }' , 
T ble 4: ), The cloud COll( ItlOns rec, 

see a . 'd f th 
orded at Omak confirm the eVI en ce 0 e ~ 
weather maps (Fig. 5) : in 1969 there was 
7/10ths cloud cover or greater at 04.00 :ST 

on 4 of the 8 days that Canada goose mIgra-

tion was observed. . ' 
The weather conditions assocJated wlth 

the 1969 visual observations therefore 
correlate rather better with the weather 
conditions concurrent with the 1965 radar 
observations than with the we~ther asso- . 

. ted with the visual observatIons made m 
~~68. and so lend support to the view that 
the e~hoes on the radar films were produced 
by Canada geese. 

Earlier, it was conduded that the move· 
ments of radar echoes in 1965 occurred 
with frontal as well as high pressure con· 
ditions. The 1969 observations show that 
the Canada goose movements throu~h the 
southern interior of British ColumbIa ~re 
alsô not by any means restrict~d. to perlOds 
ôf high pressure, or even tr~nsltlOnal con· 

d't' '" but may also occur III frontal and 1 !On~, 

even low pressure conditions. 
It should be pointed out that low pre.s· 

sure systems which come from the. Paclfi~ 
Coast are generally weakened dur~ng theu 
passage across the èoastal mountams, so 
that the inhibiting eITect of eastward: 
movino- low pressure systems upon Inrels 
miaratinrr through the mountainous s0u.t~-

'" '" B .. h Cil' 'n Apnlls 

The number of echoes that were det~cted by 
radar passing across an imaginary hne at 
riuht anales to the southern Okanagan Val· 
le~ on e;ch day that movement was rec· 
orded in 1965 is shown in Table 1. The 
largest number of echoes detected o~ any 
one day was 62 during a period of 9% 
hours on April 22, 1065. Calculated on an 
hourly basis, the mean number of echoes 
passing over a point in th: v~lley on that 
day was 6.4 per hour, whlCh IS al~o the 
hi';'hest rate recorded. On days wlth 
"h~avv" movements of echoes, the mean 
hourl~ rate of passage varied from 5.1 to 
6.4, ';hile on e!ays with "light" movements 
the comparable mean houri! rate of pas· 
sa"e recorded by radar vaned from 1.9 to 

'" 3.4 Hocks per hour. 
The flocks of migrating Canada geese 

observee! by Cannings in 1968 ~nd 1969 
ranrred in size from 10 to 300 bmls. On the 
dav"'on which the heaviest movement of 
Ca'nada rreese was recorded in 1968 (Table 
3 '1 the m"'ean number of hire!s per Rock was 
175, but for the other occasions the mean 
flock size was 125 birds. 

Taking a figure of 150 geese per Hock as 
an average, and each radar echo as repre
sentin rr one such Rock of geese, the largest 
numb;r of geese detected by the raclar on a 
sin ale clay in 1965 as the y migrated up the 
lin; of the southern Okanagan Valley was 
9 "00. However, hecause the echoes de· 

,..> l' d 'bove tected by the radar were at a tltu es a . (J 

the elevations of the mountains surroundm" 
the Okanauan Valley (i.e. above 6,000 

'" If·Rks feet) allowance must be ma( e 01 oc 
(such as those seen by Cannings in 1068 
and 1(69) which were flying within the 
valley itself. It is probably reasonahle tO

ld conclude that a "heavy" movement wou 
involve between 10,000 and 15,000 geese 
flyinrr across the region in a day. d . 
O~ the previous basis (a total of 269 e 

tected echoes and 150 geese per radar oC 

1 · f C ' da o"ee. echo) the total popu ahon 0 ana 0 

ern interior of nhs 0 um)la 1 

prohahly sometimes less than weather maps 

dete~ted by radar making this migratorJ5 
movement between April 17 and 28, 1~5à. 
would appear to have been around 40,· 
Allowing for flocks not detected by the 

might suggest. 

radar, the population of Canada geese mi· 
grating along the southern Okanagan 
Valley appears to number between 50,000 
and 75,000 birds. 

Because of ils short duration and narrow 
Right path, and the large number of birds 
migrating togcther, the movement of Can
ada geese observed with radar) is most 
unlikely to have involved Canada geese that 
ln'eed in southern British Columbia itself. 
Rather, these characteristics suggest that 
the birds were headed for El destination far 
to the northwest. The race of Branta cana
densis that breeds in the interior of the 
Yukon and in central Alaska is the lesser 
Canada go ose (now known as B,c. par· 
vipes) and this race winters in the interior 
valle vs of the western United States, pre· 
pomlerantly in the states of Washington 
and Oregon. It is considered to migrate 
tbrough the interior valleys of the western 
statcs and British Columbia. It is thought 
that a part of the population of one other 
race, B.e. tavemeri, which breeds in west 
central and northern Alaska, also migrales 
through the interiOl'. Therefore, it is reason· 
aille t~ consider that the movements of 
Canada geese described in this paper can 
he referred to Re. parvipes with, perhaps, 
some of B.e. tavemeri travelling with them. 
1 t is interesting to note, therefore, that the 
12-year average for the mid·winter inven· 
tory of lesser Canada geese in the Pacific 
Flyway is 102,000 birds, and that in the 
lVinler of 1964/65 the number is reported 
h,l havc been 92,000 (Pacifie WaterfolOl 
flyway Report No. 55, May 1(66), a figure 
lhat i5 not markedlv dissimilar to the upper 
cslimate in this paj;er for the number of 
~CCi'e that migrated up the southern Okana· 
i(Un Valley of British Columbia in April 
1%5 (75/l00 hirds). 

1 
On Iy once in either 1968 or 1969 (.AIHil 

~ l' . ~ 
.,)60) were Canada geese observed 

1l1l"T [' 1 '" a mg )y a ground ohserver at a time 
\vhen tl . 1\11 () le recorder! surface wmd was strong. 

1 ther movements were observed wh en 
t lCl'C \. 1 , las ca m al ground level. or surface 
\\'ll1(1s l' 1. . TU " 
li '\Vere Igrlt. hat_ with the one excep· 

011, geese were not seen on mirrration 
'" 

when the surface wind was strong, or even 
moderately strong, suggesls that none were 
air· borne under such conditions, and that 
almost all of the movements probably oc· 
curred wh en the upper winds were also light 
to moderate, but not strong. This would 
permit the birds to fly high, SI) that this radar 
station probably seldom fails to detect 
movements of this population of geese. The 
density of radar echoes was, however, al· 
most ahvays lower when the weather was 
frontal, compared with occasions when 
there were high pressure conditions (Table 
1) , and this could be due to fewer geese 
moving under frontal conditions. Alter· 
nately, migration may not be much hin· 
dered, but more flocks may fly within the 
valley out of radar view - behaviour which 
may explain why echoes were detected by 
radar only over the southern Cariboo on 
April 19, '1965, when conditions were 
frontal (see footnote d of Table 1), and 
why the heaviest of aIl the goose movements 
seen by Cannings occurred on April 18, 
1968, when conditions were deteriorating 
(~ee foot note d of Table 2 and Fig. 4.b). 

The valleys of tbe southern interior of 
British Columbia are deeply cut into the 
surrounding mountains. In the win ter 
months, particularly, co Id air can stagnate 
in these sheltered valleys, while warmer 
winds cross the region above them. The 
recording of calm conditions on the valley 
floor may not then provide any indication 
of the strength of the upper winds. In 
the early spring it would be possible for 
geese to be misled hy these conditions and 
to star! migrating when the upper winds are 
nevertheless quite strong. It may be nec· 
es~ary partly to explain in this way the 
extremely close correlation of the occur· 
rence of go ose movements in April 1968 
and April 1969 with calm ground comli
tions or only light surface winds, although 
the Okanagan Valley warms up rapidly in 
the second half of April so that mixing of 
valley and upper aÎrmasses i5 morc complete. 

The light winds recorded at Omak and 
Penticton appear to be a true reflection of 
fairly wide spacing of the isobars, over 

the southern British Columbia-W ashington
Oregon regiou as a whole, on many of the 
weather maps for the periods under 
consideration (Fig. 3a, 4c, 4d, and 4e), 
which is indicative that the winds were 
light over a wide area, not only in the Hoor 
of the Okanagan Valley. 50, the main con
clusions reached earlier about the weather 
conditions associated with these move· 
ments of Canada geese are probably valid. 

It would appear that the Canada geese 
making the movements described from 
the radar films form a considerable hazard 
to aircraft flying below 15,000 feet in 
southern British Columbia during the 
second half of April in the daytime, par· 
ticularly over the line of the Okanagan 
Valley as far north as Westbank, and along 
the line across the Nicola Lake country 
from Peachland towards Savona. An equiv. 
aient risk probahly exists in the Okanogan 
River Valley south of the international 
boundary in Washington State. Aireraft 
travelling between Vancouver and towns in 
the Okanagan Valley, the Kootenays, and 
Kamloops, run a risk wh en crossing the 
southern Okanagan Valley, particularly if 
they stop at Penticton airport. 

Because of its form and timing, the haz· 
ard created by these Canada geese is 
rlistinguishablc from that due to other large 
birrls migrating on a broad front in that 
it is highly predictalJle: it occurs in day. 
light on Iy, in a narrow specified locality, 
for only 2 weeks in the spring of the year, 
and can be observed with radar. Conse· 
quently it i8 possible to take steps to min· 
imize the hazard this movement presents. 
In particular, it might he wise to divert to 
Kelowna during thi5 period those planes 
which are normally scheduled to land at 
Penticton or have Penticton as their desti· 
nation. Also, it should be possible to pro
vide private and commercial pilots with 
advance wa,rning of the risks created by 
this particular migratory movement of 
many thousands of Canada geese. 
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SUDIDIary 

1. Distinctive movements of medium-large, 
bright, echoes were detected with radar 
moving NNW up the southern Okanagan 
Vanev of British Columbia on a narrow 
front 'in daylight ho urs between April 17 
and 28, 1965. Where the lake curves to the 
NE near Peachland, the line of echoes 
crossed the mountains bordering the lake 
and fanned out across the Nicola Lake 
country W:\fW-],; towards the Cariboo Dis
trict. The birds involved were evidently 
f1ying at elevations above 6,000 feet and 
prohably between 8,000 and 15,000 feet. 

2. ObselTations made in the southern 
Okanagan Valley during the same period of 
the spring migration in April 1968 and 
April 1969 have identified the species re
sponsible for the movement, with reason
able certainty, as the Canada goose, Branla 
canadensis, probablymainly of the race 
parmpes. 

3. It i5 estimated that between 10,000 
and 15,000 Canada geese may be involved 
on a day with "heavy" movement, and that 
between 50,000 and 75,000 geese may mi· 
grate up the southern Okanagan Valley 
during the 12.day period in the second 
haH of April. 

4. The Canada goose movements in 
1965,1968, and 1969 occurred when sur
face winds were light, or there was calm. 
Although thi5 condition was met most fre-
quently when there were high pressure 
conditions, the movements al50 occurred 
when frontal conditions extended across 
the region. 

5. The radar observations suggest that 
du ring long. distance flights Canada geese 
fly over the mountains of southern British 

i Columhia at a considerable altitude. 
, 1 Though flocks of geese flying helow the 

1 level of the mountain ridges would not 
have been detectable, the radar station con
cerned probably detects aIl of the separate 
long-haul movements of this population 
of geese across the region in the spring. 
The hazard preEented to aireraft by these 
go ose movements is discussed. 
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Since the discovery that modern surveil
lance radar routinely detects bird move
ments (Harper, 1957; SuUer, 1957; 
Houghton and Coultas, 1958; Tedd and 
Lack, 1958), there have been many radar 
studies of migration in Europe and North 
America (see Myres, 1964b, and Eastwood, 
1967, for bibliographies). These studies 
have provided much new informa.tion about 
migration routes, the height of migration, 
the relationships between visible and actual 
migration, and correlations between the 
amount of migration and weather. Radar 
has also provided information of relevance 
to theories of migrational orientation (re
viewed by Eastwood, 1967; also Bellrose, 
1967; Evans, 1968a,b; Graber, 1968; 
Steidinger, 1968; Lack, 1969; Parslow, 
1969). ln spite of the extensive use of 
radar by ornithologists in the last decade, 
the major published studies of migration 
in North America are confined to coastal 
New England (Drury and Keith, 1962; 
Nisbet, 1963a,b; Drury and Nisbet, 1964; 
Nisbet and Drury, 1967a,b, 1968) and 
the northern Mississippi Basin (Bellrose 
and Graber, 1963; Hassler et al., 1963; 
BelIrose, 1964, 1966, 1967; Graber, 1968), 

ln 1963 a radar study of bird movements 
was begun by the Canadian Wildlife Ser
vice in association with the National 
Research Council's Associate CommiUee 
on Bird Hazards to Aircraft, Since then, 
time,lapse films have been taken at various 
ti,mes of 24 different radar displays in 
clght provinces of Canada, at two radar 
sites in France, and at seven sites in the 
United States, The major purpose of this 
study has been to find means of reducing 
the number of bird-aircraft strikes (Gunn 
and Solman 1968' Blokpoel 1970)' l " , , 
lC~ce the methods of recording and anal
l'SI d ' ng ata have not always been those 
Illast suitable for sorne ornithological pur-
Poses ' Il d' f' . 1 
l 

,especla y stu les 0 onentatlOna 
a lilit). H 'd f' 'fi ' ,owever. many ata 0 sCIent! c 
Illtcre<t h . 
'1 ' ave been accumulated. Reports on 
; ,Il

umber of radar studies of specialized 
) pes of b' d .. 1 . 
I
l " Ir act!vlty are current y In pre-
alatlO' H h' . h n or In press. owever, t IS IS t e 

first paper dealing with migration in 
general and based on our standard film
assessment procedures. We will describe 
the radar view of migration from one site 
in east-central Alberta and indude an 
analysis of correlations between migration 
volume and weather and the effects of wind 
direction on migration direction. 

Methods 

Radar and filming 
This paper is based on time-lapse filming 
of a radar display at Cold Lake, Alberta 
(54°24'N; llool7'W) fromAprillto 
June 10, 1965, and from September 10, 
1965, to November 30, 1966. Film was 
available for ll,077 of a possible 12,216 
ho urs (90.7 per cent) in these periods. 
The radar was a high-powered L-band 
surveillance installation with a Plan Posi
tion Indicator (PPI) display showing an 
area with 70 nautical miles radius. Moving 
Target Indicator (MT!) circuitry was 
always used in the central part of the 
display (out to about 30 miles range) . 
Beyond that range normal video was used. 

Radar adjustments sometimes made very 
few birds visible in the central MT! area 
of the display (e.g., in Fig. l, intensity 
levels 7 and 8) . Also, an irregularly 
shaped area containing few bird echoes 
is visible near the centre of intensity 
levels 2, 4 and 6 in Figure 1. This 
occurred because the echoes from sorne of 
the birds flying above areas of intense 
ground duuer tend to be suppressed \Vith 
the ground duuer by MT! systems. We 
have observed this phenomenon on a num
ber of different types of radar. Besides the 
suppression of sorne echoes near the centre 
of the display by various radar adjustments 
and ove,r areas of ground duUer, echoes 
from most birds within a few miles of the 
radar site were suppressed by Sensitivity 
Time Control (STC) circuitry. 

The radar operated at five sweeps per 
minute.lnitially, five frames of 16-mm film 
were exposed per minute, with one frame 
per sweep. Later, five frames were exposed 
every 2 minutes, with successive sweeps 
being recorded and skipped in sequence. 
A dock and a date card situated beside 
the PPI were included in every frame. 

Sorne directional data from radars at 
Edmonton and Calgary, Alberta, Regina 
and Y orkton, Saskatchewan, and Beau
sejour, Manitoba, are presented for com
parison. The last two sites (numbered 47 
and 6 respectively on Fig. 7) had radars 
comparable to that at Cold Lake. The first 
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three sites (numbered 18, 103, and 29 in 
Fig. 7) had 550-kw, 23-cm Air Traffi: 
Control radars similar to those descnbed 
by Richardson and Raight (1970). 

Data recorded 
1 n order to analyse the large amount of 
!llmed raclar data obtained at Cold Lake 
and at the man)' other sites studied, we 
had to develop a standard numerical re
cordin« system. We recorded bird activity 
visihle ~\'Ùh radar in terms of units which 
we ualled evenls. An event consists of a 
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continuous flow of bird-echoes showing 
similar characteristics and behav iour over 

Figure 1. Intensi ty scale used to record the 
amount of migration at Colù Lake, Alberta. Read· 
ing from left to right an d top 10 botlom, Jnt~IlSlty 
levels 0, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 are shown. Range nngs 
are at 10-n.m. intervals. Birds are not seen near 
the centre of the display because of performance 
characteristics of the radar. 

a period of time. Events may r ange from 
a few echoes ma kin g a local movement a 
few miles long to thousands of echoes in 
broad-front migration across the whole 
radar coverage area. GraduaI changes over 
time in the intens ity, direction, and echo 
size of a flight were not considered grounds 
for dividin o' the activity into separate 

b • h 

divide the Aight into separate events- While 
there was unavoidably some degree of . 
arbitrariness in this procedure, most acllV' 
itv fell naturally into separate events. 
O'ccasional arbitrary decisions about ho\'{ 
to divide the activity into events had no 
resultant effect on the analysis of \Veather 

correlations with migration volume, be- 1 
cause this analysis \Vas based on the tota 
am ou nt of activity each night rather thal:, 

Th " vent on events (see below ) . e terms e 
events, but discontinuous changes m t ese 
parameters (indicating separate types of 
birds or types of movements) caused us to 

and " movement" have equivalent 

in this paper. 

For each event, a \Vide variety of infor
mation was abstracted from the time-tapse 
film. General data included the date, the 
start, peak (greatest intens ity ) , and end 
times, and indications of holl' preci~ely the 
start and end times could he c1etennined. 
At each of the sta rt, peak , and end times, 
the following were reco rcled: (i) the th ree 
most common echo sizes (measured on a 
more or less arbitrarily dellned 7-gracle 
ordinal scale ), ( ii l the position of the event 
on the raclar di sp la y (eitlter in certain 
octants or over the \l'hole display ), (iii) 
Ihe proportion of the clisplay con taining 
bird echoes. and ( il' ) the type of movement, 
e.g. a local Right (delined here as heginning 
and ending on the display) ; a Right begin
ning on the cliôplay and mov ing out of 
range ; a Right entering one side of the 
display anclleaving the other; a roosting 
Right; a disoriented fli ght. Tll'o other 
parameters, the mealJ direction of fli ght 
(estimatecl by eye to the nearest 10° ) and 
Ihe intensity of Aigh t (see below ), were 
recorded every hour throughout the dura
lion of the even t. A Il these da ta ll'ere placed 
on punch carcls for machine analysis_ 

The inteJlsity of each event \l'as estimatecl 
each hour by eye in terms of the I)-Ievel 
arbitraril y defined ordinal scale illustratecl 
in Figure 1. The scale is based on the 
number of echoes pel' unit area at l'a rious 
distances from the centre of the display. 
At I() \\, intensities, the scale takes into 
account the progressive " thinning" phe
bomenon (Nisbet, 1963a ) and the sup
pressiou by the rada r of echoes close to the 
anlenna. ("Thinning" is the progressive 
decline in number of echoes pel' unit area 
n the display as one moves from the 
hlre 10 the periphery.) At moclerate and 

blgh intensities, the display is sa turated 
Completely coverecl with bircl echoes) out 

sorne distance from the centre. Rence, 
distance is the basic densitv criterion 
rnoderate and heav )' move~ent. A 

Iy changed intensit y scale \l'as in use 
the Oct~be r and N~vember 1966 
Were assessed. The~e clata have been 

from the analysis whenever this 

change woulcl require a different inte rpre
tation of the results. We are aware of the 
clifficulties involved in obtaining quanti
tative radar observations (Nisbet, 1963a ) _ 
We claim only th a t our data provide a 
rough estimate of migration vol ume mea
sured on an ordinal sca le. The accuracy 
of our density estima tes is cons idered in 
the Discussion. 

Data analysed 
The Col cl Lake raclar data were subjected 
to various types of analysis using com
puters whenever appropriate. While all 
types of movements de tected by the radar 
\Vere recorded, the analyses considered 
here cleal only with long-distance "migra
tory" movements, which were cl efi ned as 
those events that either enterecl the radar 
coverage area from out of ran ge, or moved 
out of range, or both. Unless otherwise 
staled, we c1id not consider loca l movements 
(d efined above). Totals of 873 long-dis
tance and 309 local movements were re
corcled (excl usive of local roosting flights 
similar to those described by Eastwood 
etaI. , 1962). 

Basic data nnits 
We usecl different basic units for different 
parts of the analysi s. 

(i) The description of migration is 
ba ,ed on events. 

(ii) The analysis of co rrelations between 
volume of nocturnal migration and weather 
is based on the total amollnt of activity 
each lIight ra ther than on individual events. 
To determine this total , al! the migra tory 
events (usually none, or one , but occasion
ally two) occurring on a given night within 
a given 90° -wide ran ge of di rections \Vere 
allocatecl a single number repre~enting the 
peak intensi ty of movement in that range 
of directions durin g the night. On those 
fel\' occasions wh en there \Vas more than 
one movement during one night in a single 
range of directions, the followin g procedure 
was u~ed. When the events \Vere of unequal 
intensi ty, the overall peak intensity \Vas 
ta ken as that of the peak intensity of the 

strongest event. This procedure \l'as fol
lowed. because the relation o f the lower in
tensi ty levels is such that, for example, 
simultaneous intensity-2 and intens ity-3 
events looked at together do not appear to 
show as many birds as a s ingle intensity-4 
movement. On nights ",hen tw o movements 
did occur in the same clirection ran ge, both 
movements were usually of low intensity. 
When there were two events \Vith the same 
peak intensity, the total intensity was taken 
as the peak intensity of each single event 
plus one (i .e . two intensity-3 events in a 
single directional category \Vere assi gned 
an overall intensity of 4). This reAects the 
general appearance of the display when two 
events of eq ual intensity occur simulta
neousl y. On most nights there \Vas no 
more than one movement in each of the 
direction ran ges, and hence thi s summation 
procedure \Vas not needed. 

(iii) The analysis of the effects of wind 
directi on on direction of nocturnal migra
ti on is based on "event-nights". An event
ni ght is th a t portion of any migratory event 
occurring between sunset and sunrise. 
While an event reaching its peak intensity 
at night forms an event-night, the few 
events lastin g more than 24 ho urs may 
include t\Vo event-nights. 

Methods of analysing relationships 
hetween migl'alion volume and weather 
The stati stical analyses of correlations be
tween intensity and vcnious weather param
eters are basecl on the peak intensity of 
movement in the normal and the reve rse 
directions of flight each ni ght. Since we 
have not yet accurately determincd the 
number of birds represented by ench of the 
values in our intensity scale, procennrcs 
basecl on interval scales of measurement 
(such as calculating mean intensities or 
using multiple regression techniques) coulcl 
not be used. Furthermore, hecaw;e the 
normal intensity of nocturnal movement 
changes from olle part of a migration sen
son to another and from year to year, we 
considered it aclvisable to del'elop u modi
fied intensity scale wherein each night's 
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intensity was compared to the normal in
tensity at that time of year. The computer 
determined the intensity levels reached or 
exceeded on 25, 50, and 75 per cent of the 
nights in 15-day periods centred on each 
day. This was done separately for NW 

(rancre W to N) and SE (range S to E) move
ment~. We drew smoothed "15-day moving 
quartile" curves through these values (Fig. 
2 and 3) and recorded the intensities of NW 

and SE movement each night as being in the 
first, second, third, or fourth quartile. Our 
"moving quartiles" are analogous to a mov
ing average, but are appropriate to an ordi
nal scale. Thus, a night whose intensity was 
in the first quartile had very liule migration 
relative to the normal for that time of year, 
while a night in the fourth quartile had an 
intensity reached on less than one-quarter 
of the nights at that time of year. Points 
lying on a quartile curve were alternately 
(by date) assigned the quartile intensity 
values above and below the curve. 

The analysis procedures applied to the 
normal migration situations (w to N move
ment in spring and E to S in auturnn) 
differed from those applied to reverse mi
gration (SE in spring and NW in autumn) 
and to winter movements. In the normal 
situations there were relatively few nights 
with no movement in the relevant direction 
and there were large shifts over a period of 
weeks in the normal intensity (Fig. 2 and 
3) . Hence the modified 4-level (quartile) 
scale was used, and the distributions of 
weather parameters at each of these 4 
levels of migration were compared by non
parametric procedures (Siegel, 1956). In 
the reverse migration and winter situations, 
only a few nights had any movement. Hence 
the fourth quartile was usually the only 
one containing nights of non-zero intensity. 
Rather than use the quartile scale for these 
types of movement, we compared the dis
tributions of weather parameters on nights 
having no movement with those on nights 
having sorne movement using the Mann 
and Whitney D-test (Siegel, 1956). 

Relationships between intensity and the 
synoptic weather situation were exarnined 
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Figure 2. Peak nocturnal intensities 01 NW . 
, (range W to N) migratory movement. The curves 

are smoothed 15-day moving quartiles represent
ing the intensities reached on 25 (--), 50 (~.~), 
and 15 (_. -) per eent of the nights. (See Methods 
section. ) 
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Figure 3. Peak nocturnal intensities of SE 
(range E to S) migratory movernent. The curves 
are smoothed 15·day moving quartiles representing 
the intensities reached on 25 (_.), 50 ( __ ), 
and 75 (. - .) per cent of the nights. The sudden 
increase in the apparent intensities at October 1, 
1966, is an artifact of a changed intensity scale. 
(See .\fethods section.) 
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using the D.S. Weather Bureau Daily 
Weather Maps. In the analyses of correla
tions between intensity and individual 
weather parameters we used punch-card 
records of hourly observations of surface 
weather at CFB Cold Lake. Figure 10 indi. 
ca tes t~at most nocturnal movements began 
near sunset. Hence we chose weather condi. 
tions at sunsetior use in the analysis. A 
prelirninary examination of the data re
vealed that sun set temperature relative to 
normal and relative to that 24 hours earlier 
was better correlated with intensity than 
maximum or minimum temperatures rela. 
tive to their respective normal values for 
the date in question. Hence the first two 
temperature parameters were used in the 
main analysis. The weather data were 
examined relative'to nocturnal intensity of 
NW (range W to N) and SE (range E to s) 
movement in spring (April 15 to June 15), 
autumn (August 1 to October 31), and 
winter (December 1 to March 15). 
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General description of activity 
The Cold Lake radar detects bird activity 
routinely out to 50 nautical miles from the 
antenna site and occasionally 70 n.m. away. 
This activity consists of local (beginning 
and ending within radar range) and long
distance (appearing from out of range, 
movinrr out of range, or both) move
ments.""Both local and long-distance move
ments occurred throughout the year, 
although with varying frequency and in: 
tensity. Local movements were more corn
mon by day than by night in aU se. as ons 
except winter (181 with ho ur of hlghest 
intensity by day vs 75 by night in spring, Mar 

summer, and autumn; 14 by day vs 35 by 
niaht in winter). Long-distance rnovements 
w:re roughly as common by day as by 
night except in faIl, when they were n:ore 

common at night. However, the peak m
tensity of long-distance movements was on 
average higher at night than in the day 
except in winter, when they were nearly 
equal. This paper deals only with long
distance movements unless otherwise noted. 

o 
30 

o 

o 

Figure 4. Mean directions of nocturnallong- . 
distance movements through the year. Events wlth 
their hour of highest intensity during the night 
are included; the mean direction of each of these 
at the hour of peak intensity is presented. The 
left and right diagrams of each pair indicate low· 
intensÎty (1-4) and high.Înten5ity (5-8) events, 
respectively. The relative l~ngths of .une: show 
the number of movements III each dlrectlOn pro· 
portional to the number in the m?st.used ~ire? 
tion. The total number of events mcluded 15 glven 
below and to the right of each diagram. 

Aug 

26 

o 37 25 

Virtually aIl long-distance movements _____________ ~ ---
visible on the Cold Lake radar are "broad- Apr.May 

Oct 

front movements". While there are several 
lakes in the area, the terrain is relatively 
fiat and is devoid of pronounced valleys or 
rows of hills that rnight concentrate the 
birds. Although the predominant fiight di
rection by both day and night is SE in faU 
and NW in spring, low-intensity movements 
in other directions are cornmon in both sea· 
sons. In winter and summer both NW and 
SE movement occurs. Because there is long
distance movement throughout the year, mi
gration seasons are hard to define. Figures 
2 and 3 indicate the peak migration periods. 

Direction of Hight 
Distributions of mean directions of long
distance nocturnal and diurnal movements 
at various times of the year are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5 respectively. In January 
and F ebruary the low-intensity movements 
(peak intensity 1 to 4) usually moved either 
north or south. Northward movements 
were more common than south ward ones, 
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especially at night. In March most (69 per 
cent) of the nocturnal rnovements were in 
the range of directions WNW-NNE, while 
the diurnal events were scattered over a 
wide range of directions. In April and May, 
many (66 per cent) of the low-intensity 
and virtually aU (96 per cent) of the high
intensity (5 to 8) nocturnal events were in 
the range west to north; most of the re
mainder (70 per cent) were in the range 
east to south. The diurnal events were again 
more scattered. In particular, there was 
considerable movement in the NE as weIl as 
the NW and SE directions. In June and July, 
most of the movements \vere directed in 
either the range west to north or the range 
east to south. While diurnal activity was 
predomînantly to the SSE, nocturnal activity 
was roughly equally split between NW and SE. 

By August, the predominant direction 
was clearly SE. Although many low-intensity 
noeturnal events moved NNW, most of the 
high-density and about half of the low-

Figure 5. Mean directions of diurnal long-distance 
movements through the year. Events with their 
hour of highest intensity during the day are in. 
cluded. Before October and Novemher 1966 (when 
the intensity scale was modified). 98 per cent of 
the events were of intcnsity lcss than 5. Henee 
low. and high.intensity events are not distin. • 
guished. The relative lengths of lines show the 
n.umher of movements in each direction propor. 
tlonal to the number in the most-used direction. 
The total number of events included is given 
below and to the right of each diagram, 

Oct 

intensity nocturnal events were in the au
tumn E to ssw range of directions. The 
low-intensity movements tended to go SSE, 

while the stronger events went E and ESE. 

A similar situation occurred in September. 
In October both low- and high-intensity 
nocturnal events usually went SE. The E 

75 

and ESE to SE. shift in the predominant 
direction of high-intensity events from 
August and September to October occurred 
in both 1965 and 1966 and was statistically 
significant (P < .01 for the hypothesis that 
the distributions are the same; Kolmo
gorov-Smirnov test modified for circular 
distributions - Batschelet, 1965). Diurnal 
events from August to October had a wide 
scatter of mean directions. In Novernber 
and December there \Vas a wide range of 
directions by both day and night, but move
ments in the range east to south were espe
cially common. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the mean direetions 
of long-distance nocturnally peaking high-
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Figure 6. Distributions of me an direcli?ns of 
high-intensity. (5--8), noct~rnally p~akmg, long
distance movements in spnng (AprIl-June) at 
live prairie radar sites. The relative lengths of 
\ines show the number of movements in each 
direction proportional to the number in the. most
used direction. The total number of events In

cluded is given on the figure. 

Figure 7. Distributions of mean directions of 
high-intensity (5--8), nocturnally peaking, long
distance movements in autumn (August--October) 
at six prairie radar sites. The relative lengths of 
lines show the number of movements in each 
direction proportional to the number in the. most
used direction. The total number of events !fi

cluded is given on the ligure. 
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intensity events at Cold Lake and several 
other prairie sites in spring and autumn 
respectively. It is apparent that the NW-SE 

axis of migration observed at Cold Lake is 
typical of sites in central Alberta and in 
Saskatchewan_ In SE Manitoba, spring mi· 
gration is more typically to the N than the 
NW. Data are too sparse to show whether 
autumn migration in SE Manitoba is more 
to the south than at sites farther west. 
At Calgary, Alberta, 300 miles sw of Cold 
Lake, migration seems to be predominantly 
on a N-S axis. 

Figure 8 and Table 1 show the influence 
of wind direction on the direction of noc· 
tumal migration by seasons. Low-intensity 
movements tended to be directed down· 
wind. In autumn, smaU movements with 
NW winds were nearly always downwind 
(expected direction), while with SE winds 
both forward and reverse movements oc· 
curred. High-intensity movements, on the 
contrary, were nearly always NW in spring 
and SE in autumn_ Hence, the direction and 
the amount of variability in direction were 
less dependent on wind direction in high
intensity movements than in low-intensity 
movements. There was, nevertheless, sorne 
indication that wind direction aHected the 
direction of autumn high.intensity move
ments. The vector mean direction of the 14 
autumn movements occurring with winds 
in the range NNW to NE was 1590

, while 
that of the 17 movements with SSE to sw 
winds was 114°. However, there was wide 
variability among the'mean flight direc
tions and among directions of individual 
echoes within movements. 

Changes in direction during a 
tnovement 
~he data presented above refer to the direc
~lon of each event at its hour of greatest 
Illtensity. However, there are often shifts in 
Ihean direction from the start to the end of 
~ l1lovement. Figure 9 shows that by both 
(I?Y and night and throughout the year, the 
(Jr . 
h e<:tlOn of an event rarely shifted by more 
\ an 30°. Examination of Figure 9 suggests 
t at with the possible exception of autumn 

Figure 8. Mean directions at hour of peak inten
sity of nocturnallight (1-4) and heavy (5-8) 
long-distance movements in spring (April 1 to 
June 15) and autumn (July 16 to October 31) 
with various wind directions. The radialline out
side each circle indicates the overall vector mean 
direction. The relative lengths of Hnes show the 
number of movements in each direction propor
tional to the number in the most-used direction. 
The total number of evcnts included is given 
bclow and to the right of each diagram. 
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Table 1 
Directions of nocturnallong-disrance movements 
in and aul umn 

Aulumn 

Wincl 5-8 1-4 

directioll Time* Mean_ 0 N Mean, 0 AD,o N Mean, 0 AD,o N N 

;\I;\IE 10 E 1 300 41 18 325 16 4 223 51 21 143 4 
2 306 34 17 322 18 3 228 55 22 120 51 6 
3 324 23 7 327 20 5 199 58 li 115 l 

I~SE la S 1 339 35 26 323 23 12 358 71 46 97 46 19 
2 337 35 26 327 56 13 353 72 43 100 34 21 
3 334 34 18 .337 20 10 31 66 23 104 33 20 

S.sW la \V 1 20 61 8 335 1 136 44 19 126 21 29 
2 21 64 10 335 1 126 45 20 128 20 29 
3 97 69 12 .345 2 131 44 18 137 23 29 

---~-~-~-------_.~~.~---~ .. ~---------------~-~--_. __ .-.. __ .-----~--~---~----
WNWtoN 1 170 56 

2 169 50 
3 179 69 

Wind directions arc surface wind direction at CFB 
Cold Lake at the time 01 the start, peak, and end 
of the event night. 
Spring alld autumn are April 1 to June 15 and 
J uly 16 to October 31. 
""lean is the vector mean of the movement means. 
AD Îs the menu angular deviation (= y2 (l-r), 
where r is the ratio of the mean vcelor to 

Table 2 
Change in mean direction between start and end 
of noeturnal evenls 

Season 

April-May 1-4 
5-8 

August-Novcll1ber 1-4 
5-8 

* Posilive shift" clockwise; negalive counter
c1ockwise. 

Shift 

nocturnal events, shifts clockwise are more 
frequent and larger th an shifts counter
clockwise. This possibility was clearly con
lirmeel (in autumn also) by the analysis of 
migration season events presented in Table 
2. The table inelicates that for both low-
and high-intensity events in both spring 
and faU, the mean shift between starting 
and ending times is significantly different 
from zero and in the clockwise direction. 
Because high-intensity movements tended 
to last Jonger th an those of low intensity 
(see below) , one might expect greater direc· 
tional shifts on the average with high-
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21 307 29 5 li6 
20 304 32 4 189 
17 255 2 156 

the maximum possible mean vector length
Batschelet, 1965). This measure is comparable to 
the standard deviation of a normal distribution, 

the me an ± 1 AD includes about 67 per cent 
the values. 

N is number al evcnt-nights. 

(Mean ± St. Dev.) * N 

+17.1 ± 55 
±31.6 9 

±22.7 67 
± 35.4 39 

tTesting hypothesis Ihat mean shift is zero 
2-tailed t·test. 

P<.OOl 
P::":.02 

P:::::::. .002 

intensity events. This appears to be the 
case in both spring and autumn, but only 
the autumn difference is significant (P::,,:.8 
and P < _01 respectively for hypothesis that 
the shifts are equal; Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
2-sample l-tail tests Siegel, 1956). 

The data in Table l permit us to 
examine the me an directions of movements 
early and late in the night when only those 
occasions within certain wind·direction 
ranges are considerecI. ~Tith various corn· 
binations of season, surface wincI direction, 
and intensity of migration, both clockwise 
and counter-clockwise shifts are seen. 

51 22 142 41 28 
49 19 142 37 24 
40 13 145 40 15 

*Time: 
1 Starting time of event-night or sunset, which

ever was Iater. Events beginning aher midnight 
were not included. 

2 Peak intensity hour. 
3 Ending time of event-nighl or sllnrise, which

ever was earlier. Events ending belore midnighr 
were not induded. 

Heavy spring movements ,vith SE (follow· 
ing) winds show a clear clockwise shift 
from early to late in the night, but heavy 
autumn movements with NW wind do not. 
Of the eight situations with side winds 
(NNE to E and ssw to w) relative to the 
normal l\'W-SE axis of movement, three 
show some degree of shift of their direc
tion of movement into the wind. These three 
cases are light spring movement with NNE 

to E winds and heavy autumn movement 
with both l\'E and sw winds. The other live 
cases show no change, have very few data, 
or are not directed on the NW-SE axis of 
movement and so are not being subjected 
to side winds. While the three cases of shift 
in mean direction into the wind might be 
taken as evidence of overcompensation for 
laterai wind drift, the shifts are small and 
inconsistent. Furthermore, differences be
tween wind direction at the surface and at 
the level of flight are frequent enough that 
serious biases may result from' the use of 
surface data. Unfortunately, upper wincl 
data \'l'ere not available at frequent inter· 

• 

Mar-May 

100° 

Fignre 9. Distributions of change in direction 
from first to last hour of long-distance movements, 
~Iot:ed a.s number of events with a given change 
m dIrectIOn relative ta llumber of events with no 
chan~e_ Mo:vements with diurnal and nocturnal 
~eak mtenslt~ bours pIotted with broken and solid 
lmes, respeCtlve1y. 
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Figure 10. Distributions of starting times of 
migratory movements in April to November begin. 
ning within radar range. Stàrting times of move· 
ments beginning in the morning and afternoon 
are plotted relative to sunrise and sunset, 

respectively. 

Figure 

Number of 
movements 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

vals, and so could not be used to evaluate 
the effects of wind shifts during the course 
of bird movements. 

Intensity of long-distance movements 
The amount of diurnal migratory activity -
at Cold Lake was usually low, and it varied 
much less through the year than did the 
amount of nocturn.al movement (Richard
son, 1970). Excluding the data for 
October and November 1966 (when the 
interpretation of the intensity scale was 
changed), 73 per cent of the 330 diurnally 
peaking events had a peak intensity of 1 
and only 1.5 per cent had a peak intensity_ 
ab ove 4. In contrast, 42 per cent of the 388 
nocturnally peaking events had a peak 
intensity of 1 while 19 per cent had a peak 
intensity above 4. The amount of nocturnal 
activity varied markedly through the year. 
From November to April, the median in
tensity of nocturnal events was liule or no 
greater than that of diurnal events. In 
June, July, and November the median noc· 
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morning 
Beginning in afternoon 

Hours after 

turnal event was only slightly stronger than 
the median diurnal one. However, in May 
and in August through October, the median 
intensity of nocturnal events was much 
greater than that of diurnal events. The 
heaviest migration of the year occurred 
in September, followed by May, October, 
and August in that order. 

Figures 2 and 3 indicate the yearly varia-
tion in peak nightly intensities in the two 
main directions of movement. The pre· 
valence of NW over SE movement in win ter 
is obvious. A progressive decline in the 
amount of NW movement from May to 
October contrasts with a progressive in· 
crease in the amount -of SE movement from 
March to September. The frequency of 
moderate-intensity movement in both direc
tions during the summer is noteworthy. 

During the migration seasons, the in
tensity of movement was usually re1atively 
Iow in the early afternoon. It iIlcreased 
sharply from just before sunEet until about 
2 or 3 hours after sunset and then more 

gradually to reach a peak usuaIly before 
or near midnight. There was a paralle1 sea
sonal variation in sun set time and peak 
time. On the average (but not on aIl 
nights) , the intensity was maintained at or 
near ~ts pe?k until weIl after midnight, 
espeClally 111 autwnn. A graduaI decline in 
inten~ity u~til dawn then occurred. During 
the mIgratIOn seasons, little or no increase 
in the typical intensity was apparent at 
dawn. -

During the winter and to a lesser extent 
during the sum~er, an increase in intensity 
on the average dld occur at dawn. This was 
followed by a graduaI decline throuo-h Ùie 
day. Particularly in summer but aIs~ in 
winter, an increase in intensity occurred 
again at sunset. 
. ~urth~r details of hou~-to-hour changes 
III llltensIty are given in Richardson 
1970. ' 

Timing of long-distance movements 
Mos: event: which reached their peak in
tensity durmg the day began within a few 
hours of sunrise, but sorne began in the 
afternoon. In contrast, nocturnally peaking 
~vents usually began between 4, hours be-
ore sun set and 2 ho urs after sunset. Most 

heavy (intensity 5-8) nocturnally peaking 
events began before sunset (42 of 59) ; Il 
began between sun set and midnight; and 
only 6 began between midnight and sunrise. 
b The above analysis of starting times is 
itsed on an long-distance events; that is, 

mcludes those which entered the radar 
c~verage area from out of range as weB as 
~~se movements which began within range. 
1 en only the latter are examined the 

C OIse relation of the startino- times ~f diur-
na a d 1:0 d n nocturnal movements to sunrise 
an sunset respectively can more clearly be 
seen (F' t d Ig. 10). These nocturnal movements 
enedt b . n 1 0 egm at or after sunset white diur-
aA~nes usually began at or before 8unrise. 

(5_8)08t ail t 73 of 78) the heavy-intensity 
bet events peaked at night. Most peaked 
hefween l hour after sun set and 3 hours 

Ore sunr' L' .' tea h ~se. ow-mtenslty t 1-4) events 
C ed theH peak intensities at aIl hours, 

Figure Il. ProportIOn of the diurnally (_ .. ) and 
?octurnally (--) peaking rnigratory events hav. 
mg each echo size as the most frequent size. 
The number of events having a given echo size 
as the rnost frequent size is plotted rèlative to the 
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but with concentration at and just after 
sunrise and sunset. 
. NearlyaU (96 per cent) diurnaUy peak
mg events ended by 3 hours after sunset. 
Most (76 per cent) of the low-intensîty 
ev.ent~ peaking at night ended by sunrise. 
HIgh-mtensity nocturnally peaking events 
almost never ended before midnio-ht (lof 
4,~ b , compared to 86 of 27610w-întensity noc-
turnal events) , and most ended near sunrise 
or during the day. Thus, heavy nocturnal 
events tended to end later than smaUer ones. 

nurnber of events recorded with the seasonally 
rnost cornmon size. Total number of movements 
a?d ~he J:lrobability that the diurnal and noeturnal 
dls~nbutIOns are identical (2-tailed Kolmogorov. 
Smlrnov test) are given. 
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In aU months, high.intensîty events had 
longer întervals between their start and 
their peak times and had longer durations 
than low-intensity movements (P«.OOl in 
each case for hypothesis that interval was 
independent of intensity; Kolmogorov
Smirnov 2-tail tests on intensÎtv 1-4 vs 
5-8 events) . Median intervals from start to 
peak for low- and high-intensity events 
were 2 and 5 hours respectiveIy; median 
intervals from start to end were 5 and 18 
hours. Winter events reached their peaks 
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Figure 12. Inténsity of nocturnal movement in 
spring (April 15 to June 15) at Cold Lake, 
Alberta, with different synoptic weather situa· 
tions. Each circle represents the peak intensity 
of movement on one night. The circles are plotted 
on a generalized weather map in the position most 
representative of the radar site relative to the pre· 
vailing synoptic situation on that night (sec text). 

Figure 12 

NW movement 

Low and high pressure systems, warm (semi· 
circles) and cold (triangles) fronts, and wind 
direction are indicated. Intensity of migration is 
indicated on a 4-level scale by increasing darkness 
of the circles. For forward movement, the quartile 
seale is used; for reverse movement, the original 
o to 8 seale with intensities 3 to 8 combincd 
is used. 
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Figure 13. Intensity of noeturnal movement in 
autumn (~ugu~t 1 to Oetober 31) at Cold Lake, 
tlberta, wlth dlfferent synoptie weather situations 

ymbols as in Figure 12. Four nights were ex. . 
cluded ~eea~se their synoptic situation eould not 
be classlfîed mto any situation found on th r d e gcn· 
era Ize map. Data for Oetober 1966 were not 
used on. th~ NW.direction figure because of the 
change 111 mtenSIty seale mentioned in the text. 

o o 

~oone~ and had shorter durations than low. 
mtenslty events in other seasons (P<.025 
and P<.OOI respectively). 

Temporal changes in intensity within 
long-distance movemenls 
The intensity of a movement usually (84 
per cent of 718 events) rose graduallv from 
zer~ to a single peak and th en decrea~ed 
agam to zero. On rare occasions the rise 
was very sharp (when many echoes ap. 
peare~ simultaneously on the radar screen) . 
So~ehmes a prolonged period of peak in
tenslty (11 per cent of the events) or a 
bimodal intensity curve (5 per cent) w 
~ound. The latter was particularly c~m;:n 
m movemen.ts whi?h continued through a 
day and a mgl1t.Smce high-intensity m()ve. 
~ents.usually lasted longer than low. 
l~ten~lty o~es, it is not surprising that 
hlgh-IntensIty nocturnal events had Rat or 
~imod.al peaks more frequently than low. 
Intenslty nocturnal events (P< .001; x2 test). 

Echo sizes 
Figure 11 shows that, except in win ter. the 
most prevalent size of echo in diurnal ~ove. 
~ents was on the average larger than that 
In nocturnal movements. The second.most 
frequent echo size,was also notably larger 
by day than by night in the migration sea
sons. The day-night difference is readilv 
apparent from an examination of the th~e. 
lapse films of migration in any area of 
Canada that we have studied. Echo sizes 
become notably sm aller as the activity in
creases near sunset and notably larO'er as 
diurnal movements begin near sunrise. 
While there are many difficulties În inter. 
preting the relationship between bird and 
tIock size and sizes of individual radar 
echoes (Nisbet, 1963a; Eastwood, 1967; 
Schaefer, 1(68), our results indicate that 
on the average, diurnal echoes come frord 
more birds per "Rock", larger birds, or 
both, than do nocturnal echoes. This is not 
surprising in view of the evidence that most 
types of biTds tIy either individually or in 
v~ry loose flocks at night (Lowery, 1951; 
NIsbet, 1963a; Eastwood and Rider, 1(66). 
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Radars have signal amplitude limiters that 
would tend to prevent spot size from in
creasing with target echoing area. The 
fact that many bird echoes are barely 
visible and hence below the limiting ampli
tude probably causes the variability in spot 
size. Lunar observations of migration at 
Cold Lake by ML Hans Blokpoel have 
verified that tight flocks are very rare there 
at night. Of 609 birds seen on 6 nights in 
September 1967, aU except nine pairs and 
one flock of about 10 waterfowl passed the 
moon individually (Blokpoel, 1971h). 

In late autumn one would expect a larger 
proportion of the migratory flow to he 
comprised of waterfowl than in early au
tumn, Since waterfowl probahly fly in 
flocks at night as weU as by day, one would 
therefore expect that the difference in echo 
sizes hetween day and nightwould he larger 
and more significant early than late in the 
autumn. This was indeed the case. The 
maximum difference hetweell the cumula
tive distrihution of echo sizes by day and 
that hy night (Dmax in the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test procedure) was 0.4.01 in 
August and Septemher but only 0.162 in 
Octoher and Novemher. These values cor
respond to respective l:tailed significance 
levels of P «.001 and .05 >P> .02 for the 
hypothesis that day and night size:; are 

identical. 

General relationship between migra
tion intensity and weather 

3 
Percentage of nights with non-zero intensity of 

wind:\: 23 54 55 91 97 40 

Side or 72 8 

"Direction 
tDirection of movement range W to N. 
:tE to S for NW movement; W to N for SE 

movement. 

the W, a low to the E, a cold front to the 
SE, and NW winds). Then, we found the 
location on our generalized map which had 
a simitar position relative to the synoptic 
features as Cold Lake had relative to the 
actual synoptic features. At this location a 
symbol representing the peak intensity of 
migration on that night wa;; placed. The 
procedure was then repeated for each night 
from which we had radar data. Northwest 
and southeast movements were treated 
separately on different generalized maps. 
On most nights, the appropriate position on 
the generalized map wa;; obvious. On others 
no position was completely appropriate, 
and hence we chose the position most closely 
approximating the true spatial relation
ships. On 4 autumn nights, we could not 
locate even an approximately appropriate 
-position; these nights were not plotted. 

Correlations between intensity of migration and 

wind direction in 

Temperature at 
sun set hour, ° _F ________ _ 

With respect to normal 

NS NS 

10 19 ----
20 29 

With respect to previous day 

-30 to -21 

-20 

-10 

o 
10 

-1 ------
9 NS ** 

20 29 

*** *** 
* ** 

-~._-_ ... __ ..... 
** *** 

NS " ** 

NS (no signiflcance) P> .05. ".05 ç P > .01. 
.01 ç P > .001. *** P ~ .001. -Insufficient 

data for test. 
1 Each test examines the null hypothesis that 
intensity is greater with following than with 
opposing winds. The one-tailed ~fann and Whitney 

D-test was used. 

Table 5 
Correlations between intensity of migration and 
wi

l1
d direction in 10 per cent humidity cate~_ 

Winter Spring Autumn 

Humidity, % SENW SE NW ""SENW 
_ .... _ ... - --_ .. _-.. --
W ith to normal 

·20 ·11 

-10 -1 
o 9 

10 19 

We examined the relatiollship hetween the 
peak intensity of nocturnal migration and 
the synoptic weather situation as shown on 
the 2300 MST D.S. Weather Bureau Daily 
Weather Map. The data are shown diagram
matically in Figures 12 and 13, which are 
descrihed helow. First, we drew a general
ized weather map which shows most of the 
common relationships among pressure sys
tems, fronts, and wind direction at sorne 
point on the map. Next, we examined the 
actual weather map at 2300 on one night 
in a migration season and noted the loca
tions of these synoptic features relative to 
Cold Lake (e.g., a high pressure area to 

To minimize hias, the appropriate map 
location was determined in each case with
out knowledge of the intensity of migration 
on that night. When eXflmining the result
ing figures, it is important to compare the 
proportions of low-intensity and high
intensity nights under different synoptic 
conditions and not to look only for con
centrations of points (which indicate those 
synoptic situations which were most corn
mon, not necessarily that migration was 
intense in those situations) . 

ln spring (Fig. 12), NW migration with 
intensity above normal was proportionately 
very common with the SE or S winds on 
th~ sw and W sides of highs and the SE, 

E, and NE sides of lows. Heavy NW migra-
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Figu~e 14f C~mulat~ve frequeney distributions of 
~~m er 0 ,lllghts wlth each peak intensity under 
~ erent w~nd conditions. Southeast movement is 
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movement 

proportion 

l.0 
.8 ~;;:::.::.::::..------------

, 
.6 1 , 
.41 

1 

.2/ 
o 

Spring/NW ll!ovement 

Cumulative 
proportion 

1.0 

.8, 

AutumnjNW movement 

Cumulative 
proportion 

1.0 

.. ........ NE wind 
SE wind 

__ SW wind 
_._,_ NW wincl 
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Table 6 . h d'fi t 
Temperature with respect 10 n?rmal Wlt 1 eren 
combinat ions of intensity of migratIOn l and 

direction 

Forward 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 -6.00 

Forward 

~ ~ -LOO 6.22 

NS 

Forward -1.55 10.85 

-0.43 
0.10 

Reverse )lone 0.16 
Sorne -7.58 1Q.43 

** 
Reverse 

-6.94 11.18 
NS 

Reverse )lone 
Sorne 

11 
12 

10 

11 

14 
10 

-1.00 
-LOO 
-4.58 
-0.83 

0.46 
1.40 

-2.00 

0.26 
-2.06 

.. 

13 Sorne 
19 
23 

5.87 18 None 
7.91 13 Sorne -7.61 16.07 23 

5.13 5 NS 

7.07 9 
NS 

15.08 87 9.15 III 
6.66 26 Some 0,00 14.42 13 

(*) ** 
9.23 54 
8.05 5 Sorne 

* 
7.31 None 
5.20 18 Sorne 
NS 

NSP>.l (*) .1~P>.05 *.05~P>.01 ** .01 ~ P > .001 *** P ~ .001 

IThe quartile scale is used for spri~g NW and 
autumn SE movement. Weather wlth sorne move· 
ment ie compared to weather with no movement 
in reverse migration and win ter situations .. The 
Kruskal.Wallis test was applied to the 5?nng NW 
and aulurnn SE situations while the 2'\Ulled Mann 

tion frequently occurred prior to t~e pas· 
sage of a nearhy warm front, and Il al.50 
was not uncommon in the westwar~ an: 
flow I\ of a low. The intensity of mIgratIOn 
was very frequently helow normal on the 
E side of a hi"h and the sw side of a low. 
Somewhat m~re nights of high.int~nsity 
NW miITration occurred on the W side of a 
low th:n might have heen a;üicipated. 

Reverse migration in sprmg occurred 
almost exclusively with more or less NW 
winds and a hiO"h pressure area to the w, 

t . f 
a low to the E. or both. lt was very m re-
quent in the s~noptic situations which corn
monly had strollg spring NW movement. 

and Whitney V·test was applied t? the rev.erse .and 
winter movements. The "Forward" brrd directIOn 
sections refer to movemenls NW in spri~,g an~ 
winter and SE in autumn; the "Reverse sections 
refer to rnovements SE in spring and winter and 
NW in autumn (NW W 10 N; SE = E to S). 

The intensitv of autumn SE movement 
(Fig. 13) was 'related to the synoptic fe.a
tures in a manner similar to that of spnng 
SE movement. Above·normal intensities 
were especially common with the .w, NW, 
and N winds on the N, NE, and E sides of 
highs and the NW, W, and sw sides of 10ws. 
Heavy SE migration was more com~on 
than expected on the s side of lows, ~n- . 
cluding ahead of the cohl front and mSI?e 5 

a wa~ sector. However, on these occaSIon 
the winds were usually westerly and the 
blrds were not far ahead of the cold front. 

Reverse migration ln autumn usually oc' 
curred in the same conditions as strong 

• 

Table 7 
Temperature change frorn previous clay with 
difierent combinations of intensityl of migration 
and wind direction 

Bird 
direction 

Wind 
direction Intensity Mean 

Spring 

SD N 

Forward 1 
2 
3 
4 

-3.06 
0.71 
2.43 
0.35 

10.44 
6.50 
7.16 
5.75 
NS 

17 
24 
21 
20 

Forward W-N 

Forward E-S 

Reverse An 

Reverse W-N 

E-S 

ll.egend as in Table 6. 

1 -7.40 
2 1.25 
:3 

0.44 4 

1 1 0.18 
2 \ 
3 2.92 
4 0.33 

...... _--_ ..... 
None 2.10 
Some -4.13 

None 2.39 
Some 4.78 

None 
Some 

9.78 
6.66 

)lS 

6.77 
7.77 

7.02 
8.82 

* 

NW migration. It virtually never 
occurred in the conditions typically asso
ciated with autumn SE migration. 

It should be emphasized that in Figures 
12 and the weather at 2300 MST is 
considered. While the peak intensity usually 
occurred about that time, it occasionally 
Was not reached until several hours later. 
Especially when fronts or lows are nearby, 
the conditions may change considerably in 
a few hours. 

Winter movemcnts 
Bath northerly and southerly movements 
occurred throughout the winter. This might 
Ilot be expected in an area where in mide 
Jalluary the normal daily maximum and 
lhinimum temperatures are +6° and 
-12°F. There was movement w, NW, or 
(lhost commonly) Non 31 nights between 
December 1, 1965, and March 15, 1966. 

/\ulumn Winter 
~~~~---------

Mean SD N Mean SD N 

0.00 
-1.67 
-0.16 

1.33 

7.71 27 
6.51 33 
8.28 31 
7.64 40 
NS 

None 
Sorne 

5.12 4 None 
5.47 12 Sorne 
6.58 19 
8.81 23 
NS 

None 
Some 

None 
Some 

7.15 53 None 
7.89 5 SOllle 
NS 

7.56 26 )lone 
5.02 15 Sorne 

-1.09 
1.27 

3.25 
UO 

-0.55 
1.40 

9.12 
6 .. 55 
NS 

9.32 
6.62 
NS 

8.38 
9.12 
NS 

0nly <) of these 31 movements occurre&·on 
nights when the surface temperature rose 

65 
30 

20 
2:3 

85 
10 

. ahove freèzing at any time during the two 
preceding or one following days, and 5 of 
these <) nights were in March. During the 
period January 19 to 28, 1966, the tem· 
perature never rose ab ove ~12°F, and 
reached a minimum of ~50. Nevertheless, 
on cl of these 10 nights smaIl, long.distance 
movements to the N or NW occurred. The 
surface wind was easterly on each of these 
4 nights. The movements persisted for 
periods of 3 to 19 hours, although individ· 
ual birds did not necessarily fly that long. 

Nearly aU the winter movements were 
very light. In the Discussion we will incH· 
cate that these smaU movements involve 
very few birds compared to the large spring 
and autumn movements. However, on one 
occasion (J anuary 17/18, 1(66) medium
intensity north and later south flights oc-

.. 

curred. A movement to the N and NNE began 
at 14.00 (about 2 hours before sunset) 
and reached its peak intensity around sun· 
set. This flight began with a low pressure 
area to the west and with southerly geo. 
strophic winds. At sunset the surf~c~ wind 
was SE, the temperature was 25°F (15° 
above the normal sunset hour value for that 
date and 12° ab ove the sunset tempe rature 
the previous day) , the pressure had drop. 
ped 7 millibars in the previous 6 hours, and 
the sky was 9/10 overcast. The low and an 
associated cohl front moved through 
about 2100, sorne 5 hours after sunset. At 
that time, the northerly flight ended and a 
new southerly flight began. Thereafter the 
winds were northerly. It is not known 
whether the same birds were involved in 
the northerly and southerly flights. The 
light southerly flight ended at 0100, but 
began again at 0600, reached medium 
intensity briefly at 0800, and continued at 
low intensity until sunset. At sunset on the 
18th, the wind was NNW at 16 mph, the 
temperature was ~8°F, and the pressure 
had risen 3.5 millibars in the preceding 
6 hours as the low moved awav to the east. 

,This sequence of movements, the heaviest 
of the winter, thus occurree! in the typical 
conditions for north'and south migration. 
season flights. 

Correlations hetweel1 wincl direction 
and intensity of migration 
Intensity of noctumal f1ights was strongly 
correlaterl with wind direction in !ive of the 
six types of movement examined (NW in 
spring, autumn, and win ter ; SI': in 
and autumn but apparently not \Vin ter ). 
In each of these five types of Illovement, the 
intensity distributions \Vith NE, 51':, SW, 

and NW wimls differed signifîcantly 
(P<.OO1 in each case; Kruskal·Wallis 
tests), and in each case the illtensities \Vith 
following winds were markedly higher than 
the intensities with opposing winds 
(Fig. 14). With si de winds, the intensity 
distributions were lower than with folIo\\'-

winds for reverse and winter move
ments, but not always for migration in the 
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Table 8 
Barornetric pressure change frorn 6 ?ou~s before 
sunset to sun set with different com~ma~lOns of 

Bird 
direction 

Forward 

of and wind dIrection 

Wind 
direction Intensity 

AlI 1 
2 
3 
4 

Mean 

10.61 
~.04 

-8.74 
-7.39 

13.20 20.29 

NS 

10 

4 
13 
19 
23 

Sorne -21.74 

Sorne 

-17.73 

-15.50 
-10.60 

11 -30.15 
14 -36.80 
10 -30.89 

24.63 
36.78 
20.53 

13 
5 
9 

Reverse Ali None 
Sorne 15.04 19.87 

*** 
5.40 32.76 15 

Reverse None 
Sorne 18.22 18.57 18 

Reverse 
Sorne 

as in Table 6. Pressure 

normal direction. While intensities of 
spring NW movement appeared to be hi.gher 
with sw side winds than with SE followmg 
winds. sw winds oecurred on only 4 days 
and h~nce the difference is not statistically 
significant. Figure 14 and Table.3 indicate 
that reverse and win ter movements occur
red on only ab'out 10 per cent of the nights 
without following wintls, while the forward
direction spring and autumn movements 
occurred with any but directly opposing 
winds (although little autumn SE movement 
occurred with NE side wincls) . While the. 
analysis summarized in Figure 1'1 showed 
no significantrelationship, Table 3 shows 
that SE movement in winter was twice as 
frequent with {ollowing wind as without. 
The absence of significant correlation using 
the Kruskal-W a1lis test resulted f rom the 
small range of intensities which occurred 
in this type of activity. 

56 

NS 
111 None -9.23 87 

-19.65 26 Sorne 1.23 47.97 13 
NS * 

13.72 54 None 
5 Sorne 14.40 

27 None 
18 Some 

The above analysis is based on the orig
inal 0 to 8 intensity scale. When the in
tensitv distributions based on quartile 
curve~ were examined with the four dif
ferent wind directions, we again found a 
si O'nificant effect of wind on intensity 
(P<.02 for spring NW movement and 
P4:.001 for autumn SE movement; Kruskal
Wallis tests) . As before, intensities were 
markedly higher with follo~.ing t?an :vith 
opposing winds and intensItle~ wIth sld~ 
winds were similar to those wIth followmg 

winds. 
Because (i) there are previous reports 

that both temperature and wind direction 
are correlated with intensity, (ii) tempera· 
ture and wind direction are strongly inter
related, and (iii) there is inconclusive and 
conflictina evidence about the relative mag
nitude of ~he partial·cor.relations of inten
sity with wind direction and temperature 

t 

Table 9 
Wind speed with different combinations of 
intensityl of and wind direction 

Bird Wind 
direction direction 
Forward Ali 

Intensity Mean SD -_ ....... ~------~--
1 10.67 
2 9.13 
3 8.74 
4 8.74 

2 12.00 .3.79 

H 10.30 S . .38 

NS 

8.64 3.59 

10.00 
10.00 

Sorne 10.83 

N 
18 
24 
2.3 
23 

12 

10 

11 

14 
10 

Some 12.~0 4.59 18 
NS 

Some 

ILegerid as in Table 6. Wind speed measured in 
miles per hour. 

(Richardson, 1966; Nisbet and Drury, 
1968; Richardson and Haight, 1970), we 
looked for relationships between intensity 
of migration and wind direction when only 
days with temperatures in various lO°F_ 
ranges were considered. The temperature at 
Sunset relative to normal and relative to 
the previous day were both u~ed (Table 4.). 

Considering tempe rature relative ta 
normal, 12 combinations of movement type 
(e.g., ;'IIW in spring) and temperature cate· 
gory (e.g., 0 to 9°F ahove normal) had 
sufficient data to be used. sufficient 
data means 5 or more nights with each of 
f?llowing and opposing wind. Of the 12 
Sltuations with sufficient data 7 showed 
si?inificantly (P < .05) great:r intensity 
\Vith following than with opposing winds. 
If there 1S no actual correlation within 10°· 
tempe rature ranges, the probability of ob
taining significant differences in 7 of 12 

Autunm Winter 
-- --_ ..... 

Mean SD N Intensity Mean SD N 
___ M _____ 

8.45 4.41 29 Kone 9.41 5.21 69 
9.89 35 Sorne 8.26 S.73 31 
7.94 32 NS 
9.63 41 

14.46 10.24 13 Some 
9.42 S.19 19 

10.74 4 . .38 23 
NS 

7.92 
8.00 
9.78 

13 
5 
9 

Sorne 9.30 5.31 
NS 

23 

8.00 4.80 
KS 

5 

Some 

Sorne 

9.78 2.86 18 Some 
(.) 

10.54 S.64 
NS 

13 

tests (using the P=.05 criterion of sig
nificance in each test) is less than 0.0001. 
Hence, we conclude that the intensity of 
migration i8 correlated with wind direction 
within 10°-ranges of temperature relative 
to normal. 

Considering tempe rature change from 
the previous day, of 10 situations with suffi
cient data, 8 showed significantly (P < .05) 
greater intensity with following than with 
opposing winds. The probability of obtain
ing 8 or more significant (P < .05) dif
ferences in 10 tests if there is no actual 
relationship is again less than 0.0001, 50 

we conclude that intensity is also correlated 
with wind direction within 10°-ranges of 
temperature change. 

In contrast to the results of our Ontario 
radar study (Richardson and Haight, 
1970) , humidity is here at least as strongly 
correlated with intensity as is temperature. 

Hence we examined the data 10 see if the 
correlation between wind direction and in
tensity was also maintained when only days 
within certain ranges of humidity were 
considered. In examining the relationship 
between intensity and wind direction within 
10 per cent ranges of humidity relative ta 
normal, we found 18 situations with suffi
cient data (Table 5). Of these, 7 showed 
significantly (P < .05) greater intensity 
with following than with opposing winds. 
AIso, 7 of 16 situations had significantly 
more migration with following than with 
opposing winds within 10 per cent humidity 
change categories. The probabilities of 
obtaining at least 7 of 18 and 7 of 16 sig
nificant differences if there are no actual 
correlations are both less than 0.0001. 
Hence, we conclude that intensity is cor
related with wind direction within 10 per 
cent ranges of humidity relative to normal 
or relative to the previous day. 

Correlation hetween temperature and 
intensity of migration 
It was expected that temperature would be 
high and/or increasing with NW movements 
and low and/or decreasing with SE move
ments, since tempe ratures are correlated 
with wind direction and wind direction is 
correlated with intensity of migration. 
Spring NW movement showed the expected 
dii:ection of correlation with temperature 
both relative to normal and relative to the 
previous day (low and decreasing mean 
temper:ature with little movement; higher 
and relatively stable mean temperature with 
stronger movement). However, these dH
ferenees were not statistically significant 
('fables 6 and 7). Autumn SE movement 
showed no evidence of correlation with 
temperature. Spring SE reverse movement 
was significantly corre1ated with low and 
decreasing temperature as expected. The 
correlation with decreasing temperature 
remained significant when only clays with 
following winds were considered; that with 
low temperature dropped below the signifi
cance level. Autumn NW reverse Illovement 

. was aImost significantly correlated with low 

1 

1 
1 
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(but not decreasing) temperature when aU 
days were considered. This is the opposite 
direction to that expected. In winter there 
were no obvious correlations with tempera
ture change, but the mean temperature was 
significantly higher with both NW and SE 

movement than without such movement. 
This is the expected direction of correlation 
for NW but not for SE movement. 

When examining the results of many 
statistical tests, one must remember that 
using P=.05 as a significance criterion, a 
Type 1 error (Johnson and Leone, 
1964:197) will be made on the average in 
5 per cent of the tests. There is only a smaIl 
(0.004) probability of obtaining 4 signifi
cant (P < .05) correlations out of 14 tests 
purely on the basis of Type 1 errors, sug
gesting a genuine correlation between 
temperature relative to normal and inten
sity. However, this is not the case for the 
temperature change situation (Table 7), 
where only 2 of 14 differences are signifi
cant (and these are not independent). 

Correlation between barometric pres
sure trend and intensity 
In view of the relationships between pres
sure pattern positions and direction and 
intensity of wind (Fig. 12 and 13), one 
would expect days with strong SE and NW 

movement to have higher and lower pres
sure trends respectively than days with little 
SE or NW movement. Table 8 shows this to 
be the case, although the differences were 
not aH significant. When only days with 
following or opposing winds were con· 
sidered, none of the differences was signifi
cant at the P=.05 lev el. 

Wind speed and cloud extent vs 
intensity 
No clear differences in wind speed or cloud 
extent were found when the values of these 
parameters on days with much migration 
were compared with those on days with 
little movement (Tables 9 and 10). From 
the results of others (e.g., Lack, 1963 a,b; 
Parslow, 1969) and from energetic con· 
siderations, we expected the mean wind 
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Table 10 
Cloud extent with different cornbinations of 

wind direction of 

Bird 
direction 

Forward 
6.50 
6.22 3.57 
5.48 3.09 

NS 

Forward 1 
2 6.58 3.53 

H 6.80 2.04 

NS 

Forward 6.91 3.70 

5.71 3.87 
4.90 3.78 

NS 

Reverse 3.42 
Sorne 7.21 2.83 

Reverse 
7.11 2.74 

NS 

Reverse 
Sorne 

1 Legend as in Table 6. Cloud extent in tenths of 
the sky covered. 

24 
23 
23 

11 
12 

10 

11 

14 
10 

64 
24 

speed to be lower with strong than with 
light migration when only days with oppos
ing winds were considered. This was not 
the case. 

If view of the sky is necessary for orien-
tation, one might expect the mean cloud 
extent would be less with strong than with 
light migration. Except with strong autumn 
migration against opposing wind, there 
was little indication of such an effect 
(Table 10) . Cloud extent refers here to the 
fraction of the sky over Cold Lake covered 
by cloud of any type at sun set. Because 
cloud conditions frequently vary consider· 
ably over short intervals of space or time, 
this is probably not a very good measure of 
the ability of the birds to see the sky. 

Correlations between humidity and 
intensity 
Because strong spring NW migration tends 

3.45 
6.63 2.83 
6.66 3.32 
5.56 3.41 

NS 

5.25 3.59 
7.00 2.58 
5.79 3.87 
6.30 3.20 

NS 

6.23 3.11 
8.00 l.87 
3.67 4.09 

NS 

5.85 

5.60 3.58 
NS 

6.04 3.71 
5.78 3.52 

NS 

35 
32 
41 

4 
13 
19 
23 

18 
13 

5 
9 

26 

27 
18 

Sorne 6.48 4.02 31 
NS 

Some 

None 7.70 2.36 20 
Some 7.48 3.57 23 

NS 

87 

Sorne 6.23 3.79 13 
NS 

Sorne 

None 
Sorne 

to occur in the west sidesof high pressure 
areas (Fig. 12), lower humidity was ex· 
pected with strong than with light NW 

movement. This was the case (Table Il). 
The direction of this correlation persisted 
when only days with following wind were 
considered, but it was no longer significant. 
Table 12 suggests that humidity tended to 
be relatively stable as well as low when 
strong NW movement occurred, while it 
tended to be rising with light movement. 
However this difference was not significant. 
Intensity of autumn SE movement was sig
nificantly correlated with humidity, but not 
in a linear fashion. The correlation of high 
mean humidity with slightly aboye-normal 
intensity persisted when days with either 
following wind or opposing wind were con
sidered. Spring SE reverse movement tended 
to occur with higher humidity than when 
no SE movement was occurring, but this 

• 

Table Il 
Relative hurnidity with respect 10 normal with 
different cornhinalions of intensityl of migration -
and wind direction 

Bird 

19.14 
19.12 
16.62 
13.65 

'" 
1 9.82 18.84 
2 15.42 20.00 

H 5.70 16.53 

NS 

}<'orward ES H 8.55 17.27 

3 2.14 16.63 
4 -5.50 10.90 

NS 

18 
24 
23 
23 

11 
12 

10 

11 

14 
10 

Reverse AIl None 2.25 17.42 64 
Sorne 12.92 17.86 24 

* 
Reverse None 9.53 18.94 

Some 11.50 18.60 
NS 

Reverse None 
Sorne 

lLegend as in Tahle 6. Relative humidity in per 
cent relative to normal. 

difference disappeared when only nights 
with following winds were considered. 
Autumn NW movement showed no ohvious 
c~rrelation with humidity. Winter days 
wIth SE movement had higher humidity 
than those without SE movement, while win
ter days with NW movement tended to have 
lower humidity than those without NW 

movement, at least when only followin<Y 
wind situations were considered. b 

We were interested in the possibility that 
the correlation of spring NW intensitv with 
humidity might be the result of auto~or
relation of humidity with other weather 
parameters to which the birds might be 
responding. A rigorous analysis was not 
possible because of the ordinal nature of 
th~ d~ta (see Discussion). However, ap
plIcatIon of the non.parametric Kendall 
partial rank correlation procedure (Siegel, 

15 
18 

1,48 12.30 
1.29 14.66 
9.69 17.03 
1.15 13.19 

'" 
1.00 10.23 4 

...{l.08 17.69 13 
9.63 15.81 19 
3.26 13.13 23 

NS 

4.44 12.35 18 
1.69 11.38 13 

1 12.60 18.69 5 
-4.22 15.03 9 

NS 

2.49 14.64 III 
6.50 14.56 26 

NS 

4.00 15.18 54 
9.00 14.98 5 

NS 

0.78 12.14 27 
5.89 15.77 18 

NS 

None 
Sorne 

None 
Sorne 

None 
Sorne 

None 
Some 

None 
Sorne 

SD N 
8.90 69 

1.61 10.49 31 
NS 

6.05 9.18 20 
2.87 10.98 23 

'" 
--.. ~~ .. -

2.01 9.30 87 
8.00 8.65 13 

'" 

------ -----------

1956) to various pairings of likely param
eters suggested that autocorrelation neither 
of humidity and temperature nor of hum id· 
ity and pressure gradient was respon-
sible for the apparent intensity-humidity 
correlation (Table 13) . This result might 
have been anticipated from the absence of 
strong temperature or pressure correlation 
with intensity of spring NW movement on 
days with SE winds. 

The situations under which the various 
types of movement usually occurred will be 
summarized and discussed below. 
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Table . d' 
R 1 t· humidity change from the prevlOus a} 

e a Ive f' . 1 f 
with different combinations 0 mtenslty 0 

and 

direction 

Forward 

Forward 

Reverse 

Reverse 

Reverse E-S 

2 
3 
4 

Some 

None 
Some 

1.11 13.15 

NS 

8.64 17.04 

1.15 
-1.56 

6.83 

lLegend as in Table 6. Relative humidity change 
in per cent. 

Table 13 . 
Correlation of intensity of spring northwest 
movement with weather* on days wilh following 
windst 

Factors """uU"'vU 

correlation 

Intensity and 

Intensity temperature 

lntensity pressure 

*Humidity and temperature are hurnidity and 
temperature relative to normal for that day and 
hour and are rneasured at sunsel. Pressure IS 
pressure trend {rom 6 hours before sunset to 
Bun set. 

tWinds in the range E to S were considered to 
be following. 

60 

9 

Il 

13 
9 

------... _. 

-0.06 16 None 

-5.67 12 Some 1.35 

9.40 5 
0.00 8 

-1.81 
1.67 13.49 15 Sorne 

NS 

cffect 
held constant 

Humidity 

10.12 23 
NS 

coefficient 

-.35t 
-.35 
-.36 

-.09 
.07 

.09 

.13 

tThis coefficient is significantly differcnt f~om 
zero (P<.Ol) while the comparable te,st ln ~able 
Il showed only marginal significance. fhe dl.fIer. 
ence results from either the difIering propertIes 
of the two tests, the fact that quartile in~~nsities 
were used in Table 11 and actual ÎntensltIes here, 
or both. 

• 
Dis~ussion 

Direction of movement in different 
parts of North America 
We have found that the heavier movements 
in Alberta and Saskatchewan tend to go 
NW in spring and SE in autumn. In SE Mani
toba, they more commonly go N than NW 

in spring. The results of other workers, 
moving from east to west across the con
tinent, are as follows: Lowery (1951 :455) 
showed that in the E and SE United States, 
spring migration is more to the NE than to 
the N. Moon-watching studies in southern 
Ontario (Richardson, unpubl.) reveal that 
this is also the case therc. The predominant 
directions of migration in E Massachusetts 
and in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 
are NE or ENE in spring and sw in autumn 
tDrury and Nisbet, 19M; Nisbet and 
Drury, 1967a; Richardson,unpubl.). In 
central Illinois, the mean directions of the 
general flow of migrants are slightly E of 
Nin spring (but not NE) and slightly E of 
sin autumn (BeIlrose and Graber, 1(63). 
At Havana, Illinois, and at St. Louis, Mis
souri, the mean directions of autumn duck 
migration are ssw and s respectively, while 
farther west at Des Moines, Iowa, and 
Kansas City they are both SSE (BelIrose, 
1964). Mallard ducks (Anas platyrhyn
chos) banded in Illinois are recovered to 
the NW rather than to the N (BelIrose, 
1966) _ The mean directions of spring mi
gration in 194,8 at Stillwater, Oklahoma, 
Columbia, Missouri, and Ottumwa, Iowa, 
\Vere aIl approximately NNW, although that 
at Lawrence, Kansas, was slightly E of N 

(Lowery, 1951). The OUumwa results are 
hased on 10 nights of observations; only 
3 or 4 nights of data are available from 
each of the other three sites. 

In summary, the ab ove re5ults suggest 
a graduaI shift in the predominant axis of 
migration from ~E-SW in the east through 
N-s in the eastern plains area to NW-SE in 
the central and western plains of the United 
States and Canada. This is doubtless in 
large part eXplained by the geography of 
North America: the distance between the 
mOllntaÎns to the west and the ocean to the. 
east progressively increases as one moves 

north from the Gulf of ;vlexico to Canada. 
In Alberta, the NW-SE migration axis is 
paral1el to the eastern of the moun· 
tains, which are only about 300 miles sw 
of Cold Lake and much closer to the Ed
monton and (especially) Calgary radar 
sites. The apparent exception to the general 
pattern found at Calgary may reflect the 
proximity of that site to the mountains. The 
wintering areas of most Anseriform, Char
adriiform, and passerine specics migrating 
through Alherta are largely east of the 
longitude of Cold Lake. 

Changes in direction over the course, 
of a nlovement 
When aIl spring or autumn small or large 
10ng-distancenocturnal events are examined 
afj groups, slight but statistically significant 
clockwise shifts in direction from early to 
late in the night are apparent (Table 2; 
Fig. 9). Clockwise shifts during the night 
have also been found by Drury and Nisbet 
(1964), Nisbet and Drury (l967a), 
Graber (1968), and Steidinger (1968). 
Gehring (1963) found a clockwise shift 
during the day in Switzerland. While it is 
possible that birds passing early in the 
day or night have different "preferred" di
rections from those passing later, especially 
in coastal New England, it is also possible 
that individual birds characteristically 
change their direction to the right while in 
flight. If the latter possibility actuaIly 
occurs and if the birds start to fly each 
night in the clireetion they were flying at 
the end of the last flight, the elliptical mi
gration routes discussed by Bellrose and 
Graber (1963:383), Evans (1966a:352), 
Craber (1968:63), and Parslow (1969:67) 
would result. Such routes may have evolved 
to take advantage of prevailing wind direc- . 
tions. Gebring (1963), Graber (1968), 
and Steidinger (1968) aH found that the 
clockwise shift could not be explained 
by wind change. Likewise, the dockwise 
shift at Cold Lake is still seen in beavy 
spring nocturnal movements when only 
nights with surface winch in the range east 
to south are considered (Table 1). How-

ever, the shift in heavy autumn movements 
disappears when only"nights with west to 
north winds are considered. 

Variations in direction helween 
movements 
Sm aller movements were found to occur in 
virtually aIl directions at aIl times of the 
year; generally they were directed clown
wind. In contrast, high-in'tensity move
ments were nearly al ways directed NW in 
spring and SE in autumn regardless of wind 
direction, but most frequently occurred 
with following winds. The,e results seem 
reasonable if one accepts the postulate 
that it is energetically advantageous for 
birds to fly with following winds. Presum
ably (i) certain proportions of the mi
gratory hirds in the Alherta area possess 
orientation systems directing them in each 
of several different ranges of direction, 
(ii) a larger proportion of these birds are 
oricnted along the NW-SE axis than in 
other directions, (iii) each of these birds 
has a mechanism determining whether or 
not to fly at a given time, (iv) one of the 
inputs to the timing mechanism is wind 
direction or related factors, and (v) fol
lowing wind situations (relative to the 
"preferred" direction for that bircl) are 
more likely to result in migration than 
opposing wind situations. Such a system 
has been proposed by Evans (l966a) and 
Nisbet and Drury (1967a). This system 
would result in predominantly downwind 
flight each day, with the largest flights 
always clirected NW in spring and SE in au
tumn and occurring with following winds. 

The possihle occurrence of lateral drift 
causecl by the wind bas been extensively 
debated iJecause of its importance to the
ories of orientation (see Nisbet and Drury, 
1967a for referenees; also Bellrose, 1967; 
Evans, 1968a,b; Steidinger, 1968; Lack, 
1969; Parslow, 1969). We have found that 
tbe win cI direction on a given day has a 
pronounced effect on the direction of any 
smaU movements which may occU!' on that 
clay and, at least'in autumn, a smaller effect 
on stronO' movements. Much of this effect 
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. bablv explained by the selection of 
15 pro , . . 
following wind situations for mlgratlO~ as 
discussed above. Wh ether or not there 15 

any residuallateral drift cannot be de
termined from our data. 

Reverse movements 
It is difficult to believe that the normal 
migration direction of many bird~ pas,t. 
Cold Lake is NW in autumn or SE w sprmg. 
Nevertheless; considerable numbers of , . 
movements are 80 directed (Fig. 4-8). lhis 

that in at least sorne birds, the 
orientation systems referred to above direct 
individual birds in different directions at 
different Limes within the same season. 
Possible reasons for these changes in di
rection have been suggested for specific 
cases: (i) following of "diversion li?es" 
along the edge of geographic or habItat 
barriers (e.g., WaUraff and Kiepenheuer, 
1962; Bergman and Donner, 1964; Mueller 
and Berger, 1967), (ii) adaptiv~ response 
to beino- over water at dawn (BaIrd and 
Nisbet.oI960; Myres, 1964.a), (iii) confu
sion of a celestia1 orientation system (~ee, 
1963), (iv) inaccuracy in the mechamsm 
of the orientational system (Gehring, 1963; 
Steidinger, 1968), (v) overshooting of the 
"oal area (Bellrose, 1966; Mueller and 
Berger, 1969), and (vi) "redetermined" 
orientation after lateral drift caused by the 
wind (e.g., Evans, 1968b) . With the possible 
excepÙon of overshooting, itis unlikely 
that these suO"gested reasons apply to the 
"reverse" /li~hts in Alberta. Possibilities 
iii, iv, and vi may occasional!y occur, but 
these would probably produce shifted but 
not totally reversed directions. 

(see Fig. 13 and be1ow) . The ~ignifica~ce 
of reverse movements to theones of onen
tation has yet to be explored. 

Most radar and moon-watching studies, 
including this one, have found tha: reverse 
mio-ration is frequent, but usually mvolves 
sm~ner movements than the large forward
direction flights (e.g., Lowery, 1951; 
Lowery and Newman, 1955, 1966; Drury 
and Keith. 1962; Gehring, 1963; Lack, 
1963a,b; Lee, 1963; Drury and Nisbet, 
1964; Parslow, 1969). Richardson and 
Haight (1970) found that reverse starling 
migration in Ontario is not only rather 
common but also frequently quite intense. 
In contrast to these studies, Hassler et al .. 
(1963: 70) found that reve~se a~tlll_nn rm
aration is very uncommon m IlImOls. Fur
~hermore. moon-watching in Ontario for a 
total of Ù54 hours on 31 spring and 24 
autumn nights has shown that o~ly about 
5 per cent of the mio-rants are duected to-° . 
wards the southern haH of the compass III 
spring and the northern haH in autumn 
(Richardson, unpubl.) . Nevertheless, re· 
~erse movements are frequently seen on 
radar. This apparent contradiction results 
from the different techniques employed. 
Moon-watching and the narrow-beam short-
range radar used by et al. (~963) 
can detect individual birds and 50 glve a 
fair indication of the actual number of birds 
moving in each direction. Moder~te and 
high-power surveillance radars WIt? PPI 
displays (used in aU the radar studles men-
tioned above that of Hassler et al.) 
have lower re50lution and, to oversimplify: 
indicate whether or not there i5 a threshold 
amount of echoing-area in a given volume 
of space. Whether there i5 5 or 50 times 

Reverse migration seems to occur in 
more restricted synoptic weather situations 
than forward migration (Fig. 12 and 13; 
Richardson and Haight, 1970). Southward 
flight in spring in response to a return of 
cold weather would seem to have sorne 
selective advantage, but northward autumn 
Rights cannot be explained in this manner. 
For some reason, a few NW autumn move
ments began with the opposing winds found 
with a high pressure area close to the west 

the threshold echoing-area per pulse vol
ume has little effect on the appearance of 
the displav in that area. Hence, high-power 
radars te~d to underemphasize the volume 
of movements and overemphasize 

reverse flights, unless detailed 
analyses (involving echo counts and exam
ination of "thinning") are made. Further
more, moon-watching and narrow-beam 
rad~rs sam pIe a larger volume of space 
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at high than at low altitude. If reverse 
migrants tend to fly lower t~an forward 
migrants, a smaller proportIOn of the ~e
verse than of the forward migrants nllght . 
be detected with these techniques. However, 
we have evidence that the high-power sur
veillance radars we use are quite capable of 
detecting very low-flying migrants. 

While we therefore conclude that reverse 
miaration eonstitutes only asmall propor
tio~ of the total migration past a given area 
duTin" a season and that reverse movements 
usuall~ involve comparatively f~w ~irds, 
hoth moon-watching and radar mdlcate that 
at manv times more birds are involved in 
revers~ than in forward movement. The phe· 
nomenon is certainly worth further study. 

Intensitv of movement 
As notel above, there are many difficulties 
in estimating numbers of birds from radar 
dieplays. These problems are of two type~. 

(i) The amount of echo on the screen 18 

not necessarily linearly rel~ted :0 the n~m
ber of birds or groupS of buds III the ~lr. 
We are just now developing the capabIl
itv of calibratin a the surveillance radar 

, b b 
using moon-watching and a narrow- eam 

:pa 

radar (Blokpoel, 1971a,b). In the mean
time we havehad to use an arhitrary or
dinai intensity scale and statistical methods 
appropriate to ordinal data rather than a 
more desirable interval scale and para
metric statistical procedures. 

(ii) There are various possible so~rces 
of error in the application of the ordmal 
intensity scale to the data. In the ?rst place, 
adjustments of the radar over whlch we 
had no control may change the apparent 
intensity. Secondly, the presence. of anorn' 
alous propagation (AP - descnbed by 
Eastwood, 1967 :51) occasionally makes 
assessment of the film especiaUy difflCUlt. 
Although AP and bird echoes can almost 

always be distinguished on the lime-Iarse 

film. AP sometimes tends to obscure blrd 
ech~es at long range and at other times 

increases the range to which birds are 
visible. The use of the quartile seale for cl 
NW spring and SE autumn movements an 

of the "sorne vs none" analvsis for reverse 
and winter flights minimiz~d these two 
sources of error. A third possible problem 
is that birds flying high are more likely to 
be detected by radar than those flying low, 
especial!y at greater distances from the 
antenna. Wilcock (1964) has found that 
large low-altitude visible movements may 
not be detected by radar, and Evans 
(1966b) has presented evidence that visible 
(i.e., low-altitude diurnal) migration may 
constitute a significant fraction of the total 
migration in sorne areas. Wemust therefore 
qua1ify aU our results by stating that they 
may be biased in favour of birds flying at 
medium and high altitudes. However, we 
believe that most birds are flying high 
enough to be detected, since (i) the modal 
height of those migrating hirds flying above 
1200 feet a.g.L at Cold Lake is usually weIl 
above 1200 feet (Blokpoel, 1971b) , (ii) 
we have detected low-altitude starling roost
ing and gull flights in Ontario using surveil
lance radars with much lower power (550 
kw) than the Cold Lake radar, and (iii) we 
have used a height finder radar to measure 
the heights of many bird ecboes visible on 
a high-power surveillance radar PPI and 
have found that very low migrants are 
visible on the PPI. A fourth source of error 
Îe the of intensity values by eye 
rather than by any procedure involving 
echo counts. This source of error is minimal 

repeated assessment of the same film 
very similar results (within 1 inten

seale value in nearly aIl cases) . A fifth 
possible source of error is that, on the av
erage, birds flying upwind will have lower 
groundspeeds than those flying downwind 
(although BeUroEe, 1967, has provided 
evidenee that the difference may not be 
as great as expected) . The MTI system 
will therefore reduce the signal strength 
of echoes moving upwind more than it does 
of echoes moving downwind. This in turn 
will reduce the maximum detectable range 
of birds moving upwind, and 50 on the 
average willlead to a reduced apparent 
density at each distance from the centre 
of the display compared to what would be 

seen if the same birds were flying down
wind. This source of error is minimized in 
our case because Normal Video rather than 
MTl was used beyond about 30 n.m. range. 

ConsiderÎng aIl these possible sources of 
error, one might suspect that our estimates 
of migration density are 50 crude as to be 
useless for analyses of the effects of weather 
on migration. Fortunately, this does not 
seem to be the case. Preliminary results 
suggest that errors of more than 1 or at 
most 2 ecale values (on our 0 to 8 ecale) 
are unusual (Blokpoel, 1971b). How· 
ever, many more data will be needed to 
c:onfirm this. The reason for the apparent 
relative accuracy of our estimates in spite 
of the many possible sources of error is 
probably that migration density frequently 
varies by two and occasionally by three 
orders of magnitude from night to night 
(Newman and Lowery, 1964; Nisbet and 
Drury, 1968:502; Blokpoel, 1971b; 
Riehardson, unpubl.) . In contrast, most of 
the sources of error are by factors con
siderably less than ten. 

Weather and migratio;" 
Many authors have looked for correla
tions between weather and day-to-day va
riations in the volume of bird migration 
(see Lack, 1960 for review) . YIore recent 
papers are cited by Nisbet and Drury 
(1968). It has heen believed for many 
years that "waves" of spring in 
eastern North America most commonly 
move north with falling pressure and a 
southerly flow of warm air associated with 
a high pressure area moving away to the 
east, a low approacbing from the west, or 
both (e.g., Bagg et al., 1950). This was con
firmed statistically by Riehardson (1966). 
Curtis (1969) has recently published an 
analysis of the relative amounts of depar
ture and arrivaI in spring with various 
synoptic situations. It is helieved that beavy 
autumn migration occurs with rising pres
sure and a northerly flow of cold air as a low 
pressure areamoves away to the east, a high 
approaches from the west, or both (e.g., 
Bennett, 1952; l\t1ueller and Berger, 1961). 

Recent studies have attempted to determine 
(i) wbether conclusions based on radar 
and moon-watching data are similar to the 
original conclusions based on diurnal vi
suaI observations, Oi) how weIl these 
generalizations app1y to different species 
and djfferent geographic areas, and (iii) 
what specific proximate factors are involved 
in determining whether or not a bird will 
migrate at a given time (Richardson and 
Haight, 1970). We shaH discuss each of 
these questions in the light of the Alberta 
data. 

(i) Direct observations of migration 
vs ground censuses 

In general, the Alberta data support the 
original ideas about re1ationships between 
pressure patterns and intensity of migration 
(Fig. 12 and 13). However, strong migra
tion did not occur on al! the nights with 
supposedly favourable conditions. More 
surprisingly, considerable migration oc
curred on sorne nights with supposedly 
unfavourable conditions. Lowery and New
man (1966) obtained similar results by 
examining different sites on the same nights 
rather than the same site on different nights. 
The pressure trend was indeed more nega
tive in spring and more positive in autumn 
with heavy than with 1ight migration, but 
only the autumn difference was significant 
(Table 8) . Also as expected, spring inten
sities were greatest with S winds and au
tumn intensities with NW winds (Fig. 14). 
On the other hand, there was little differ
ence in temperature and temperature change 
between days with high- and low-intensity 
migration. 

(ii) Differences in the responses to wealher 

Different birds in different areas sometimes 
migrate with different weather conditions. 
Foi example, Nisbet and Drury (196U:520) 
found more NE migration in spring when 
they were near the centre of a high pres
sure area, than a day or two later when 
they wer.e in the warm sector of an ap
proaching low. They believed that earlier 
authors had reported more migration in 
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the warm sector because "most of the pre
vious studies were of grounded or diurnal 
migrants, and were biased by the fact that 
such birds tend to be concentrated or forced 
down by the disturbed weather associated 
with troughs". However, Richardson and 
Haight (1970) have found that starlings, 
which also migrate NE in spring, depart 
proportionately more frequently in the 
warm sectors of lows than near the centres 
of highs. That study was based on direct 
radar observations of starling migration 
departures, and so was not biased, although 
the migration was diurnal. 

Spring and autumn forward and reverse 
starling migration appeared to be more 
closely related to a NW-SE than to a W-E 

pressure gradient; this is perpendicular to 
their NE-SW axis of Hight. In contrast, Fig
ures 12 and 13 suggest that migration in 
Alberta i8 strongest with a NE-SW pressure 
gradient (perpendicular to the predominant 
NW-SE axis of migration). This difference 
is especially apparent if these figures are 
compared with the corresponding ones for 
starling migration (Richardson and Haight, 
1970: Fig. 3 and 4). Heavy autumn SE 

migration in Alberta is proportionately 
most frequent on the NE or even N sides of 
highs and the W and sw sides of lows; 
autumn SW (and spring sw reverse) star
ling migration in Ontariois most frequent 
on the E and SE sides of highs and the NW 

and W sides of lows. Heavy spring NW 

migration in Alberta lS most frequent on 
the sw and W sides of highs and SE, E, NE, 

and even N of lows; spring NE starling mi
gration is most frequent SE or S of lows. 
When these pressure-gradient directions 

along the East Coast with SE winds and 
near the centre of a high than with sw 
winds in the warm sector of a low. Perhaps 
it is adaptively more advantageous for 
birds along the coast to select conditions 
with onshore SE side winds and liule chance 
of a rapid change to offshore winds than 
to select conditions with following sw winds 
but an appreciable chance of a shift to 
offshore winds should the cold front behind 
the warm sector suddimly arrive. 

(Hi) Responses to individual weather 
pararoeters 

çi __ m 

for NW spring, SE autumn, and most other 
types of movement (Fig. 14). More impor
tantly, this correlation persisted in lOoF
temperature categories and in 10 per cent 
humidity ranges. Wind direction has been 
considered by most North American au
thors to show the strongest simple correla
tion of any parameter with the volume of 
migration. Of the severa1 parameters which 
have been found by various authors to be 
correlated with migration volume, only 
wind direction and rain show the same di
rection of correlation for aU types of 
broad-front movement. That is, migration 
is almost always heavier with following 
than with opposing winds regardless of 
season or direction of movement, whereas 
at different times and places intensity may 
be positively or negatively correlated (or 
uncorrelated) with temperature, humidity, 
pressure change, wind speed, cloud extent, 
and atmospheric stability. 

(ii) Pressure trend shows clear simple 
correlation with intensity, but at least in 
autumn this trend disappears "hen only 
nights with following (or opposing) wind 
are considered Cfable 8). If birds were 
reacting to pressure changes per se, one 
would expect the correlâtion to persist, 
since not aIl nights with following (or op
posing) winds have similar pressure trends, 

are combined with the data on pressure
trend correlations (Table 8), one finds that 
both forward and reverse movements in 
both spring and autumn of both starling~ 
in Ontario and aIl birds in Alberta are aIl 
strongest and most frequent when the pres
sure gradient is falling from the birds' right 
to their lefl. Such situations give following 
geostrophic winds. 

Many authors have attempted to determine 
which individual weather parameters are 
used in the mechanism determining whether 
or not a bird will Hy at a given time. Some 
studies have examined only the simple 
correlations between intensity and various 
parameters one at a time. Since different 
weather variables are highly interrelated, 
this method is of little assistance in de
termining causal relationships. However, it 
is useful in providing a description of the 
conditions under which much and little 
migration occur. Other studies, notably 
Lack (1963a,b), Gruys-Casimir (1965), 
and Nisbet and Drury (1968), have ap
plied multiple linear regression procedures 
to study the amount of correlation between 
each weather variable and intensity, other 
parameters being equal. This method could 
not be used here because our intensity scale 
is ordinal rather than interval. Other diffi
.culties with the multiple regression model 
are discus8ed by Richardson and Haight 
(1970). A third approach, that used here, 
is to examine the relationship between mi
gration volume and one weather variable 
at a time when only those days with one or 
more other variables in certain restricted 
ranges of values are considered. 

Regrettably, none of the above methods 
allows us to determine conclusively which 
parameters the birds respond to and which 
they ignore. Nevertheless, some indications 
have been obtained. 

(i) There is an obvious simple correla
tion between intensity and wind direction 

(iii) Intensity of normal direction migra· 
tion was not obviously related to temper
ature (Tables 6 and 7). This was unex· 
pected, in view of the correlation between 
intense migration and S winds in spring 
and NW winds in autumn (Fig. 14). Several 
previous studies of migration in, North 
America have found correlations between 
intensity and temperature (e.g., Mueller 

and Berger, 1961; Richardson, 1966; Nis
bet and Drury, 1968; Richardson and 
Haight, 1970), but some have not (e.g., 
Raynor, 1956; Hassler et al., 1963), In 
contrast to the situation with normal mi-
gration, we did find relationships between 

intensity of reverse migration and tempera' 
ture in b~th spring and autumn. The 
unexpected direction of the autumn correla· 

However, as noted above, Nisbet and 
Drury (1968) found more NE migration 
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tion was the result of very low temperatu
re 

o~ the few nights having reverse migration 
wlth opposing winds (Table 6). 

(iv) W irul speed and cloud extent show 
n.0 obvious simple correlation with inten
Sl~y nor any correlation when only ni<Yhts 
WIth. fol,lowing winds were considere! 
Aga~n, If the birds were strongly influenced 
by elthe~ of these factors, correiation on 
mghts wlth following wind would be 
expected. " 

. (v ~ In s~ring, the relationship between 
hlgh mtenslty of NW movement and 1 h .d. ow 
um~ ay persisted when only nights with 

SE wmd.were considered (Table 13). The 
correlat~on was also not the result of auto
correlatlOn of humidity and temperature 
or pressure trend (Table 13). This indicates 
that t~es~ birds may be using low humidity 
as an ~ndlCator of the preferred time for 
NW migration. Nisbet and Drury (1968) 
found a negative partial correlation be
twee~ intensity and humidity using the 
multiple regression method. Richardson 
P966) }ound. that, o~ the average, spring 
'."ave~ . of mIgrants m Ontario occurred 

wIth .n~lIlg ?ut near-normal humidity. How 
~urmdlty mlght be measured by the birds 
18 not clear. 

The above results suggest but do not 
prove that birds flying over Cold Lake 
res~ond to wind direction and (at least for 
Spflng NW movenient) humidity. They also 
s~ggest that pressure trend, temperature 
wl~d speed, and cloud extent are not ' 
majo.r cues used in the system which de
t~rmmes whether or not to fly on a given 
mght. However, the absence of any appa-
rent co 1 t· . h nI rre a IOn Wlt one factor may mean 
o J that birds respond to that parameter 
~n also to another correlated with the first 
man 0 . 1 pposmg manner. We suspect that at 
:~St Sorne of the last four parameters listed 

Ove may ha d'f·· th ve mo 1 ymg mfluences on 

b
,edresponses to other factors by' the Alberta 
Ir sad th h ' in sn. at t ey may be more important 
Iome blfds th an others. 

ev ln general, we believe that birds have 
o ved sh t 1 ..., an' ,or - erm mlgratlOn tlmmg mech-
18mS pla· d·ff se] cmg 1 erent weights on the 
Jarat h e weat er parameters depending 

upon se~son and species. More specifically_ 
the partlCular pattern of weights would .' 
dep~nd primarily upon the "preferred" di
re~hon: T~e pattern would serve to initiate 
mIgratl~n III synoptic situations optimal 
f?r survlVaI. Smce most birds in most situa
tIons s~em more likely to fly with following 
than wl~h opposing winds, and since there 
ar.e Ob~lOU~ energetic reasons for flying 
wlth tali wmds, we believe that w'nd d· . . k 1 Irec-
~lOn lS a ey factor in the timing mechan-
15ms of most birds. The other factors in
vol:ed a:e less clear and vary from situation 
to SItuat~on. At present, it is prohably safe~t 
to descnbe the typical values of aU weather 
p~rameters when heavy migration of a 
glv,:n type occurs rather than to attempt 
t~ slIll?le out individual factors besides wind 
dlre~~lOn. We agree with Curtis (1969:244) 
that the effects of specific weather com
ronent~ on migration should be examined 
m relation to the general weather situation 
rather than independently". Thus we find 
the following: 

(i) Heavy SE autumn migration in AL
berta usually occurs with a high to the w. 
s~, o~ S and/or a low to the E or NE. The' 
w.md 18 from the NW and the pressure is 
hlgher than the previous day. The tem
perature is relatively stahle and not dif
ferent fr~m. tha~ on days of liule movement. 
The humldlty situation is unc1ear (Table 
II) . These conditions are somewhat dif
ferent from those prevailing when there is 
SE .reverse movement in spring (see below) 
It IS not obvious why temperature should . 
n~t be !ower with heavy than with light 
mIgratIOn in view of the strong correlation 
between heavy migration and NW • d , .. ) H WIll . 
t' ~ Il: eavy SW autumn starling migra-
wn Ln Ontario usually occurs on days with 

geostr?phic winds between N and E (sur
face wm~s between NW and E) on the E. 

s~, or S sides of highs or on the NW or ~ 
sIdes of lows. The temperature is both low 
and lower than the previous day· the 
humidity is near normal. ' 

(iii) SE spring reverse migration in 
~lberta almost never occurs unless there 
III a high to the W or sw and/or a low to 

the NE or E. The winds are from the NW 

the temp~rat~~e i8 low and falling, and ~he 
pres~u:e 18 nSIllg. The humidity is high 
and It 18 on the average cloudier than when 
no reverse movement occurs 'fh h . d. . ese uml-

Ity, temperature, and doud correlations 
were not found with autumn SE migration 
probably beeause spring reverse SE move-' 
ment tends to occur.doser to the low than 
~;)~y autumn SE migration (Fig. 12 and 

(iv) W inter NW and SE movement . 
Alberta occur in similar conditions to :;~ 
v.erse autumn and spring migration respec
tJvely, except for temperature relationship" 
Both wi~ter and reverse movements rare1y~· 
occur wlthout following winds wh·l f w d. . . le or-

ar mIgratIOn m spring and autumn . 
f 'h .d IS r~quent Wlt SI e as well as following 
wmds .(Table 3), Lack (1963b) also found 
that wmter n:oveI~ents are very c10sely 
cor.related wlth wmd direction. While he 
beheved that lapwings (Vanellus vanellus) 
J.~dertake northward flights to Britain in 
wmter to take ad.vantage of unfrozen areas 
farther north,. thlS is obviously not the case 
at Çold Lake m midwinter, 

~ v) H eavy NW spring migration in 
Alberta typically occurs with SE winds on 
the w.or SW side of a high or the SE. E, NE, 

or N slde of a low. The temperature'is 
moderate and not increasing much more 
than .when Yttle movement occurs; the pres
sure IS falhng. The humidity is typically 
lower than when little migration occurs and 
perh~ps sli?ht~y lower than the previous day. 
The mtensIty 15 greater on the averaae on 
days with SE wind and low humiditvOthan 
on d~ys with SE wind and higher h~midity. 
, (VI) n. eavy !'lE spring starling migration 
Ln Ontarw typlcally occurs with sw winds 
SE or S of a low. On these days the tem
perature is high and rising (compared to 
low and falling on days without movement) , 
but the humidity is not obviously different 
from days with no movement (Richardson 
and Haight, 1970). The temperature aver· 
ages higher relative to normal here than 
with heavy Alberta NW movement because 
heavy starling flights occur later in the 
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transition from high to low pressure than 
NW flights at Cold Lake, probably because 
the wind shifts from SE to SW as a high 
moves away and a low approaches. Also, 
increases in temperature with southerly 
airflows are likely to be greater in southern 
Ontario than in Alberta, since flows of 
maritime tropical air from theGulf of Mexico 
frequently reach Ontario but do not reach 
Cold Lake. For the same reasons, the Al· 
berta movements probably have lower 
humidity relative to days with no movement 
than the movements of Ontario starlings. 

( vii) NW aulumn reverse migration in 
Alberta occurs near the centres of highs 
and in the are a of S fIow and falling pres· 
sure when there is a high to the E and/or 
a low to the W or NW. Most flights have the 
near.normal and stable temperature and 
humidity found on the west side of a high. 
However, the few flights occurring with 
NW winds just before the high passed by 
had low temperatures. The usual conditions 
when NW autumn reverse migration oc· 
curred more closely resemble the typical 
conditions when spring NW movement oc· 
curred in Alberta than the situation when 
NE starling migration occurred-in Ontario. 

By the hypothesis proposed earlier in· 
volving selection of conditions with falling 
pressure gradient from right to left and 
following winds, heavy :'-lE spring migration 
in Massachusetts would be expected to 
occur in the same conditions as NE starling 
migration in Ontario. However, it appar· 
ently occurs in conditions intermediate 
between those of heavy Alberta NW and 
Ontario NE migration (Nisbet and Drury, 
1968). As in Alberta, it is associated with 
SE winds and low humidity. However, it is 
also associated with rising humidity and 
high temperature, which are to be expected 
later in the transition from high to low 
pressure than is typical of heavy NW mi· 
gration at Cold Lake. As noted earlier, 
perhaps it is more advantageous to avoid 
the warm sectors and the possibility of 
encountering a cold front while in flight 
ncar the coast than it is disadvantageous to 
fly with a side rather than a following wind. 
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Introdu~tÏon 

Various methods have been used to obtain 
information on the Right speed of birds. 
Waterfowl have frequently been studied. 
CIayton (1897:26) and an assistant, each 
with a theodolite at the ends of a 8496-foot 
baseline, calculated the height, angular 
velocity, and speed of a Rock of ducks. 
Meinertzhagen (1921), Aymar (1936), 
and Cooke (1937) each summarized the 
available methods and data. Using a stop 
watch, another observer, and telescopic 
communication, Speirs (1945:135) timed 
the speed of several Rocks of oldsquaws 
through the cut between Toronto Bay and 
Lake Ontario. Speedometers in automobiles 
have frequently been used to obtain ground 
;;peeds of birds, and air-speed indicators in 
aircraft have been used to obtain air 
speeds of various birds. 

Radar has presented a new opportunity 
to obtain ground speeds of birds. Using a 
Doppler radar, Schnell (1965) measured 
the speeds attained by 1627 birds of 17 
species. This method has been restricted 
to birds Rying within ?O to 50 yards of the 
portable unit or to birds released in the 
beam. 

ln the pre~ent study, we analysed a 
16-mm time-Iapse film of the radar display 
at the Fort William, Ontario, airport on 
October 3, 1965. The film shows a magnifi
cent display of echoes crossing the field 
from north to south from 0300 to 1700 
hours. These echoes are considered to be 
flocks of geese. The purpose of the analysis 
was to obtain quantitative expressions for 
the numbers, speeds, and directions of the 
Rocks. 

Methods 

The 16-mm film was projected at a dis· 
tance of 30 feet on sheets of graph paper 
about 2 feet square, attached to a vertical 
blackboard with Scotch tape. The display 
filled the sheets of paper at this distance. 

The verticallines of the graph paper 
were oriented 50 that they paralleled the 
north-south direction of the radar display. 
Individual echoes were traced across the 
paper with a pend l, and their Right direc
tions measured with a protractor. The film 
in the projector could be stopped, reversed, 
and reprojected to check the accuracy of 
the measuremenls. 

Flight speeds were determined by noting 
the time taken for a target to traverse a 
given length of path (generally about 20 
nautical miles). Times to traverse this dis· 
tance were read from the sweep-second 
hand of the clock which had been photo
graphed with the radar display. One opera
tor called out the beginning and end of 
the Right path while the other operator 
notcd the elapsed time. 

l\umbers of echoes were determined by 
counting the numbers crossing an east-west 
line (about 41 miles wide) about 35 miles 
north of the centre of the radar display 
at lO-minute intervals. Knowing the speed 
of the targets, we then calculated the 
number of Rocks in a square lOO miles by 
lOO miles (roughly the area of the radar 
display) . The echoes were distributed 
over the whole screen, not concentrated 
into paths. 

The~,e measurements and observations 
were made by the junior authors under 
supervision of the senior author. 
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Dis~ussion 

Identification of the echoes 
The echoes were large and bright, almost 
as conspicuous as those produced by air· 
crak 1;'hey could frequently be picked up 
at distances of 50 to 60 n.m. from the dis· 
play centre. Only very large flocks can 
produce such echoes: geese, ducks, gulls, 
shorebirds, and blackhirds seem the only 
possibilities. Dr. W. W. H. Gunn believes 
that icterids can be eliminated as they 
generally produce more diffuse echoes. 
Most ducks passing over Fort William are 
en route from the Prairie Provinces and 
Northwest Territories and move from 
northwest to southeast, rather than from 
north to south. Geese are known to pro· 
duce echoes similar to those made by 
aircraft. 

Canada geese are known to breed along 
the Hudson Bay lowland near Fort Severn, 
Ontario, and to migrate to Wisconsin and 
Illinois. If projected backward, the flight 
paths of the echoes in question suggest an 
origin near Fort Severn; if projected for
ward, they suggest a destination in Wis
consin or Illinois. Dr. F. Graham Cooch 
(pers. comm.) stated that reports from 
Winisk and Severn, Ontario, suggest a 
major migration of blues, snowS, and 
Canadas leit October 2 and 3, 1965. An 
article in the Ontario Logger for March 
1966, page 2, confirms that hunting for 
geese in the Hudson Bay area ceased shortly 
after the big flight was recorded on film at 
Fort William. Dr. Harold Hanson reported 
(pers. comm.) seeing geese over Sioux 
Lookout, Ontario, at about the time of this 
radar display at Fort William. Keith Denis 
(pers. comm.) reported hearing one flock 
of "honkers" over Port Arthur, Ontario, 
on October 3. The late Dr. A. E. Allin, 
hunting in the Sturgeon Bay and South 
Gillies area southwest of 'Fort William, 
recorded in his diary 40 blue and snow 

on October 3, with over 120,000 geese on 
the refuge by October 5, 1965. There can be 
no doubt then that a major flight of geese 
probably involving three specÎes was in 
progress at the time the radar display 
showed the big flight of echoes, and there 
is no doubt in our minds that the echoes 
were in fact geese. 

The fact that they were picked up by 
the radar at 60 n.m. indicates they were 
flying quite high and might easily have 
been missed by ground observers. The 
minimum height above ground, under 
normal conditions of refraction, at which 
the Fort William radar could detect objects 
at 60 n.m. is about 5500 feet, although 
sorne intermittent echoes might be expected 
from objects down to 4000 feet. At a 
range of 45 n.m., by which time most of 
the echoes noted on the October 3 display 
were strong and steady, the minimum 
height would be 4000 feet. 

flying southwest at 5 :15 p.m., Octo-
3. Richard A. Hunt, biologist at 

Horicon Marsh, Wisconsin, (pers. comm.) 
wrote that there was a heavy influx of 
Canada geese along the east side of Horicon 
Marsh and along the Lake Michigan shore 

• 

Flight dire~tions 

The Right directions (see Table 1) were 
remarkably consistent, deviating on the 
a~era~e less than 10° from due south. The 
dHech.ons tended to be slightly east of 
south ~n the morning and slightly west of 
s~uth .m the afternoon. To achieve these 
dIrectIOns with a strong northwest wind 
(from 3300

) , the actual headings of the 

Table 1 
Radar direction~ of 928 flocks of geese passing 
over the Fort William, Ontario, region on 
Octoher 1965 

geese must have been strongly south
westerly, i.e., the geese must have com
pensated for the wind to a considerable 
extent, not merely flying downwind nor 
heading d~e south. The actual headings are 
calcul~ted III Table 2 for a height of 4.000 
feet usmg the upper wind data provided 
by the Department of Transport (Table 3). 

Hour, 
EST 

Number 
measured 

A verage direction, 
azimuth degrees deviation 

0400-0500 
0500-0600 
0600-0700 
0700-0800 
0800-0900 
090()...10oo 
1000-1100 
1100...1200 
1200-1300 
1300-1400 
1400-1500 
1500 1600 
1600-1700 

3 
Winds aloft at Fort 

Altitude, 
feet 

43 
54 
64 
71 

72 

84 
71 

75 
70 
71 

75 
74 
71 

1965 

Wind direction, 
azimuth 

330 
330 
330 
330 

172.7 10.5 
173.5 10.5 
170.5 9.6 145-195 
172.7 13.1 
179.9 11.8 
181.7 10.7 150-205 
184.9 9.8 
184.5 12.6 
188.4 12.1 155-210 
190.4 11.8 160...220 
195.2 14.2 155 220 
186.5 13.0 145-210 
188.8 9.9 165 215 

Wind speed, 

0000 to 0800 1200 to 1800 
25 
25 
30 
34 

Sorne wind drift (under-compensation) is 
suggested however by the graduai chang 
fro~ slightly east of south in the mornin e 
to shghtly west of south in the afternoon gas 
the wind velocity slackened in the 
aftemoon. 

Table 2 
Estimated headings and air speeds of goose flocks 
over Port Arthur, Ontario, on October 3 196" 
eorrected for wind speed and direction a~ 400d feet 

Hour, Headings, azimuth Air speeds, 
EST knots 

0300...0400 210 27 
205 30 
205 30 
200 24 

0700-0800 205 29 
0800...0900 220 28 
0900...1000 220 28 

1000 1100 210 35 
1100 1200 210 35 
1200 1300 220 33 
1300 1400 220 32 
1400 1500 220 36 
15001600 210 35 
1600 1700 215 34 
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Speed of fligl.t 

Table 4 and Figure la show that the aver-
a "e ground speed of the geese was about 
5'0 knots. At this rate these flocks could 
have left the Hudson Bay lowlands about 
dawn on October 3 and sorne could reach 
Wisconsin before dark on the same day. 
The air speeds (see Table 2) correspond 
with the calculation of Canada goose 
migration rates made by Hanson and 
Smith (1950:112) from Jack Miner's data, 
i.e., 35 to 40 miles per hour (30 to 40 
knots) . Based on data from Cooke . 
(1937:6), Kortright (1942:42-43) glves 
Canada "oose speeds of 60 miles per hour 
(chased) and 44.3 miles per hour by 
theodolite. Aymar (1936:138) gives 42 to 
55 miles per hour for the flight speed of 
geese. Rathbun (1934:23) tr~ed to keep up 
to a flock of cackling geese wlth a model T 
Ford but gave up the chase at 5~ mph: 
(Those geese had a light favounng wmd.) 
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Fiuure la. Direction and ground speed i.n .knots 
of ~Canada goose flocks crossing Fort W,llIam 
radar display October 3, 1965. The exu:emes of 
direction are indicated by the dashed ~mes, the 
me an direction is indicated by the solId hnes, 

d the standard deviations from the means by 
:~e shorter solid lines on each side of the mean 
direction. Speeds are proportional to the lengths 
of the me an direction lin es. Agam, the dotted 

Table 4 h 
Ground speeds of 651 flocks of geese over t e 

portions indicate the range of speeds, the solid 
lines the standard deviations from .the. mean, 
and the cross lines through t~e. sohd hnes the 
average speeds at the given urnes. The data are 
presented in Tables l, 3, and 4. 
Figure lb. Number of flocks per 100 x 100 square 
miles at 2-hour intervals from 0430 to 1630 on 
October 3, 1965. 

Fort William, Ontario, region on October 3, 1965 
Standard Range, 

Number Average speed, 
deviation knots 

Hour, ured knots 
~T ~u 

53 7.0 40 68 
20 

0300 0400 
57 9.2 43 77 

15 
0400 0500 10.3 38 78 

24 57 
0500 0600 

53.4 7.3 37 67 
42 

0600-0700 54.5 7.9 41-78 
50 

0700 0800 51.2 7.3 39 69 
50 

0800 0900 
50.6 6.8 36 69 

50 
0900 1000 47.5 6.1 35 66 

50 
1000 llOO 

47.9 4.8 40 63 
50 

llOO 1200 
44.5 4.6 36 58 

50 
1200-1300 

42.6 7.3 33-80 
50 

1300 1400 
47.2 6.3 34 63 

50 
1400 1500 49.0 7.4 34 69 

50 
1500 1600 45.7 7.4 33 67 

1600 1700 
50 29 63 
50 41.4 6.9 

1700 1800 

Figure 1 
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Table 5 and Figure lb show that the peak 
of the flight over Fort William was in the 
earlyafternoon (1200-1600), when more 
than 1000 flocks were in the 1O,OOO-square
mile area covered by the radar display at 
any one time. Approximately 5000 flocks 
crossed through this 1O,OOO-square-mile 
are a between 0300 and 1700 on October 3, 
1965. If we allow 100 geese to a flock this 
would give an estimate of haH a million 
geese. If we allow only 10 geese to a flock 
there would still be 50,000 geese. The 
truth is probably between these estimates. 
In my experience, 50 geese is about the 
usual flock size. 

Table 5 
Estimated numher of goose flocks on the Fort 
William, Ontario, radar display (covering about 
10,000 square miles) on October 3, 1965 

Time, Numher 
EST of flocks 

0330 149 

0430 127 

0530 251 

0630 271 

0730 464 

0830 398 

0930 586 

1030 698 

1130 ll22 

1230 llOO 

1330 1308 

1430 1466 

1530 1359 

1630 961 

The chance of a collision between an air
craft and flocks of migrating birds appears 
to depend on two factors: the target density 
(i.e., number of flocks per unit of volume) 
and the effective volume swept out by the 
aircraft crossing the zone containing these 
targets. The speeds of the aircraft and of 
the geese do not enter into the calculations, 
although these would no doubt affect the 
chances of either taking effective evasive 
action. 

Gunn and Cockshutt (1966) have pro
vided data on the effective area swept out 
by various types of aircraft in relation to 
bird flocks of various kinds, including 
geese. They have also provided data on the 
normal rate of climb of aircraft on take·off. 
To get the effective area swept out by the 
aircraft they have added to the actual 
width of the' aircraft the effective diameter 
of the bird flock, and to its average height 
they have added the effective height of the 
bird flock. For the case of a DC·8 (say, 
140 feet wide) intercepting a flock of geese 
(say, 220 feet in diameter) , the effective 
area would be of the order of 10-4 square 
nautical miles (140 + 220) (4 + 6). 

6000 X 6000 
If the rate of climb is 1 :10 then the aircraft 
would climb through approximately 10 
n.m. before emerging above the zone con· 
taining goose flocks. We are assuming that 
the geese are conflned to a zone 1 n.m. in 
vertical range and that the aircraft fly 
above this zone after take·off. The effective 
volume swept out in take-off would th en be 
of the order of 10-3 cubic n.m. Our max
imum target density was of the order of 
1500 flocks per 100 x 100 square n.m. If we 
assume that they were conflned to a vertical 
dimension of 1 n.m. this gives us a target 
density of 1500 per 10,000 cubic n.m. 

The chance of a collision then works 
out to be of the order of 10-3 x 1500 or 

10,000 
1.5 x 10-4 or about 1 in 6500 take-offs. Note 
that in a vertical take-off this would reduce 
to lin 65,000, while in horizontal cruising 
through 100 n.m. of the zone containing 

geese it would become 1 in 650 (if we 
assume that the geese were evenly distrib· 
uted vertically over the 6000 feet that we 
have assumed to contain all the goose 
flocks) . If in f act the geese were all cruis
ing at about the same level, say within a 
vertical range of 600 feet, the probability 
of a collision in level flight within this zone 
would increase to 1 in 65 ! 

The hazard of geese to aircraft is greatest 
during fall migration, which takes place 
in la te September or early October, usually 
when there is a strong northerly flow of 
air from the Hudson Bay area down to the 
midwestern states. This condition follows 
a cold front and precedes a ridge of high 
pressure with freezing temperatures in the 
Hudson Bay area. The hazard is probably 
greatest at elevations between 4000 and 
6000 feet. It may be reduced somewhat by 
increasing the rate of ascent or descent 
through the hazardous zone, and level flight 
in this zone should obviously be avoided. 
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The Associate Committee on Bird Hazards 
to Aircraft of the National Research Coun
cil of Canada made the radar film av ail
able to us and provided financial support. 
Dr. W. W. H. Gunn of this committee read 
the manuscript and provided support and 
encouragement. Dr. F. E. J. Fry, Dr. J. 
Paloheimo, and Dr. M. T. Myres made 
helpful suggestions. Dr. F. Graham Cooch, 
Dr. Harold Hanson, and Messrs. Keith 
Denis and Richard A. Hunt provided infor· 
mation on the goose flight at the time of 
the radar display analysed in this study. 
The Meteorological Division of the Canada 
Department of Transport provided unpub
lished upper wind data used in estimating 
the air speeds of the birds. Messrs. Cli~ord 
1. Crozier and Jack Murphy of the Depart
ment of Transport provided infonnation on 
the characteristics of the Fort William radar 
display useful in estimating the height of 
the migrating geese. 
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Introdu~tion 

Operation Bird Track, initiated and spon
sored by the Associate Committee on Bird 
Hazards to Aircraft of the National Re
search Council of Canada, is a project to 

develop a system of forecasting the inten
sity of bird migration, based on data 
obtained by time-lapse photography of 
displays on 23-cm radar screens. 

Radar used for bird sludies al 
Canadian Forces Base, Cold Lake, Alberta 

From these data an intensity scale of 
bird movements, ranging from 0 through 8, 
was developed by arbitrarily selecting 
photographs to represent successive units 
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in the scale. Thus, intensity Oeorresponds 
with situations where there are no or very 

'J few bird echoes visible and intensity 8 
with the greatest coverage of the radar 
Bcreen by bird echoes. This scale was used 
to express the hourly intensity of bird 
movements at Canadian Forces Base Cold 
Lake, Alberta (Fryers, 1966). It hecame 
evident that the practical value of the mi
gration forecasts would he materially in
creased if one could (a) ohtain an idea of 
the height distribution of nocturnally mi
grating birds, and (b) establish the numer
ical relationship between each unit of the 
0-8 intensity scale. 

The purpose of this paper is to report 
on a trial of M33C (.3-cm) track radar as 
a means of c1etermining height distribution 
of night migrants and of estimating 
their numbers. 

RaclaI' studies on the height of migration 
have been carried out in Switzerland by 
Sutter (19.57) and Gehring (1963), in 
England by Harper (1958), Lack (1960), 
and Eastwood and Rider (1965,1966), 
and in the United States by Nisbet (1963a) 
and Bellrose and Graber (1963). This work 
has been reviewed by Eastwood (1967) in 
his book Radar Ornithology. 

To determine the numerical relationships 
b~tween the units of the intensity sc ale one 
has to compare the hourly intensities with 
counts or estimates of the migrating birds. 

The density of nocturna] migration has 
been calculated by Lowery (1951), who 
introduced the moon-watch technique. 
Density is expressed as the number of birds 
pel' mile of front per hour, mentioned in 
later work (Lowery and Newman, 1966) as 
the migration traffic rate. Nishet (1963b) 
used moon-watch data to develop a system 
to calcula te bird densities {rom radar data. 

. The migration traffic rate was calculated 
from radar data by Graher and Hassler 
(1962) in the United States and by East
wood and Rider (1966) in England. 
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BrÎef 
deserÎptÎon of 
M33':: traek radar 

The M33C radar is an anti·aircraft radar 
consisting of a 10-cm se arch and 3-cm 
track radar. Targets observed on the Plan 
Position lndicator (PPI) screen of the 
search can be followed with the track radar 
either manually or automatically. Height 
and track of the target can also be plotted 
automatically. The RCAF provided a com· 
pIete M33C radar set for Operation 
Bird Track. 

The PPl of the search radar did not show 
bird echoes. The Moving Target Indicator 
(MTI) circuit, designed to reduce ground 
dutter, did not work eflectively. Radar 
technicians told me that this is common 
with the M33C search radar. 

The track radar worked weIl and, ac
cording to the technicians, tends to break 
down less frequently than the search radar. 

The antenna of the track radar is 
mounted on the roof of the Operations Van 
(Fig. 1). AIl other components are housed 
in the Operations Van, with the exception 
of the Auxiliary Power Unit. 

The frequency varies between 8,500 and 
9,600 MHz; the wave length is about 3 cm. 
The peak power is 250 kw for a pulse width 
of 0.25 p.sec (peak power measured in the 
field was 180 kw) . Pulse repetition fre· 
quency is 1,000 pulses per second. 

The antenna is of the phase advance type 
and steerahle in azimuth and elevatioll. 
The heam has a width of 22 mils (= 1.2° ; 
17.78 mils 10

) in both the horizontal 
and vertical plane. This is the angle be· 
tween the haH-power points, where the 
energy is haH as much as at the axis of the 
heam. By rotating the feedhorn of the 
radar, a wider beam is obtaineel. This 
method, calleel conical scan, enables auto· 
matic tracking of a target. The radiation 
pattern is shown in Figure 2. The width of 
the conical·scan heam is 40 mils (2.2

0
) 

hetween the haH.power points. At these 
points the energy is more than haH that at 
the beam's centre tOI' lens 

The radar echoes are represented as 
"pips" or "spikes" on three A-scopes (one 
each for azimuth, elevation, and range). 
By switching on range markers one can 

Figure 1. Operations van of M33C radar, with 
the antenna of the track radar mounted on the 
roof (from V.S. Dept. of the Army, 1956). 

Figure 1 

Tracking 
antenna ____________ _ 

Periscope ---------_#'!;: 

Tactical·control 
console --____ _ 

Computer ---~# 

M242 Fire-control 
mount trailer 

Figure 2. Radiation pattern of M33C track radar 
using conical scan. The width of this conical· • 
scan beam is 40 mils (2.2°) between the half
power points. (Redrawn from V.S. Dept. of the 

. Army, 1956). 

_,------ Acquisition and 
power cable panel 
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1!F"'-;;~"""'----=~--- Switchboard 
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1 1 1 1 1 
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Wave guide lens 

Ralf·power points 

estimate the slant range of the target. 
Azimuth and elevation can he read from 
dials. Height can be found from slant range 
and elevation angle. 

The periscope system of the radar is 
particularly helpful for hird studies. This 
8x-power periscope is mounted in the 
centre of the antenna and moves with it. 
It has three oculars inside the radar van. 
To study the echo of a known hird tarrret b , 

one man kept the hirel at the intersection 
of the cross-hairs of the periscope (and 
thus in the centre of the radar heam) while 
another man ohserved the heiaht of the 

'" spike of the hird and its range while it 
moved through the air. 

Detailed information on this radar equip
ment can he found in military handhooks 
(D.S. Dept. of the Army, 1956). 

The M.3.3C radar was huilt shortly after 
World War II. For many military purposes 
the M33C is now hecoming ohsolete and 
thus easily accessihle for non-military or
ganizations. Maintenance is increasingly 
difficult since many parts are no longer 
manufacturec1. Cannihalization is often 
helpful. In the United States the M33C 
search radar is usec1 for weather studies 
(Davis, 1963). 
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Transmitted pulse, 
approx. 250 ft 

Edge of 
transmitted pulse 

Permanent eehoes 
reaching saturation 
level and covering 
a range of 
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Permanent echoes 
often ehanging 
in height but 
!lever reaching 
saturation leve! 
(spikes from birds 
reaeh saturation 
level and thus ean 
be detected) 

A 

The M33C radar set was installed at the 
Primrose Lake Evaluation Range, 54°49'N 
latitude and 1l0002'W longitude. The site 
was on the south west shore of the pan-
han die of Primrose Lake, Alberta, at an 
elevation of about 55 feet ab ove lake level 
and 2,020 feet above sea level. 

Conical scan was wied during both rou· 
tine operations and experiments. (When 
usÎng the term beam width, 1 from now on 
refer to the width of the conÎcal-scan beam.) 
The track radar was kept at an elevation 
of l,560 mils (or 87.7 0

). When aim~d com
pletely vertically, the antenna hits a switch 
that makes the antenna turn down again. 
Wh en making ealculations, the antenna 
was eonsidered to be aimed at 90° 
elevation. 
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Figure 3. Presentation of A·scope of vertically 
aimed M33C track radar, during a night of migra. 
tion in faH 1968, Primrose Lake, Alberta. Point 
A, at the bottom of the edge of the transmitted 
pulse, is the O·foot marker. 

1--+----------+---------1-\-------- Spike of bird 

I-----l--~-----I---------l-+------- 6,000·ft marker 

II------~f\----------~+----- ... Srike of bird 
1.\-__ . _____ +1--+ ______ 12,000.ft marker 

l.. ____ ......... __ Jt:j------ 18,000·ft marker 
"-____ ...J "Grass" level 

The azimuth was kept at 3,200 mils (or 
due south) after we had found that this 
~euing coincided with the smallest amount 
of permanent echoes. 

The range seUing of one of the A-scopes 
was adjusted 50 that a range of just more 
than 18,000 feet filled the scope. This scope 
was filmed with a modified N9 camera 
(16 mm). The exposure time per frame 
was 6 seconds. 

Since the range markers (6,000, 12,000, 
and 18,000 feet) eould easily conceal a 
bird spike, they were switched on only for 
a few frames every haH hour. 

Figure 3 is a typical example of the 
seope's presentation during a night of mi
gration. Whcn the scope's image was prop
erly foeused, as in Figure 3, there was an 

ineffective range from ° to approximately 
1,050 feet. To increa::.e the brightness of 
the presentation, the image was usuaUy 
slightly off-focus. Then the lines of the 
image were thicker, resulting in an ineffec
tive range from ° to 1,200 feet. 

The radar films were assessed by pro
jecting the film frame by frame on a screen 
that was fitted with a nurnbered scale. By 
placÎng the projector at a fixed distance 
from the' screen, each number of the Bcale 
corresponded to a certain range (in our 
case altitude) , providing that point A (see 
Fig. 3) of the projected frame eoineided 
with the beginning of the scale. Thus it 
was possible to divide the 18,000-foot range 
into portions of 200 feet each and to count 
the bird spikes in each height band. 

1 

Effe~tiveness of 
M33C tra~k radar 
in dete~ting birds 

For a quantitative evaluation of the data 
obtained with the vertically aimed track 
radar one has to know how many birds are 
missed because the birdsare flying too low, 
or too high, or too close to the edge of the 
beam. Birds may also pass unnoticed due 
to meteorological conditions. 

Birds missed beeause they fly too low 
The radar had an ineffective range from ° to l,200 feet. One night, October 5/6, 
1968, a nearly full moon and clear sky per
mitted an experiment to find how many 
birds at low altitude were picked up by the 
moon-watch technique (Lowery, 1951) but 
not by the radar. The ground wind that 
night fluctuated between ° and 4 miles per 
hour. The surface temperature reached a 
low of 30°F at 0400 hours Mountain Stan
dard Time (MST) on October 6 (data for 
CFB Cold Lake). The PPI of a search radar 
near Cold Lake, approximately 30 miles 
from Primrose Lake, showed migration of 
medium density (intensity 4) in an easterly 
direction. 

The moon was followed simultaneously 
by telescope (20x Bushnell) and by radar. 
The moon was kept at the intersection of 
the cross·hairs of the radar's periscope by 
continuous adjustment of the azimuth and 
e1evation of the antenna. 

The telescope observations were made 
outside the van, on the ground just below 
the antenna, the distance between the tele
scope and the antenna being about 18 feet. 

The radar screen was watched continu
ously for bird spikes. The screen-watcher 
and moon-watcher (who used a walkie
talkie) informed the recorder as soon as 
they saw a bird spike or bird, respectively. 
1 assumed that observations made at exactly 
the same time were of the same bird. The 
results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 shows that only 36 of the 44 
birds seen by the moon-watcher were ob· 
served by the radar. This would seem to 
indicate that eight birds were missed by the 
radar because they flew too low. 

This is, however, not the case. The moon
wateher estimated the range of every bird 

Periods that moon-wateh observations were 
made simultaneously by radar and teleseope. 
Numbers observed by eaeh method. October 5/6, 

Primrose Alberta 

observed by 
Period of No. of bird No. of birds radar and 

No. of birds 
seen by moon

wateher, but 
not by sereen· 

watcher 
observation spikes on se en by moon·watcher 
(MST) radar sereen moon-wateher at same time 
205Î-2147 . -i-13-- ---:-1--5-~- 12 3 -------_ .. _----..,------_ ... _-~ ... 
2305-2353 101 7 4 

._---

---~-----_ ... _--_ .. _-----~---------- 3 

0153 .. 0243 113 17 16 1 .... _-_ ... __ ... __ .. 
0249-0309 , ___ ~38 5 4 1 

T otals 365 44 36 8 
-~---------~--~-~---_ ... _-----_ ... -

:=-:-c:--=---------------------- ~------.... --... -
Table 2 
Moon-watcher's estÎmates of size, speed, and 

of birds missed by radar, Oetober 5/6, 
Primrose Alberta 

moon·watcher 

Time 
(MST) 

2059 

2105 

2125' 

Slow 

2313 Medium far out (beyond 

About 10,000 ft 2316____ Medium 
2321 Medium Fa-s-t-------

---- ... _-~ ... _"-
Under 6,000 ft 

021·'CC1--------:c--------S-l-ow-·---- .... --........ -- . ----._--~---

About ft 

_03_0_1 ______ Medium Fast 

he saw. The radar range on the sereen was 
divided with grease pencil in six segments, 
each 3,000 feet. By comparing the estimates 
of the moon-wateher with the actual range 
shown on the radar sereen, it appeared that 
the estima tes were rough but reasonably 
reliable. 

Seven of the eight birds missed by the 
radar had estimated ranges of "medium" 
to "very far out" (see Table 2) . The eighth 
was "under 6,000 feet" but not "close by". 

Apparently there were no birds flying at 
low altitude during that night, or at least so 
few that none were observed bv the moon
watcher. During nights with la"w.altitude 
migration the radar would miss an unknown 
portion of the birds. 

It still has to be explained why the radar 
missed eight birds. One reason might be 

About 6,000 ft 
------------

that the distance between telescope and ra
dar antenna is so great birds flying through 
the "inverted co ne of moonlight" need not 
necessarily /Iy through the "inverted cone 
of radar energy". This is in alllikelihood 
not the case. Rense (1946) de scribes a 
method to calculate the height of migrants 
from simultaneous observations of two 
moon-watchers. He advises a distance of 5 
to 8 feet for optimal results. ln our case the 
centres of the antenna and the telescope 
were about 18 feet apart, but instead of 
having two cones of moonlight, each with 
an apex-angle of 0.5 0

, we had one cone of 
moonlight with an apex-angle of 0.5 0 and 
one cone of radar energy with an apex
angle of 2.3° (i.e., the "effective beam 
width" which will be discussed later) . Cal
eulations, given in Appendix l, show that 
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Table 3 
Results of tests with birds carried aloft hy 
halloons and followed with the M33C track radar, 
Primrose Lake, Alberta. Test (a) was carried out 
on Novemher 1, 1968, tests (h) and (c) on 
Novemher 1968 

(h) Two (c) One 

Slant 

(a) One snow hunting 

Estimated 
average 

height of 
hird spike (as 

percentage 
of maximal 

Angular 
distance 

between bird 
and balloo'ns 

(in mils) 

Estimated 
average 

height of 
bird spike (as 

percentage 
of maximal 

Angular 
distance 

between bird 
and balloons 

(in mils) 

Estimated 
average 

height of 
bird spike (as 

percentage 
of maximal 

Angular 
distance 

between hirds 
and halloons 

(in mils) 

>50 

35 

27 

22 

20 

24,000 

the radar and moonlight con es, with apices 
18 feet apart, start to overlap each other 
at shorter range than two moonlight con es 
with apices 8 feet apart. 

Another reason might be that birds seen 
with the telescope at very great range are 
missed by the radar. This is not the case 
as is sho;vn in the second part of Appen
dix 2. The fact that eight birds seen by the 
moon-watcher were not recorded by the 
screen-watcher seems most likely to be due 
to inattentiveness of the screen-watcher. 

Birds missed because they fly too high 
The maximum range at which the M33C 

> 50 

90 50 

70 50 

60 35 

50-60 50 

50 33 

50-60 50 20 30 

40-50 50 15 

26 

track radar can detect birds was determined 
by manually tracking birds that were car
ried aloft by balIoons. The balloons were 
released close to the van, 50 that we could 
"lock on" the bird, using the periscope, at 
its point of take-off. As the balloons drifted 
away, the range of the bird increased and 
the average height of its spike on the screen 
slowly decreased. We used red, hydrogen
inflated balloons, about 2 feet in diameter. 

Since one balloon gave detectable radar 
echoes at ranges of about 10,500 feet, long 
string was used to separate birds and balloons. 

Both cross-hairs of the periscope were 
provided with scales in mils (17.78 ,mils 

i , 

_ 10
). The angle of vision of the periscope 

was 100 mils, there being 50 mils from the 
centre to the edge. The width of the radar 
beam was 40 mils at the haH-power points 
(see Fig. 2). 

Just after release, only the bird showed 
in the periscope's field of vision. After a 
few minutes the balloons could usually be 
seen at the edge of the field of vision. The 
calibrated cross-hairs ei!abled us to tell at 
what range the balloons were entering the 
beam, i.e., were coming within 20 mils or 
the centre. This information was important 
since we wanted to study the spike of the 
bird and not that of the combination of 
bird and balloons. 

The following tests gave conclusive 
results: 

(a) On November l, 1968, a pair of bal
loons carried aloft one live snow bunting 
(Plectrophenax nivalis) at the end of about 
300feet of 2-mrn cotton twine. The balloons 
were 4 feet apart. Up to a range of 8,700 
feet the height of the bird spike was max
imal. At greater range the height began to 
fluctuate and the average height gradually 
decreased. The resillts are given in Table 3. 
The radar technicians were ~ble to follow 
the balloon-bird combination out to 24,000 
feet, but 1 considered 15,000 feet the max
imum range at which a free-f1ying bunting
sized bird crossing the centre of the beam 
would give a bird spike that is still just 
detectable. 

(h) On November 15, 1968, a pair of 
balloons carried aloft two dead cornmon 
redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at the end of 
about 600 feet of 1.5-mm nylon string. The 
haUoons were 4 feet apart, the redpoIls 
about 15 cm. The results are given in Table 3. 

When the birds were at a range of 12,000 
feet we briefly raised the elevation of the 
antenna to pick up the balloons. They gave 
a spike that was barely noticeable. The 
string itself did not give a detectable echo. 
. (c) A test similar to (b) but with one 
Instead of two dead redpolls yielded the 
results given in Table 3. This test was also 
carried out on November 15, 1968. No data 
Were obtained for short ranges since the 

radar operator had difficulty picking up the 
bird immediately after take-off. 

Table 3 shows that on November 1 a 
snow bunting at 12,000 feet produced a 
bird spike with an average height of only 
30 per cent of maximal, whereas on No
vern ber 15 a common redpoll (which is 
smaller than a snow bunting) at 12,000 
feet produced a bird spike with an average 
height of 60 per cent of maximal. The ra
dar's superior performance on November 
15 was probably due to the fact that the 
crystals of the receiver had been replaced. 

These tests indicate that sparrow-sized 
birds can be detected at altitudes up to 
about 15,000 feet, provided the birds f1y 
through the centre of the beam. This height 
is much greater than that at which most 
migration is reported to occur. Nisbet 
(1963a) found that during nocturnal mi
gration over Cape Cod, Massachusetts, an 
average of 90 per cent of the birds fIew 
helow 5,000 feet, the mûst frequent height 
usually beipg 1,500 to 2,500 feet. It is, 
therefore, unlikely that migrants that cross 
the beam close to its centre will pass un
detected because they f1y too high. 

Birds missed because they fly 
at the edge of the beam 
During moon·watch observations the in. 
verted "co ne of moonlight" forms a well
defined observation area. Birds passing 
beside the moon are not counted. 

In the case of a vertically aimed beam of 
radar energy the observation area is not 
exactly defined, since the radar energy 
drops from the centre to the sides. Bearn 
width is usually given as the angle between 
haH-power points, i.e., points. with haH the 
energy of that at the centre. This angle is 
40 mils for the M33C track radar, when 
using conical scan. 

A tight flock of birds may produce a 
bird echo when Hying outside the 40-mil 
beam, while a single, small bird fIying in
side the 40-mil beam may be detected only 
when it actuallv crosses the centre of the 
beam. Thus, th~re is no such thing as "the" 
beam width of the radar. Yet one needs a 

well-defined beam width (sample are a ) to 
calculate height distribution and density 
of the migrants. 

It was possible to determine what 1 call 
the "effective beam width" from the results 
of the moon-watch experiment already men
tioned. In this calculation the number of 
birds ob:oerved through the telescope and 
its known observation area were compared 
with the number of birds detected by the 
radar and its unknown observation area. 
In this way the "effective beam width" was 
calculated as 2°19' or 41.25 mils. The cal
culation and the assumptions made are 
given in Appendix 2. 

The meaning of the "effective beam 
width" is not that the radar detects aIl birds 
that are inside and none that are outside 
the beam. It means that the radar, though 
missing a few sm aU birds that cross the 
beam at the edge but picking up a few big 
ones, or flocks, that pass ûutside the beam, 
will give an estimate of the numbers fIying 
through the effective beam. No attempts 
were made to determine the accuracy of the 
calculated effective beam width, since only 
few data were available and many assump
tions had to be made. 

Since the effective beam is applicable to 
altitudes of up to 9,600 feet (see Appendix 
2) , it can be used to deal quantitatively 
with the bulk of the radar data. As men
tioned before, 90 per cent of the nocturnal 
migration over Cape Cod occurred below 
5,000 feet (Nisbet, 1963a). 

Birds missed because of weather 
conditions 
The vertically aimed track radar detects 
clouds and birds fIying below them. An 
unknown proportion of the birds flying 
above or in the douds will pass undetected. 
It is, therefore, necessary to record clouds 
and precipitation overhead du ring the obser
vation periods and to take these factors into 
account when assessing radar films. 
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Detertnination of 
height distriblltion 

In Figure 4, a schematic view is given of the 
effective radar beam, aimed vertically. This 
figure shows that the sample area increases 
with height and that correction factors are 
to be used to make the data comparable for 
different height bands. Assuming an even 
vertical bird distribution, the numbers of 
birds per height band, intercepted by the 
vertical radar beam, relate as the surfaces 
of the bottom triangle and the trapezoids 
(1:3 :5:7 etc.) as is eXplained in the first 
part of Appendix 2. The 2,400· to 3,600·foot 
band was chosen as the standard height 
band, since it is often the altitude of den· 
sest migration. 

The correction factor for each height 
band is given in the right column of Fig· 
ure 4. Since the effective beam width holds 
for only the first 9,600 feet (see Appendix 2) , 
the correction factor for higher altitudes 
is considered the same as that for the 9,000· 
to 9,600·foot band. 

The corrected numbers pel' height band 
give a fair idea of the height distribution 
above the 1,200·foot altitude. 

As an example of the height distribution, 
the results for the night of September 
27/28,1968, are given in Table 4. During 
this night the sky was clear. Ground winds 
were southerly and light. After 2300 hours 
it was calm at ground level. At 2300 hours 
the wind at 3,000 feet above ground level 
was west·southwest at 15 mph, at 5,000 feet 
it was west at 13 mph (data for CFB Cold 
Lake) . On the PPI of the search radar near 
Cold Lake a heav)' southeasterly migration 
was recorded. 

Table 4, shows that 90.4 pel' cent of the 
birds above 1,200 feet flew below 6,000 
feet and that there was no preferred height 
band bctween 1,800 and 5,400 fect. The 
height distribution between 1,200 and 5,400 
feet suggcsts that the number of birds A)'ing 
below 1,200 feet might have been smal!. 

The height distributions pel' observation 
period are pIotted in Figure 5. There is a 
tendeney for the birds to fly higher in the 
Inuer part of the night. 

The results of a single night are Ilot a 
good eomparison with the results of most 
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Figure 4 

Figure 4. Schelllatic view of the "effective radar 
beam ". The surfaces of the bottom triangle and 
the trapezoids re late as 1:3:5:7, etc. The left 
column shows the height bands, the right one the 
correction factor for each height band. 
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other workers. Graber and Hassler (1962), 
however, gave the height distribution of 
fall migrants over lIIinois throughout one 
September night with heavy migration , 
using t\\'o methods which gave rather differ· 
ent height distributions. Yet their data 
show that there was no preferred height 
band and suggest that few bircls were flying 
below 1.000 feet. 
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Table 4 
Height distribution of migrants flying above 1,200 
feet, during the night Septelllber 27/28, 1968, 
Prim rose Lake, Alberta. Total number of I)ird 
spikes \Vas 1,665 

Height 
abol'c 
ground 
(feet) 

1.200-1.800 

1,800-2.400 

2,400-3,000 

3,000-3,600 

3,600-4,200 

4,200-4,800 

4,800-5,400 

5,400-6,000 

6,000-{),600 

6,600-7,200 

7,200-7,800 

*T = trace ( < 0.2 per cent). 

Pel' cent of 
total of 

corrected 
numbers of 

birds 

5.1 

12.6 

9.7 

16.7 

13.4 

15.9 

11.2 

5.8 

3.1 

1.9 

1.1 

cr. 
'" 
C 
c': 
"" C 
C 

Figure 5. Hcight distribution of migrants above 
1,200 feet, September 27/28,1968, Prim rOse Lake, 
Alberta. Periods of observation, in MST, are in. 
dicated in upper part of the figure. 
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Height 
above 

ground 
( feet) 

7,800-8,400 

8,400-9,000 

9,000-9,600 

9,600-10,200 

10,200-10,800 

10,800- 11,400 

11,400-12,000 

12,000-12,600 

12,600- 13,200 

13,200- 13,800 

13,800-14,400 

c 
'" '" C? -'" '" 0 

Per cent of 
total of 

corrected 
numbers of 
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1.2 
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Deterloination 
of density 

The effective beam width is 2°19'; the 
diameter of this beam at a range of 2,700 
feet, the middle of the standard height 
band (2,400-3,000 feet), is 117 feet. The 
data for aU other height bands have been 
corrected 50 as to be directly comparable 
with this standard. 

By adding up aIl the adjusted numbers 
one obtains the number of birds passing 
per 11 7 feet of front. 

Multiplication by 45 gives the number of 
birds per mile of front of aU migration 
above 1.200 feet altitude. The migration 
trafiic r~te is the number of birds per mile 
of front per hour. 

As an example of the density of migra
tion, the results for the night September 
27/28,1968, are shown in Table 5. Density 

Table 5 
Periods of observations with vertieally aimed 
track radar at Primrose Lake, Alberta, on 
September 27/28, 1968, and the numbers of birds 

mile of front ho ur (migration traffic 

Period of 
observation 
(MST) 

191!,}-1945 

2]58-2252 
2252-2336 
2336-0040 
0041-0135 
0135-0231 
0231-0331 
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Duration of 
observation 

period 

44 
64 
54 

60 

of migration peaked around midnight. This 
Îe in accordance with findings of Graber 
and Hassler (1962), who studied nocturnal 
faU migratio~ over Illinois. They reported 
that the night of September 28/29,1960, 
brourrht one of the heaviest flights of mi
gran~ through the Champaign region of 
Illinois recorded in that year. The estimated 
peak flight density on that night was 1,970. 
birds per mile of front per hour. The night 
of September 27/28, 1968, was one of the 
five nights during that month that had 
heavy migration over the Cold Lake area 
and the estimated peak density duringthat 
night was 10,930 birds per mile of front 
per hour. These figures cannot be co:n-. 
pared very weIl, because of differences III 
equipment, location, and species involved. 

Dis~ussion 

Drawbacks and advantages of the 
method used 
The main drawback of the vertically aimed 
track radar is that it is ineffective at close 
range (0-1,200 feet); this is probably due 
to echoes from ground objects caused by 
side and back lobes. La Grone et al. (1964.) 
had a similar problem with their vertically 
aimed M33C track radar. They reduced 
their in effective range from 5,900 to 2,000 
feet by moving the radar van into a deep, 
narrow gravel pit to screen off side and 
back lobes. The relatively short ineffective 
range (1,200feet) of our radar at Primrose 
Lake can perhaps be further decreased by 
building a fence of material that absorbs 
radar energy (pers. comm., Dr. F. R. Hunt, 
National Research Council). ' 

Another disadvantage of the technique is 
the smaU sample size. Bellrose and Graber 
(1963) rotated the pencil beam of their 
3-cm radar in azimuth under an elevation 
angle of 30° to detect more birds. We did 
not use this method since the ineffective 
range increases considerably at azimuths , 
other than the one we used for routine 
observations. We also would have lost an 
unknown portion of high-flying birds. The 
vertical beam method provides a good idea 
of the bird movements overhead, but these 
are not necessarily an accurate representa. 
tion of the migration over a wider area. 
, The main advantage of M33C X-band 
radar, with its peak power of 180 kw, is its 
capability to detect single, small birds that 
fly through the centre of the beam at ranges 
up to 15,000 feet. The X-band radar used 
bv BeUrose and Graber (op. cit.) had a 
p~ak power of 45-52 kw; and the range 
ab ove which the effectiveness in detecting 
bird's was reduced was about 6,400 feet. 

The effective beam width is useful when 
dealing quantitatively with the radar data. 
However, it is applicable only to altitudes 
up to 9,600 feet (see Appendix 2), and its 
accuracy was not determined because of 
the scarcity of the data. Given that (a) the 
intensily of bird echoes usually fluctuates 
strongly, (h) the beam width between the 
haH-power points is 40 mils, and (c) 

Table 6 
Number of birds detected by radar, by radar and 
teleseope at the same time, and their relation, 
Oetober Primrose Alberta 

Birds detected by radar\a) and in parentheses those 
ohserved by at the same time (b) 

band (feet) 2057-2147 2305-2352 0153-0243 02490309 Totals a:b 

2 (1) 9 (1) 9 (1) 2 (0) 22 (3) 7.3:1 

II 28 (4) 24 (1) 39 (9) 8 (3) 99 (17) 5.8:1 

III 6,000- 9,000 59 (5) 36 (1) 28 (4) 12 (1) 135 (11) 12.2:1 
IV 9,000-12,000 21 (2) 32 (1) 33 (1) 14 (0) 100 (4) 25.0:1 
V 

VI 

"Douhtful. Another bird was simultaneously 
seen on the radar screen at the 3,000- to 6,000-
foot range. The moon·watcher's estimate was 
"very high". ' 

Results of x2 tests, applied to the difference 
between the values for a:b, given in Table 6, 
S significant difIerence, NS non·significant 
difference 

n 
a:b (Range-band Il) 

a:b III) 

a:b K "'n <re·_tHon" 1 and II) and a:b ( 

and a:b 

and a:b 

4 (1)* 2 (0) 8 (1)* 8.0:1 
1 (0) 

II) 

mn"-f)'.fl!: III) S 0.025 < P 
< 0_05 

IV) 0.05 

a:b (Range.band, J, II, III) and a:b (Range-band IV, V, VI) S 0.025 < P 

birds produced detectable echoes at ranges 
up to 15,000 feet, one would have expected 
the effective beam width to be in the same 
order of magnitude as that between the 
haH·power points. As the effective beam 
width is dependent on the species composi
tion of the migrants and their flocking 
patterns, it might vary during the migra
tion season, and even between height bands 
during one night. These variations would 
probably be smaU, particularly during 
nights of heavy migration, when both small 
and big birds are on the wing. 

ML A. E. Krause, University of Sask· 
atchewan, mentioned to me that birds might 
be detected not only by the main beam but 
by the minor lobes of the beam as weiL 
However, Capt. P. L. Burcombe, the mil· 
itary expert on the M33C radar, wrote me 

0.05 

that the antenna of the M33C track radar 
is specially designed to produce only one 
thin penéil beam and that "unless the an
tenna is damaged or incorrectly installed, 
minor lobes if any, are a negligible factor". 
Since our antenna was undamaged and prop
erly instaUed by experienced technicians, 
there were probably no minor lobes biasing 
the results. Wh en continuing the M33C ob: 
servation pro gram, calibration tests should 
be carried out to check this assumption. 

The film exposure time was 6 seconds 
per frame. Thus two birds flying through 
the beam at the same beight will show up 
as one bird spike on the film, even though 
they might have been flying in different 
dir~ctions and up to 5 seconds apart. 

Having no accurate data in this regard, 
1 would guess that the number of birds that 

passed undetected because their spike was 
concealed by another bird spike would be 
less than 5 per cent of the totaL It seems 
worthwhile to reduce the exposure time to 
eliminate this source of error. 

Comparison of the method used with 
those of other workers 
A. Heighl 
3·cm radar. Compared with the APS radar 
used by Graber and Hassler (1962) and 
Bellrose and Graber (1963), the M33C 
track radar has the advantage of a greater 
range (15,000 ft). At close range with the 
APS radar no data could be obtained for 
the o· to 1,000-foot height band. For the 
M33C track radar this ineffective range 
extended from 0 to 1,200 feet. 

Eastwood and Rider (1966) used a ver· 
ticaUy aimed, high resolution, 3·cm radar. 
Eastwood (1967) eXplained that the trans
mitter Of this radar supplied pulse lengths 
of 1 fLS or 0.3fLS which corresponded to 
minimum altitudes of 491 and 147 feet, 
re:'"pectively, or range intervals for measure
ments of 600-8,000 feet and 300-2,000 
feet, respectively. The M33C detected birds 
from 1,200 feet to 14,400 feet. 

Because of the low e1evation angle of 
his 3-cm radar, Sutter (1957) could study 
only a height range of 165 of 3,000 feet. 
This height range was even further reduced 
wh en later a rain filter was built in 
(Gehring, 1963). 

lO·cm radar. Nisbet (1963a), who used 
10,cm radar, says that "for practical rea
sons, the quantitative study was restricted 
to heights above 600 feet" sinee il was 
usually impossible to ob;;erve birds below 
600 feet. He also pointed out that quanti. 
tative observations in his paper "refer to 
the heh.;ht distribution of flocks, which is 
not nec~essarilv the same as that of birds". 
The moo!l-watch experiment showed that 
the M33C track radar probably deteetecl 
individu al birds rather thall flocks. Harper 
(1958) and Lack (1960), who both usecl 
lü.cm radar. did not give c1etails of the 
bird-detecti~g capabilities of thei!' height
finding equipment. 
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23-cm radar. Interesting results were ob
tained by Eastwood and Rider (1965), who 
used a 23-cm radar tracker which "was 
equipped with the M.T.I. facility, i.e. mov
ing target indicator, so that bird targets 
weIl below 1,000 feet, which are normally 
obscured by the ground clutter, could also 
be observed and their altitudes measured". 
Their height distributions show in many 
cases a considerable number of bird echo~s 
below 1,000 feet. This shows that attempts 
to reduce the ineffective range of the M33C 
track radar are weIl worth considering. 

B. Migration Traffie Rate 

Compared with the moon-watch technique 
of Lowery (1951), the radar has the ad
vantages of a larger sample area, better 
d~tection of birds at ranges greater than 
6,000 feet (Appendix 2, Table 6) , ability 
to measure and compensate for height dis
tribution, and simpler calculations (sinee 
the beam is vertical) . Radar can be used 
every night, even when there Ïe a high layer 
of clouds. Filming of the sc ope provides a 
permanent record. 

Disadvantages of the radar are the efforts 
required to keep it running and it ineffec
tive range, 0-1,200 feet. In comparison,we 
tèsted the ineffective range of a 20x Bush
nell te1escope focused on the moon by mov
ing a cardboard cut-out of a 20-cm-long 
bird with half-extended wings acrose the 
moon'e surface. The eut-out was attached 
to a long stick. We are unable to give the 
cut.out a speed of migrating birds. At the 
low speeds that we used, the eut-out ap· 
peared as an unrecognizable blur for a 
range of 0-100 feet. 

The moon-watcher has a well·defined 
sample area but this is partially undone by 
the fact that sorne birds at the edge of the 
moon are missed (Nisbet, 1963b). 

The vertically aimed track radar pro
vides data on both height and intensity 
of migration over a very smaU area. Thus 
one runs the risk of studying a local phe
nomenon rather than a sample of large
scale migration. Nisbet (1963b) used 

moon-watch data to develop a system to 
calculate the migration traffic rate from 
the number of bird echoes on the scope of 
a search radar. His results, covering an 
area with a radius of 70 nautical miles, are 
free of possible local bias. 

Whereas Nisbet used a mixed moon· 
watch and radar technique, Eastwood and 
Rider (1966) used a combination of a 
23-cm search radar to "map the general 
progress of angel activity across a front" 
(of migration) and a 3-cm radar, directed 
vertically upwards as "undoubtedly the 
most accurate way of counting the passage 
of migrant birds by night". In combina· 
tion, the radars can give an estimate of 
numbers of birds migrating over a large 
area. In Alberta we had a similar arrange
ment, i.e, a powerful search radar at Cold 
Lake and a vertically aimed M33C track 
radar at Primrose Lake, which, at about 
30 miles distance, is covered by the 
search radar. 

1 1 Fig'" 6 ,. A "cl fi '" ,he 'p"" ,f 'w' ""'0; 
of moonlight. L CAD = L DBE 0.5°. 

1 

ar---------------------------~ 

Figure 6 b. A i5 the apex of the eone of moonlight. 
B 15 the apex of the "effective radar beam" 
LDBG LGBE 1°14'30". . 

b~------~--------------------------~ 

G E 

H 
18 ft 

1 

la Calculation of the distance at which the two 
cones of moonlight start to overlap (see Fig. 6a). 
The axes of the con es (AF and BG) can be con

lb Calculation of the distance at which the 
cane of moonlight and the cane of radar energy 
start to overlap (see Fig. 6b). 

FD 
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tan 
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GB 
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FD 

AF 
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FD X 
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----> DG GB tan P14'30" 
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tan ~' 

where overlap begins. 
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Figure 7. Schematicview of "beams" of telescope 
and radar, aimed at an overhead moon. 0, the 
place of observation, is the apex of the cone of 
moonlight and the cone of radar energy. 
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Appendix 2 . ." 
Calculation of "effectIve beam Wldt~h __ ~_ 

Part 1. In the moon·watch ex periment, telescope 
and antenna were trained at the moon and the 
birds detected by each method were counted. 

Assuming that radar and telescope detected all 
the birds Ilying through their "beams", the rela- . 
tion between the number of birds detected by 
radar and those observed by tbe moon-watcber 
sbould be the same for aIl heigbt bands, whetber 
tbe height distribution is even or not. This can 
be shown as follows. In Figure 7, the small cone 
is the observation area of the telescope, the big 
one tbat of tbe radar. For the sake of convenience 
the moon ie assumed to be straight overhead. 
The dark arrow on the big cone indicates the 
general direction of migration. ~he plane thr~ugh . 
A 0 and Dis perpendicular to tIus Ihght directIOn. 

, Migrating birds are observed by r~dar only if 
they cross plane AOD; by telescope lf they cross 
plane BOe. 

Thus the nurnber observed by radar in the 15,000· 
to 18,000-foot band and the number by telescope 
in this band relate as the surfaces of the 
trapezoids AND'D and BB'CC. This relation 
holds for aIl height bands sin ce: Surf. AND'D: 
Surf. BB'CC == Surf. A' AUDuD': Surf. 
B'BuC"C . When the moon is not overhead but at 
ils usual elevations, the changes in this relation
ship are so small that they can be neglecte~. 
Part 2. When making rnoon·watch observatIOns 
one normally ean estirnate the range of the ob· 
served birds only from their size and speed. 
In our case the range of those birds tha! were 
detected by telescope and radar at exactly the 
same time was obtained from the radar Bereen. 
The results, given in Table 6, show that the 
relationsbi p between birds observed by radar and 
birds simultaneously observed by the moon
watcher varies considerably per range band. 

Table 7 shows that the radar deteets, in a sta
tistieally signillcant way, relatively more birds at 
greater range than the moon-watcher. The assump· 
tion that the moon.wateher detects aIl bir?s flying 
across the moon is not eorrect sinee he mIsses 
birds that are far away. This, of course, does not 
imply that the radar does detect aIl birds al 
greater range. . 

Yet 1 think it is safe to assume that aIl blIds at 
a range of 3,00Q-..6,000 feet that cross the moon 
close 10 its centre are detected by the rnoon-watch 
teehnique. 

Tests carried out by Jl\ewman (1962) and 
Nisbet (1963b) showed that a rnounted parula 
warbler was clearly visible against blue sky at a 
distanee of a mile through a 20x telescope. 
Against the background of a full moon it should 
be visible at much greater range. 

But even at the 3,000- 10 6,000.foot range, birds 
can easily be missed when they cross the edge of 

the moon. NisLet (l963b) calculated the edge 
loss to be 25 per cent of the total number of 
obscrved birds, and l used this number to correct 
my data. 

Only 36 of the 44 birds seen by the moon
watcher were observed as bird spikes by the 
screen-watcher (Table 1).1 argued that the radar 
did not miss these birds but that the screen. 
watcher missed their spikes. 50, 8 out of 44, or 
18 per cent of the birds seen through the tele
seope passed unnoticed as bird spikes on the 
sere en. Because of this inattentiveness of the 
screcn·watcher, 1 assume that 18 per cent of aIl 
birds deteeted by the radar also passed unnoticed 
as bird spikes on the scrcen. 

To obtain the actual number of bird spikes, the 
observed nurnher therefore has to be multiplcd 

100 
by 122' 

The total number of birds detected by the 
radar at the 3,000· to 6,000·foot range was 
122 
-- X 99 == 120.78 birds. The total number of 
100 
birds flying through the cone of moonlight at the 
range of 3,000 to 6,000 feet was 
122 125 
100 X 100 X 17 25.93. 

Thus at a range of 3,000 to 6,000 feet the radar 
deteeted 4.65 as many birds as the moon-watcher 

( 
120.78 ) 
25.93 . 

Using a value of 0.50° for the angle of the 
telescope's cone of moonlight, the width of the 
"effective beam" of the radar is 2°19' or 41.25 
mils, at least for the range 3,000 to 6,000 feet 
and thus also for 0 to 3,000 feet. (The data for 
the 0- to 3,000-foot band could not be used, since 
the inefIective ranges of radar and telescope are 
not the same.) 

Effeetive bearn width and haH-power point 
beam width are virtually the same. The tests wilh 
the birds carried aloft by halloons showed that 
a snow bunting gave a maximum spike up to 
ranges of 8,700 feet, and spikes with an average 
hcight of about 70 per cent of maximal at 9,600 
feet. This means that this bird might weIl have 
produced a clearly visible hird spike, although 
of very short duration, at the half·power points 
at bath these ranges. Thus the effective beam 
width can probably be applied to the 6,000· to 
9,600·foot range as weIl. Normally only a very 
sruaU fraction of the migration takes place above 
6,000 fcet and possible errors due to the applica. 
tion of tbe effective beam width on the 6,000. to 
9,600·foot range will th us be very slllall as weIl. 

SUDlDlary 

1. A brief description is given of the M33C 
track radar. 
2. The vertically aimed radar had an in
effective range of 0-1,200 feet. Single spar. 
row-sized birds, carried aloft by balloons, 
produced detectable echoes up to a range 
of 15,000 feet. 
3. Since a beam of radar energy is not a 
well·defined sample area, the "effective 
beam width" of the vertically aimed M33C 
track radar was calculated. The effective 
beam width is an estimate of the size of the 
sample area of the radar. It was calculated 
from results of an experiment in which the 
moon was followed simultaneously by tele. 
scope and radar. The "effective beam 
width" can be used for altitudes of up to 
9,600 feet. 
4 .. A methùd to detennine the height of 
distribution above 1,200 feet is described 
and the results for one night are given as 
an example. 
5. A method to determine the migration 
traffic rate (the number of birds per mile 
of front per hour) above 1,200 feet is de
scribed and the results for one night are 
given as an example. 
6. The methods and their results are corn
pared with those of other workers. 
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Introduetion 

This paper presents the preliminary re· 
s'lIts of studies conducted as part of Opera
tion Eird Track, a project to develop a 
method of forecasting the intensity of bird 
migration. This project, initiated and 
supervised by Dr. W. W. H. Gunn, is car
ried out on behalf of the Associate Corn
mittee on Bird Hazards to Aircraft of the 
National Research Council of Canada. 

Forecasts of the intensity of migration 
over the area around Canadian Forces Base 
(CFB) Cold Lake in east-central Alberta 
have been made by Fryers (1966) and 
Blokpoel (1969). They rated the intensity 
as 0 through 8 according to an arbitrary 
intensity scale, described by Fryers 
(op. cit.). 

To increase the value of the migration 
forecasts, l attempted to discover (a) the 
height distribution of nocturnal migrants, 
(b) the influence of weather on the height 
distribution, and (c) the numerical rela
tionship between the steps of the arhitrary 
intensity scale. 

Methods 
and DlateriaIs 

An M33C radar was used to study the 
height distribution and Migration Traffic 
Rate of aIl migrants flying higher than 
1,200 feet above ground level. The Migra
tion Traffic Rate is the number of birds 
per mile of front per hour, where the front 
is a line perpendicular to the direction of 
migration (Lowery and Newman, 1966). 

The M33C track radar is a 3-cm antÎ
aircraft radar with a peak power of 250 kw. 
The radar was located at the southwest 
shore of the panhandle of Prim rose Lake 
(54°49'N, 1l0002'W), Alberta, at an 
elevation of 2,020 feet above sea level and 
about 55 feet above lake level. The pencil 
beam (2.2°) was aimed vertically, and one 
of the A-scopes, with its range adjusted to 
18,000 feet, was filmed. The radar was in
effective through the first 1,200 feet, but 
was able to detect single smaU passerines 
flying across the centre of the beam at al· 
titudes up to 15,000 feet. Since the diameter 
of the radar beam increases with height, 
the number of bird echoes per height band 
must be COlTected to be comparable. From 
these corrected numbers of bird echoes, 
the height distribution and density of mi· 
grants above 1,200 feet can be calculated 
(Blokpoel, 1971). 1 assumed bird echoes 
represented single birds rather than flocks. 

Clouds and precipitation are also detected 
by the M33C radar. A smaU amount of 
douds shows on the scope as a concentra
tion of smaU "spikes", slowly changing in 
size and shape, and always staying weU . 
below maximum height. Bird spikes usually 
do reach maximum height and can thus 
easily be told from such clouds. Heavy 
douds and precipitation, however, show 
on the scope as one soHd echo ranging 
from 1,200 to several thousand feet and 
having maximum height. 

Weather information was obtained from 
CFB Co Id Lake (54°24'N, 1l00l7'W), 
located about 30 miles south of the M33C ra
dar. To provide more detailed information, 
a radiosonde baUoon was released onenight 
at Primrose Lake, 4. miles from the radar site. 

AH times in this paper are Mountain 
Standard Time. 

Results 

Radar films were made in the period Sep
tember 25 to October 31,1968. This paper 
deals with the data obtained du ring 15 
nights, or parts thereof, that were either 
completely dear or had douds only above 
approximately 12,000 Leet. A total of 6,615 
bird echoes was counted on these nights 
(corrected number 5,316). 

A. Hcight distribution 
The height distributions of migrants flying 
above 1,200 feet On the 15 nights used for 
quantitative analysis are given in Table 1. 
The table shows that both the 50 and 90 
per cent levels vary from night to night, 
and that there generally is no obvious pref. 
erence for any particular height band. The 
50 and 90 per cent levels are in general not 
close together. 

There is no consistent maximum altitude 
of Right. For each night the number of 
birds gradually decreased with height. The 
highest bird echoes were recorded between 
13,800 and 14,400 feet on September 25/26 
and 27/28. Sorne were rëcorded above 
14,,200 feet (16,200 ft a.s.l.). 

Although the nights with heavy migra
tion have more high-altitude stragglers than 
other nights, there is no indication that the 
50 and 90 per cent levels are higher on 
those nights than on nights with light mi
gration. On September 26/27, both the 50 
and 90 per cent levels are rnuch higher than 
on any other night. On October 4, the 90 
per cent level and, even more, the 50 per 
cent level are unusually low. 

To determine whether the height distri
bution shifts during the night, the distri
bution for each observation period cluring 
the 6 heavy-migration nights was plotted in 
Table 2. These 6 nights had a total of 6,209 
bird echoes (corrected number 4,972), 
compared to a total of 6,615 bird echoes 
(corrected to 5,316) during all15 nights. 
Lack of data prevented analysis of the light
migration nights. 

Table 2 shows there was no consistent 
shift in the height distribution from Ilight 
to night. The nights of September 27/23 
and 28/29 are best compared since the ra-
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dar observations co ver similar, 8-hour peri
ûds. Both nights show smaIl fluctuations for 
the 50 and 90 per cent levels, but on Sep
tember 27128 the 50 per cent level tended 
to be higher during the latter part of the 
night, whereas the distribution did not 
change on September 28/29, apart from a 
rise of the 50 per cent level from 2200 to 
2400 hours. (The corrected number of bird 
echoes from 1930 to 2000 hours on Septem· 
ber 28/29 was only 25) . 

On September 26/27 there were minor 
fluctuations but no consistent shift in height 
distribution. On Septemher 25/26 both the 
50 and 90 per cent levels were much higher 
during the last than the first observation 
period. No shifts could he determined for 
September 30 and Octoher ;1, hecause too 
few observations were made. 

B. Influence of weather on height 
distribution 
On September 25/26 a radiosonde was re· 
leased at Primrose Lake at 2247 hours, 
while a high-intensity migration was being 
recorded by a surveillance radar near CFB 
Cold Lake. The direction of migration 
during the period 2000-0100 hours was 
1400 (i.e., from 320 0

). Figure 1 gives 
weather data obtained with the radiosonde 
for the 2247· to 2302-hour period, and the 
direction and height distribution of birds 
above 1,200 feet for the 2205- to 2307-
hour period. 

Figure 1 shows there was no pronounced 
preference for any height hand, and that 
almost aU birds were flying below 6,600 
feet. Yet, the pressure gradually decreased 
from 912 millibars at 1,000 feet to 620 
millibars at 11,000 {eet, the temperature 
dropped from IOoC at 1,000 feet to -IOoC 
at 8.200 {eet. and the relative humidity and 
wind speeel ~aried consiclerahly with height. 
The wind direction harcIly changed with 
height. The birds had an almost perfect tail 
win cl at altitudes up to 7,000 feet. The data 
show that, for this particular night, the 
birds did not have a preference for a par
ticular pressure, tempetature, or relative 
humidity. 
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1 
Percentage height distribution of birds llying 
above 1,200 feet in faIl 1968 at Primrose Lake, 
Alberta 

Height 
above radar 
site (x 100 
feet) 

138-144 

132-130 

126-132 

120-126 

114-120 

108-114 

72-78 

66~72 

60~66 6 

5460 4 

48-54 6 

42-48 5 

36-42 

30-36 

24-30 

18-24 

number of 
bird echoes 1150 385 1119 1638 205 475 

Note: Boldface and italic type indicate the 
Iwight bands containÎng the heights below which 
50 and 90 per cent of the birds Ilew re::lpectively. 
T=les5 than 1 peI cent. 

Wind direction and speed for the other 
5 nights with heavy migration were ob
tained with pilot balloons (pibals), released 
at CFB Cold Lake at 2215 hours. !VIr. C. R. 
Finlay, Base lVIeteorological Officer, kindly 
estimated the freezing lev el for these nights 
for the 2200· to 2300·hour period, from the 
original weather maps drawn at his office 
and from radiosonde data from Edmonton 

l' 

4 

8 

8 

9 

64 

12 

13 8 

138 88 5 55 2 27 22 o 7 

"On nights with "heavy migration" more th an 
4,000 birds passed per mile of front per hour 
(Table 4) ; on nights with "light migration" fewer 
than 4,000. 

(160 miles wsw of the air base) for 1700 
and 0500 hours. 

Weather data, direction of migration, 
and height distribution of migrants for the 
2200. to 2300·hour period for the 6 I1ights 
with heavy migration are given in Table 3. 
The 3 nights with overcast hac! different 
amounts and types of douds; the winds 
were northwesterly and hardly changed 

Table 2 
Percentage height distribution of hirds Ilying 
~bove 1,200 feet for 6 nights with heavy migra· 
tIOn fall1968 at PrÎmrosc Alberta 

Height ahove 
radar site 
1 x 100 fcet) 

138-144 l' l' 
---. 

13_2-_1~8__ l' l' - .. --.. - --T 
126-132 --.. - ... --- r--- -1'--=--------... -1'----

l' 1'-

l' 

l' 

120-]26 l' l' l' l' l' l' l' l' l' 

114120 l' l' l' l' l' 

_____ ____ l' 1 l' l' l' l' l' l' - 'l' 

102-108 96---]02--- - ... __ ~ __ ~_.....:2=--__ 2 3 2 T··--TT··-----:1'-~~·-r--
. __ T_ ... _. __ . l' 4 l' "T-=---=- l' 1 l' T l' l' - l' T T l' 

90--96 l' l' 2 2TT T - -1'--1' T l' l' 1 l' T l' 

108-114 T l' 

T 

1'-

84-90 l' 2 .2 T 

Oct. 4 

---"'--T-" _._~_T - l' l' l' l' 1'- T l' l' ---
78-84 l' 4 6 --:7:;-;:2:--7::8:------1~. ~~. l' - 1 2 1 l' 2 2 l' 1 2 l' l' l' l' l' -1--1' - -_._-

66-72'--- -- 1 ~ -TT 3 12 7 4 5 2 2 - _ ._1 __ 3 1 l' T -41r-f---;Y-TT ---... -
60-66 853533 -2213T22 TT 21'1'1' T 
54--60 .~ -+~~. 10 12 ~~- ~O 16 10 26 - T 4 4 3 4 l 4 12 T 1 2 2 3 l' - l' 2 ~ l' 
4854 2 5 9 15 17 13 10 18 14--TT 2·4 6 9 8 10 11 4 3 2 l 3 2 T TIl' T T 

1 5 6 16 22 14 16 12] 5 13 6 5 23 6 4 11 12 10 23 8 4 5 7 4- 4 2 3 5 3 3 
4 4 7 5 2 8 13 12 21 22 9 .3 l T 4 16 12 14 14 10 22 36 Il 7 8 9 9 2 5 8 9 4 2 13 4 2 

4 6 8 7 6 10 16 18 Il 14 13 17 12 8 14 8 2 5 24 11 4 6 7 21 8 9 8 7 3 

15 9 13 5 3~ ::; 2 ~ v 2 7 _ 7 7 .:'.2 25 .~~ 17 20 15 12 11 2213 11 7 16 H 15 11 10 19 20 12 12 13 12 5 
. - 0 8 14 ]6 10 7 8 3 20 1418 - 7 25 il--l:315231920 21 33 7 20 24 30 17 20 8 20 15 43 18 12 10 4 27 1 

12--18 
~~ 32~ ~1 182 112~ ! 16 12 5 35 17 10 13 14 15 13 12 4 5 37 42 28 26 42 34 37 26 1927 24 19 '1-3 46 

v 7 6 5 9 9 Il 4 4 1 2 -, 1-, 9 3 8 12 18 17 6 25 25 20 19 24 20 

number of 
hirJ 217 286 98 274 275 2 34 78 49 94 80 48 4 39 91 142 162 259 209 122 91 25 118 268 229 265 221 220 30 95 80 53 122 199 101 

~ote:, Boldfac: and italic type indicate the height 
ands contallllIlg the height below ",hich 50 and 

~? ,:er cent of the birds Ilew respectively. 
- less than 1 per cent. 

with h . ht Tl b' d fl elg . le If s ew lower under a 
coml' . f nnahon 0 altocumulus and cirrostra-
tus (Octoher 4) than un der thin cirrus 
1 September 28) . 
ch?n the 3. clear nights, wind direction 

2
-anged wHh height hy 15 C on Sep Lem ber 
::J bv1'7-0 ~ h S·' ~ .,.) on ~eptem er 26, and by 70° on 
eptember 27. On Septemher 26. birds had 

to ,1' h' . 
C lm conslderably to avoid the head 

~~------~-----~--- ... _~~_._-~-_ .. ~ •... 

winds at low levels and evell higher to use 
the favourable winds at ahout 6,500 feet 
and up. The data show that at least part of 
the r~igrants did fly at high altitudes, 
causmg unusually high 50 and 90 per cent 
levels that night. 

!he wind speed changed very little with 
helght, except on September 26 and 27. On 
September 26 the increase in wincI speed 

(and in numbers of birds) from 4,000 Lo 
about 6,500 feet coincicled wÎth a shift in 
wind direction from 205 0 to about 275 0

• 

The increase in numbers of migrants most 
likely reRects a preference for wincI direc· 
tion rather than for wind speed. The chanoe 
in winci speed on September 27 occurrecI 1:) 

at too high an altitude to have any clemon-
"trable effect. . 
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Ht above 

-Il 

-10 

12 First observable h\~~~ 

3 Radiosonde site \936 
o Radar site 

Of the migrants above 1,200 feet, on 
September 25 more than 20 per cent fiew 
above freezing leveL On September 30 the 
estimated freezing level was 3,800 +400 
feet. About 8 and 20 per cent fiew above 
4,200 and 3,400 feet, respectively. 

Thedata for the 6 heavy-migration nights 
suggest that cloud coyer and wind direction 
were the main factors that influenced the 
height of migration during those nights. 
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C. The numerical relationship 
between the steps of the 0-8 inten
sity scale 
Lowery and Newman (1966), who used 
the moon·watch technique to study migra· 
tion, introduced the term "Migration Traf· 
fic Rate" (MTR) to express the density of 
bird migration. A method for caleulating 
the MTR's of birds above 1,200 fcet from 
M33C radar data was described by Blok-

Figure L Height distribution of migrants above 
1,200 feet, direction of migration, and upper-air 
weather data for 2205 to 2307 ho urs MST on 
September 25, 1968, at Prim rose Lake, Alberta. 

Ht distri· 
bution 

% 

Ht above 
radar site, 

x 100 ft 

325 

325 

325 

34 

o 

o 

<1 

o 

o 

o 

<1 

10 

5 

6 

7 

9 

13 

20 

12 

18 

108 

102 

96 

90 

84 

78 

72 

66 

60 

54 

48 

42 

36 

3 

24 

18 

12 

3 

poel (1971). The MTR's of migrants above 
1,200 feet for the 15 nights are given in 
Table 4. 

In many instances the observation period 
for which the MTR was calculated did not 
la st exactly 60 min. or did not run from the 
full hour to the full hour as shown in Table 4. 
In these cases the MTR was plotted Ior the 
full hour that comprised the larger part of 
the observation period (e.g., the MTR for 

Table 3 
Height distribution (up to 9,000 feet) of migrants 
abovel,2oo [eet, direction of migration, and 

selected weather data for 6 heavy·migration ni,"hts 
during fall of 1968 at Primrose Lake, Alberta" 

-:--______ .::.-Sept. 25, 2205 2307 

Sky, Primrose Lake 

Sky, Cold Lake 

Clear 

Direction of 

Corrected number 
of bird echoes 

Hcight above 
radar site 
(x 100 feet) 

84 -

78 

72 -

60 -

54 -

48 

42 -

36 -

30 -

24 

18 -

12 

6 

o 

305 

325 

325 

325 

320 

315 

315 

310 

Clear 
TO 1 

140 

274 

Wind No. of 

22 

T 

24 T 

10 
28 

5 

23 6 

7* 

25 9 

13 
34 

20 

32 12 

18 

28 

Date and observation period MST 

Sepl, 26, 220Q-2300 Sept. 27,21582252 Sept. 28, 2200 2300 

300 

295 

255 

250 

205 

165 

150 

125 

Clear 

Scattercd cirrus 
at 28,000 ft 

TO 1 

Clear 

Clear 
TO 1 

94 142 
No. of Wind Wind No. 

T 1* 

14 1* 290 15 1 

5 1 

15 5 285 11 2 

16 4 

15 270 9 

10 2 

10 15 270 13 6 

12 14 

5 6 255 15 14 

7 17 
10 250 15 

4 14 

11 12 235 15 13 

6 9 

13 220 21 

275 

270 

270 

270 

Overcast 

Overcast cirrus 
at 24,000 ft 

TO=6 

229 

T 

* 

T 

1 

1 

2 

Î 

9 

38 24 

16 
40 

7 

45 28 

3 

45 

Sept. 30, 2200-2300 

Overcast 

Overcast cirrostratus 
at 25,000 ft 

TO = 10 

140 

95 

270 32 T 

270 28 

T 
265 21 

T 

270 25 3 

4 

270 25 8* 

20' 
275 30 

19 

265 29 19 

25 

250 28 

Oct. 4, 2200-2300 

Ovcrcast 

Scattered altocumulus 
at 12,000 ft 

broken cirrostratus 
al 23,000 ft 

TO=6 

150 

199 

310 28 

315 30 T 

1 
310 36 

T 

305 40 *3 

2 

305 .39 Î 

12 
300 42 

7 

295 4·3 4-3 

24-

295 39 

- .. ------------------
~te:. Boldf~c.e and italic type indicate the height 

"ds contalUmg the helghts below which 50 and 
90 per ecnt of the birds flew, rcspeetivcly. 
Asterisks indicate estimated frcezillg lcvcl. 

1'0 = Total Opadl}'. T = ft·ss t1WIl 1 1"'" ""111. 
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Table 4 
Migration Traffie Rates of migrants above 

{eet fall of 1968 at Primrose Alberta 

Hour of 
observation, Sept. Sept. 
MST 25 26/27 

1700 1800 

1800-1900 177 

1900 2000 2,040 333 

2000-2100 11,494 2,866 1,760 

2100 2200 15,157 2,958 3,655 

2200 2300 11,941 4,226 7,110 

2300 2400 12,389 3,600 9,947 

24000100 10,930 

01OO~0200 10,450 

*Obecrvation period lasted between 13 and 30 
minutes. 

the 20.51- to 2141-hour period is shown as 
2100-2200 hours). There were 82 observa
tion periods in total: 52lasted from 60 to 
74 min., 1.5 from 4.5 to .59 min., 10 from 30 
to 44 min., and .5 from 13 to 29 min. 

Migration Traffic Rates varied from 
1.5,1.57 to O. Most nights began with small 
MTR's. On sorne nights (e.g., Oetober 17) 
theMTR remained small; on other uights 
it rose to medium (September 26) or to 
large (September 28) uumbers. 

On September 26/27 and 27/28, num· 
bers deereased during the latter part of the 
night. On September 28/29, however, the 
MTR was still large during the 0200- to 

, 0300-hour period. 
Of the 3 clear nights withheavy migration 

(see Table 3), the night of September 2.5, 
with strong tail winds at aIllevels, had the 
largest MTR. On September 26/27, the 
birds had to fly high to get favourable 
winds. Apparently this situation was not 
favourahle for migration, sinee the MTR 
barely exceeded 4,000. On September 27/28, 
the winds were not as favourable and the 
MTR not as large as on September 25. 

Data on MTR's were available for 15 
llights, but reliable intensities from films 
of the seope of tbe surveillance radar were 
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Sept. Sept. Sept. Oct. Oct. Oct. 
28/29 29 30 2 3 4, 

2,250 1,556 1,091 54 

5,297 927 959 36 2,376 

12,060 1,602 2,727 2,005 0 5,994 

10,287 1,130 4,280 666 95 8,952 

13,154 1,248 4,331 63 

11,930 0* 

9,963 

Table 5 
Intensity' of bird migration shown by surveillance 
radar near CFB Cold Lake, Alberta, and Migra. 
tion Trallie Rate of birds above 1,200 fcet ohtained 
with the M33C radar at Primrose Lake, Alherta, 
for the saille in the fall of 1968 

Intensity 25 

8 

7 15,157 

6 11,494 

5 7,101 9,947 
10,930 10,4.50 
5,901 4,1l:~ 

4 
" 1,760 ., 
2 333 

OeL 

1,350 

2,070 

Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. 
17 24 26 27 28 

0* 42 0 *0 

0 249 252 0 86 

0 270 81 0 27 

2,) 396 34.7 0 32 

36 274 194 0 86 

35 168" 0 68 

0 0 

3/4 Oct. 4 

95 
63 

o 
36 

13,549 

8,952 10,945 

5,994 7,777 

2,376 

--, ~-~----~---------------~--- ~----

o o 27 

_, ________ ,_, __ ,_~ ____ , __ , __ ,~_,_,_, ___ 54 ,_, __ , ____ ,_~, __ , __ _ 

seale from Fryers, 1966. 

obtained for on Iv four of these nights. The 
few l'esults show' a clear correlation between 
intensity and averaged MTR (Table 5) . 
The correlation is very erude, however, 

since intensity .5 correspondecl with MTR's 
varying from 4,113 to 10,930 hircls pel' 
mile of front. 

Dis~nssioD 

Method 
Nisbet (1963a) eombined radar and moon
watch teehniques to study noeturnal migra
tion over Cape Cod, Massachusetts. He 
concluded that many species of passerine 
night migrants fly in loose groups, extend
ing over an area 100 to 200 feet across. 
These groups consist of 2 to 12 (average 
6) widely separated birds. 

Eastwood and Rider (1966) studied 
spring night migrants at the eoast of Essex, 
England. They used a 23-em surveillance 
radar and a vertically aimed 3-em radar 
(beamwidth 0.7 0

) whieh.detected single 
birds (Eastwood, 1967). Their results sug
gested that "while sorne of the noeturnal 
an gels which give good echoes at long range 
are probably true groups of birds analogous 
to those observed by day, others, and per
haps the majority, are pseudo-groups which 
l'esult from the pu he-volume effect". 

1 assumed that the verticallv aimed 
M33C 3-cm traek radar (bea~width 2.2 0 ) 

detected single hirds. Moon-wateh data 
(angle of vision 0 . .5 0) ohtained at Cold 
Lake, Alberta, du ring September 1967 sup
port this assumption. Of a total of 609 
birds, only 9 "pairs" and one floek of about 
ten birds (waterfowl) were observed. If 
the M33C deteeted many flocks or groups 
rather than single birds the MTR's are 
minimum estimates; the height distribu
tions are correct assuming that the flocking 
and grouping birds had the same height 
preferences as single birds. 

Both moon-watch (James, 1955) and 
radar studies (Drury and Keith, 1962) 
showed that passerine night migrants are 
not guided by topographical features. Thus 
the bird movements studied at the shore of 
Primrose Lake represent migration at large 
rather th an a local phenomenon. 

No confidenee limits for height distribu
tions and MTR's could he given sinee the 
method used was based on few data (Bl()k
poel, 19(1). 

fleight distrihution 
Nisbet (1963b), BelIrose and Graber 
(1963), and Eastwood and Rider (196.5) 

made radar studies of the height of bird 
migration. Nisbet's equipment pennitted a 
study of floeks higher th an 600 feet; Bell
rose and Graber studied birds higher than 
1,500 feet; and the radar used in the pre
sent study detected single birds above 1,200 
feet. The radar of Eastwood and Rider was 
equipped with a l\t1oving Target Indicator 
whieh permitted a study of birds weIl below 
1,000 feet. Height distributions obtained 
with these different equipments cannot be 
strictly compared. Yet my results are in 
good general agreement with Nisbet's re
suIts at Cape Cod, Massachusetts (based on 
22,000 eehoes during 37 nights in spring 
and faIl). He found that "on average, 90 
per cent of the birds were below .5,000 feet 
and over 99 per cent below 10,000 feet". 
Of the birds flying above 1,200 feet over 
Primrose Lake, .50 per cent were, on aver
age, below about 3,.500 feet, 90 per eent 
below about 5,000 feet, and 99 per cent 
below about 10,000 feet. The results of Bell
rose and Graber are not suitable for corn
parison with mine, since their radar started 
to miss birds beyond a range of 6,400 feet. 

Eastwood and Rider found that about 80 
pel' cent of 346 echoes during 4 nights in 
September 1962 were below 1,.500 feet and 
about 37 per eent of 2,210 echoes during 
14 nights in October and November 1962 
were below 1,500 feel_ Nisbet (op. cit.) 
believed that, on average, only 10-20 per 
cent of the echoes were below 600 feet, and 
that many of these were of non-migrating 
birds (e.g., gulls, shorebirds, ducks, geese, 
and other sea birds). The height distribu
tions obtained in this study suggest that 
on sorne nights (e.g., September 26/27, 
27/28, and 29) few birds were flying below 
l,200 feet. On other nights (e.g., September 
25 and Oetober 16), there may have been 
rclatively many hirds below 1,200 feet. 
The results of Eastwood and Rider cIearly 
show the advantages of the MTI. 

Influence of weather on heigbt 
distribution . 
Eastwood and Rider (1965) described a 
day-time situation in March which sug-

gested that the freezing level operated as a 
ceiling for the birds. The resuIts of this 
study show that birds do Hy above the 
freezing level in considerable numbers at 
night in the faH. Those authors also sug
gested that "il is hardI y reasonable to expeet 
altitude adjustment by migrant birds in 
response to the variations in wind speed 
and direction encountered during an ex
tended fiight". My results for one hour on 
September 26 suggest that sorne hirds 
avoided unfavourable lower winds by flying 
higher than usuaI. This would indicate that 
bircls, once in the air, are able to cletect vari
ations in wind direction on a elear night. 

Relationship helween the steps of the 
0-8 intensity scale 
Sinee the surveillanee radar picked up birds 
below 1,200 feet whereas the M33C did not, 
a eomparison of resuIts obtained with these 
radars has Iimited value. The few resuIts 
suggest that the relation between aIl intensi
lies of the 0-8 scale and the corresponding 
MTR's may not he a simple one, hut the re
lation between the higher intensities (4.~7) 
and the corresponding MTR's may be 
linear. Many more data are needed to solve 
this problem. 
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'The height and density of nocturnal migra
tion during the faIl of 1968 over the area 
around Canàdian Forces Base Co Id Lake, 
Alberta, were recorded by filming an 
A-scope of a vertically aimed M33C track 
radar. The radar was located at the south
west shore of Primrose Lake ~S4°4;9!N lati
tude, 1l0002'W longitude) about 30 miles 
north of CFB Co Id Lake. The radar de
tected single birds flying above 1,200 feet. 
The paper deals with the results for 1S 
nights which were either completely clear 
or clear up to 12,000 feet. 

Of the birds flying over 1,200 feet, 50 
per cent were on the average below about 
3,500 feet, 90 per cent below about 5,000 
feet, and 99 per cent below about 10,000 
feet. The highest bird echoes were recorded 
at 14,200 to 14,400 feet. The 6 nights with 
heavv migration showed no consistent shift 
in th~ height distribution during the ~ourse 
of the night. 

Cloud cover and wind direction were 
probably the main factors that influenced 
the height distribution during the 6 nights 
with heavy migration. 

The Migration Traffic Rates (i.e., the 
numbers of birds per mile of front per 
hour) , obtained from M33C data, showed 
a crude but clear correlation with the den
sities of migration obtained from films of a 
scope of a surveillance radar, located near 
CFB Cold Lake. 
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